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ABSTRACT 

Near-surface mineral deposits that extend to great depths are amenable to both open pit min-

ing and/or underground mining. The strategic planning of such mineral deposits often leads 

to several variations of open pit-underground (OP-UG) mining option(s) and transitions in-

cluding (a) independent open pit (OP) mining, (b) independent underground (UG) mining, 

(c) simultaneous open pit and underground (OPUG) mining, (d) sequential OPUG mining, 

and (e) combinations of simultaneous and sequential OPUG mining. Notable limitations to 

recent developments in the OP-UG mining options and transitions optimization problem in-

cludes one or more of the following: a) lack of rigorous mining optimization approach, b) 

lack of solution optimality assessment, c) lack of geotechnical consideration for the mining 

options and transition zones, d) lack of consideration of exhaustive variables for essential 

UG mining complexes, and e) non-comprehensiveness and inefficiency of the implementa-

tion models. 

The main research objectives are 1) propose an optimization technique for OP-UG mining 

options and transitions planning, and 2) develop, implement and verify a theoretical optimi-

zation framework based on Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model to determine: 

a) the most suitable mining option(s) to exploit an orebody; b) the position of the required 

crown pillar, time and order of development of primary and secondary accesses and main 

ventilation opening, and the schedule of geotechnical support of the secondary development 

accesses and stopes if UG mining option is considered; and c) the ore and waste extraction 

schedules that maximizes the net present value (NPV) of the mining project. 

MATLAB programming platform was chosen for the MILP formulation implementation and 

a large-scale optimization solver, IBM ILOG CPLEX, was used for this research. The MILP 

formulation was tested and implemented with an experimental copper dataset and two real 

gold deposit case studies. The first case study verified the appropriateness of the optimiza-

tion technique and strategies used in the MILP framework for open pit-underground mining 

options and transitions planning. The second and third case studies are implemented with 
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stockpile management and multiple essential underground infrastructures to enhance practi-

cality and rigor of the MILP model. The third case study was additionally evaluated with 

industry standard software, Whittle, and the results compared to that from the MILP model.  

The MILP model scheduled the deposit with combined sequential and simultaneous OPUG 

mining over 8 years mine life while Whittle scheduled the deposit for OP mining over a mine 

life of 20 years. The NPV generated by the MILP model was $ 4.01 billion while the NPV 

generated by Whittle Milawa NPV algorithm was $ 2.31 billion, representing about 42.4% 

loss in financial benefits. The stripping ratio from Whittle OP mining was 2.79 compared to 

0.34 from MILP model for the OPUG mining. Analysis of the results showed that, the MILP 

model significantly avoids the mining of excessive waste to uncover mineralized material 

by switching from OP to UG mining option. This MILP framework implementation for ex-

traction of deep-seated near-surface deposits demonstrate potential value to a mining project 

at the prefeasibility stage when the global mining options decisions are guided by a rigorous 

optimization process. The MILP framework do not evaluate the impact of varying crown 

pillar dimensions on the mining options. 

Keywords 

optimal resource extraction evaluation; net present value; mixed integer linear programming; 

mining options and transitions; optimization; open pit-underground mine planning 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background  

When a mineral deposit is discovered, several technical studies are rigorously conducted to 

ascertain the economic viability of the deposit. At the prefeasibility and feasibility stages of 

a mining project, many decisions are made before the commencement of the project. The 

correctness and accuracy of these decisions provide confidence to both mine planners and 

investors. One key decision is the suitable mining option(s) required to exploit the mineral 

deposit. The decision on an optimal extraction option becomes complicated when the deposit 

extends from the surface to great depth. A deep-seated ore body showing significant outcrops 

could be exploited using different mining options and an important exercise is the determi-

nation of the optimal mining option(s). Mining option is defined as the extraction method 

required to exploit a mineral deposit based on the prevailing technical, economical, safety, 

environmental and social conditions. The mining option could either be surface mining 

methods, underground mining methods, or both (Bakhtavar, et al., 2009a). The term mining 

option has also been used to refer to the initiatives or choices undertaken in the extractive 

industry to expand, change, defer, abandon, or adopt strategies for a mining method(s), ore 

extraction sequence, contracting mining services, and sometimes investment opportunities 

based on changing socio-economic, technological, technical, environmental or market con-

ditions (Afum & Ben-Awuah, 2017). 

Optimization studies for each specific mining option, especially surface or open pit mining 

is common. However, optimization studies that sort to find the suitable mining option for 

any deposit amenable to both open pit and underground extraction is uncommon. The opti-

mal mining option for extracting a near-surface deposit may include: (a) independent open 

pit (OP) mining; (b) independent underground (UG) mining; (c) simultaneous open pit and 

underground (OPUG) mining; (d) sequential OPUG mining; and e) combinations of sequen-

tial and simultaneous OPUG mining. Exploiting a deposit solely by an option where all op-

erations are exposed to the atmosphere is classified as independent OP mining option. For 

an independent UG mining option, the extraction of the deposit is solely conducted within 
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the earth crust. Simultaneous OPUG mining option refers to the concurrent extraction of a 

deposit by both OP and UG mining options. On the other hand, in sequential OPUG mining 

option, the deposit is first exploited by OP mining option and after closure of the OP mining 

operations, UG mining option follows or vice versa. Combinations of sequential and simul-

taneous OPUG mining options refer generally to the extraction of a deposit by sequential 

OPUG mining wherein simultaneous OPUG mining occurs during the transition. 

The choice of the most economic mining option(s) can be implemented through a global 

optimization approach. Mining options and transitions optimization studies are becoming 

popular in the mining industry. They could serve as essential tools for the evaluation of 

current discoveries of complex mineral deposits or for existing operations seeking to max-

imize resource recovery. Recent research works to solve the mining options and transitions 

problem has evolved from the determination of transition depth to the evaluation of extrac-

tion sequence in the presence of crown pillar positioning optimization. Reviews on the tech-

niques for solving the mining options and transitions optimization problem have been stud-

ied and detailed by Afum & Ben-Awuah (2017), and Bakhtavar (2015b). The complexity of 

underground mining dictates that a more sophisticated optimization framework is required 

to solve the surface-underground mining options and transitions problem for global optimal-

ity. A typical approach is a multi-objective optimization formulation that is fully controlled 

by “all” the essential constraints to obtain a globally feasible solution to the surface-under-

ground mining options and transitions problem. The multi-objective modeling framework 

provides a platform for trade-offs between competing objectives, helping the mine planner 

to choose preferred global solution (Ben-Awuah, et al., 2012; Foroughi, et al., 2019). 

The principal research objective is to develop a rigorous optimization framework and meth-

odology to evaluate the financial benefit and resource recovery ratio for a given orebody that 

could be exploited by both open pit and underground mining options. This thesis documents 

a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) framework for optimal resource extraction eval-

uation in open pit-underground mining options and transitions planning. The model selects 

the most suitable mining option for extracting a deposit that is potentially amenable to either 

or both open pit and underground mining. The mining option selection is made in the pres-

ence of a suitable crown pillar, capital development (shaft/decline) and operational develop-

ments (level, ore drives and crosscuts). In the case when the model selects UG mining option 
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as the preferred suitable extraction option or part of the option, the crown pillar position and 

schedules for the capital and operational developments are further determined. Integrating 

three-dimensional (3D) crown pillar positioning into the optimization process allows the OP 

and UG mining options the fair opportunity to economically compete for selection. The ge-

omechanical properties of the crown pillar are not directly integrated in the mathematical 

programming framework. This implies that once the crown pillar location that provides the 

best economics has been identified, additional geomechanical studies will be required during 

detailed planning at the feasibility stage. Evaluating deposits in the presence of several tech-

nical complexities and extraction scenarios for a suitable optimal mining option adds signif-

icant value to a mining project.  

1.2 Problem definition  

The two principal objectives of mine planning are the development of the most economic 

mineral exploitation strategy that maximizes the investment returns and the achievement of 

a maximum resource recovery (Bohnet, 2011). Optimization of the resource extraction strat-

egy however depends greatly on the type of mining operations. When the mineral deposit 

appears as an outcrop and further extends to great depths, such deposits can be exploited by 

OP mining or UG mining or both. Several forms exist when the deposit is amenable to both 

OP and UG mining options – sequential and/or simultaneous. Sequential exploitation de-

scribes the extraction process where OP mining is proceeded by UG mining or vice versa 

while simultaneous exploitation indicates that both OP mining and UG mining are occurring 

at the same time. Current optimization models for strategic evaluation of such mineral de-

posits primarily focus on the depth of the transition point between OP mining and UG min-

ing. An optimization algorithm or model that comprehensively and simultaneously deter-

mines an optimized open pit mine, transition interface, and underground mine for such ore 

bodies will be of major benefit to the mining industry. 

Shortfalls to previous research on mining options optimization have been reviewed and op-

portunities for further studies identified. Notable limitations to recent developments in the 

OP-UG mining options and transitions optimization problem includes one or more of the 

following: a) lack of rigorous mining optimization approach, b) lack of solution optimality 

assessment, c) lack of geotechnical consideration for the mining options and transition zones, 
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d) lack of consideration of exhaustive variables for essential UG mining complexes, and e) 

non-comprehensiveness and inefficiency of the implementation models. 

The depth and economic outline of the OP mine, crown pillar location, and the UG mine 

impact the net present value (NPV) of the mineral extraction process. The strategic schedules 

for a typical OP-UG mining operation require that both OP and UG mining options compete 

for the same mineral reserve during optimization (Ben-Awuah, et al., 2016; Afum & Ben-

Awuah, 2019). The research problem presented here involves the development of a mathe-

matical formulation based on a MILP model to globally determine the: (a) optimal pit limit 

outline if any; (b) extraction schedule of the K mining blocks within the optimal pit limit 

outline over T different periods in the case of OP mining, (c) optimal UG mining boundary 

if any; (d) extraction schedule of the K mining blocks within the UG mining boundary over 

T different periods in the case of UG mining; (e) development schedules of the primary and 

secondary accesses within the UG mining boundary over T different periods when UG min-

ing option is preferred; (f) rock support schedules of the operational development openings 

and stopes within the UG mining boundary over T different periods when UG mining is a 

preferred option; and (g) extracted schedule of the K mining blocks within the combined 

optimal pit outline and economic UG mining boundary over T different periods when OPUG 

mining is the preferred option. The developed mathematical framework maximizes the min-

ing project’s NPV in the presence of physical, technical, and economic constraints. The 

physical constraints relate to the type of mining methods being deployed, interactions be-

tween the mining options, and the mineral extraction sequence relations defined in each min-

ing option. The technical constraints control for the mining, processing, and development 

capacities, the quality of the ore material extracted for processing, and UG rock support 

considerations. Economic constraints integrate selling price of the commodity, mining and 

processing recoveries, mining and development costs, and discount rate into the formulation. 

Figure 1-1 is a schematic representation of the mining options and transitions planning prob-

lem. 
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Figure 1-1: Schematic representation of the open pit-underground (OP-UG) mining options and transitions 
planning problem. (A) illustrates evaluation of an orebody to generate maximum net present value (NPV) 
depending on how each mining block is extracted; either through open pit (OP) mining, open stope extrac-

tion, or both. (B,C) demonstrate the extraction of a mineral resource by OP, underground (UG), or both open 
pit and underground (OPUG) mining for optimum resource development planning. [A – Ben-Awuah, et al. 

(2016); B – Bakhtavar, et al. (2010); C - (Afum, et al., 2019a)] 

1.3 Assumptions  
It is assumed that the selective mining units (SMUs) for mining (OP mining) is equivalent 

to the stope sizes for underground mining. In the proposed mixed integer linear programming 

(MILP) framework, the SMUs are represented by mining blocks in relation to surface mining 

and stopes for underground mining. Following after Mousavi & Sellers (2019), the concept 

of dynamic cut-off grade in which no predefined cut-off grade is specified for each mining 

option is employed in this framework. The location of each SMU is represented by the co-

ordinates of the centroid. It is assumed that a crown pillar is required for the exploitation of 

the ore body by underground mining. 

Other than the assumed rock strength properties of the crown pillar, and estimated cost of 

rock support and reinforcement of the underground openings, no other geotechnical proper-

ties were included in this study. Technical and economic data used in the implementation of 

the mathematical programming framework were either computed using the Costmine data-

base (CostMine, 2016) or adopted from existing mining operations. The size of the crown 

pillar is assumed to be one vertical length of a stope or bench; thus, one unknown bench or 
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level in the block model will represent the crown pillar. This crown pillar thickness assump-

tion requires that once the crown pillar location has been identified, additional geomechani-

cal studies is conducted to validate it thickness during detailed planning at the feasibility 

stage. It is important to note that geotechnical methodologies for sizing of crown pillars are 

well known (Kumar, et al., 2017), and therefore detailed geotechnical studies should be the 

basis of pillar design at the feasibility stage of the mine. Similarly, the effect of water on 

siting of the crown pillar, ore extraction in the stope, and cost of UG water management is 

not considered in this research. For underground mining, mineralized material extraction is 

achieved by naturally supported mining methods (room and pillar, sublevel stoping, open 

stoping, vertical crater retreat (VCR) and vein mining); artificially supported mining meth-

ods (stull stoping, square set, cut and fill, shrinkage, and resuing); and unsupported mining 

methods (block caving, sublevel caving, and top slicing). The ore extraction sequence is by 

either retreating or advancement methods, or both. 

1.4 Summary of literature review  
Surface mining is known to be relatively highly productive, very economic, and safer for 

workers compared to underground mining for most suitable deposits. However, recent evo-

lution in environmental regulations and societal expectations may result in the development 

of small, high-grade deposits by shallow open pits (OP) or in the establishment of high-grade 

underground (UG) mines in place of extensive OP operations (Nelson, 2011). Optimizing 

the extraction of a mineral deposit in the presence of both surface mining methods and UG 

mining methods result in the most economic decision generated by identifying the best min-

ing option for the deposit. Some studies have been conducted to solve the surface-under-

ground mining options and transitions optimization problem. These studies have focused on 

determining the transition depth and the resulting production schedules for the OP and UG 

mining operations using simplified optimization frameworks. These models do not address 

the multi-objective optimization nature of the surface-underground mining options and tran-

sitions problem, and do not formulate the problem with a complete description of the prac-

tical mining environment. Specifically, the existing models do not incorporate essential de-

velopmental infrastructure such as primary and secondary mine access, ventilation require-

ment, and geotechnical support and reinforcement in the optimization framework. Results 

from these models often lead to localized optimal solutions or biased solutions that are usu-

ally impractical to implement in the mining environment (Nilsson, 1982, 1992; Luxford, 
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1997; Bakhtavar, et al., 2008, 2009a, 2009b; Bakhtavar, et al., 2012; Bakhtavar, 2013; 

Dagdelen & Traore, 2014; Bakhtavar, 2015b, 2015a; Chung, et al., 2015; King, et al., 2017; 

Orlin, 2017; MacNeil & Dimitrakopoulos, 2017; Whittle, et al., 2018). According to Tuck 

(2011), there are two main types of lateral and vertical openings in UG mining categorized 

into primary and secondary developments. Primary developments consist of the construction 

of permanent openings that must stand throughout the mine life, and include shafts, declines, 

adits, and tunnels. However, secondary developments entail the construction of temporary 

openings such as ore drives, crosscuts, and waste drives in the UG mine mostly required for 

a particular production unit. These definitions for primary and secondary developments are 

adopted throughout this research. 

Existing optimization algorithms used in attempting the mining options problem include the 

Lerchs-Grossman algorithm, Seymour algorithm, floating cone technique, network flows, 

dynamic programming, neural network, theory of graphs, and mathematical formulations 

(Ordin & Vasil’ev, 2014). Some authors have studied the surface-underground mining op-

tions and transitions optimization problem with available commercial software packages in-

cluding Surpac Vision, Datamine’s NPV Scheduler, Whittle Four-X, Geovia MineSched, 

integrated 3D CAD systems of Datamine, Vulcan, MineScape, MineSight, Isatis, XPAC, 

Mineable Reserve Optimizer (MRO), Blasor pit optimization tool, COMET cut-off grade 

and schedule optimizer, and Datamine Studio 3 (Achireko, 1998; Opoku & Musingwini, 

2013; Roberts, et al., 2013; Dagdelen & Traore, 2014; De Carli & De Lemos, 2015). The 

techniques used by these authors are not generic but mostly scenario based and often lead to 

localized optimization solutions. 

Although Bakhtavar, et al. (2009b) employed a heuristic algorithm to compare economic 

block values computed for both open pit and underground mining on a depth flow basis to 

solve the surface-underground mining options and transitions optimization (SUMOTO) 

problem, results from the heuristic algorithm do not offer a measure of optimality as is the 

case in mathematical programming optimization. Notable authors that used mathematical 

programming to solve the mining transition problem limit their model to the determination 

of transition depth and block extraction sequence for the open pit and underground mining 

operations (Luxford, 1997; Bakhtavar, et al., 2008, 2009a; Roberts, et al., 2009; Bakhtavar, 

et al., 2012; Bakhtavar, 2013; Roberts, et al., 2013; Dagdelen & Traore, 2014; Ordin & 
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Vasil’ev, 2014; Bakhtavar, 2015b, 2015a; Ben-Awuah, et al., 2015; Ben-Awuah, et al., 

2016; Chung, et al., 2016; King, et al., 2017; Whittle, et al., 2018). Similarly, other authors 

have developed stochastic mathematical programming models to solve the surface-under-

ground mining options and transitions optimization problem. They focused on determination 

of the transition depth in 2D environment, and do not incorporate other essential under-

ground mining constraints such as primary and secondary development, ventilation shaft 

development, and geotechnical requirements for the development openings and stopes in the 

optimization framework (Opoku & Musingwini, 2013; Bakhtavar, et al., 2017; MacNeil & 

Dimitrakopoulos, 2017). This is because the optimization of underground mines is compu-

tationally complex (Huang, et al., 2020b) and integrating it with open pit mining makes it 

more challenging (Nhleko, et al., 2018). 

The positioning of the required crown pillar thickness in the SUMOTO problem is key to 

the operations of such mines. Some authors pre-selected the depth of the crown pillar (tran-

sition depth) before evaluating portions above the crown pillar for open pit mining and por-

tions below the crown pillar for underground mining (Ordin & Vasil’ev, 2014; Ben-Awuah, 

et al., 2015; De Carli & De Lemos, 2015; Ben-Awuah, et al., 2016; King, et al., 2017). This 

may lead to suboptimal solutions and will require evaluating multiple crown pillar locations 

in a scenario-based approach. A few authors have attempted to incorporate the positioning 

of the crown pillar in the optimization process (Bakhtavar, et al., 2012; Bakhtavar, et al., 

2017; Whittle, et al., 2018; Afum & Ben-Awuah, 2019; Afum, et al., 2019a). Their models 

were good improvements over previous works but were missing some constraints like ven-

tilation requirement and rock strength properties required for practical implementation. The 

transition from OP to UG mining is a complicated geomechanical process which requires 

the consideration of rock mass properties (Fengshan, et al., 2012; Yardimci, et al., 2016).  

Bakhtavar (2015b) reviewed the combined open pit with underground mining methods for 

the past decade and noticed that the transition problem has been implemented in either sim-

ultaneous or non-simultaneous modes. He asserts that non-simultaneous mode of combined 

mining is more acceptable because large-scale underground caving methods with high 

productivity and low costs can be used. However, in simultaneous mode, horizontal and 

vertical slices underhand cut and fill with cemented backfill is more feasible to be used with 
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OP mining. Afum, et al. (2019a) implemented a mathematical programming model that al-

lows the optimization approach to decide whether the mineral deposit should be exploited 

with either simultaneous, non-simultaneous, sequential or any of these combinations thereof.  

Most existing models in general do not include the requirements of essential underground 

mining infrastructure such main access to the underground mine (shaft or decline or adit 

development), ventilation development, operational development (levels, ore and waste 

drives, crosscuts), and necessary vertical development (ore passes, raises). Equally, these 

existing models do not incorporate rock strength properties in the SUMOTO problem. Alt-

hough these essential infrastructure and geotechnical characteristics of the rock formation 

are significant to underground mining operations, their added complexities make it difficult 

to be included in the SUMOTO models. According to Bullock (2011b), mine planning is an 

iterative process that requires looking at many options and determining which, in the long 

run, provides the optimum results. Using such iterative process could lead to some inferior 

or sub-optimal solution(s) that do not constitute the global optimal solution. 

The strength of the application of Mathematical Programming Models (MPMs) for mine 

optimization problems is employed in this research. Mathematical programming models are 

known to be rigorous and their solutions have a measure of optimality. The application of 

mathematical optimization to OP mining limits started with the implementation of graph 

theory commonly referred to as the LG algorithm (Lerchs & Grossman, 1965). Subse-

quently, the optimization problem was also modelled as a maximum flow problem (Picard, 

1976). Some benefits of MPMs include (Martinich, 1997): 

1. Rigorous – mathematical programming models are precise, and their structure de-

scribes the thought process of the modeler in terms of the decision variables (objec-

tive functions), and the decision environment (constraints). 

2. Objectivity – mathematical programming models are objective since all assumptions 

and definitions are clearly stated. Even though these models may reflect the experi-

ence and preference of the modeler, any biases can be identified by observers. 

3. Tractability – mathematical programming models allow large and complex prob-

lems to be solved in their reduced form by employing the significant interrelation-

ships among the variables constituting the problem. Thus, complicated decision-

making problems are relatively approximated and simplified. 
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4. Model solution – mathematical programming models make problems amenable to 

mathematical and computer solution techniques. 

5. Sensitivity or parametric analysis - mathematical programming models make it rel-

atively easy to find the optimal solution for a specific model and its variations due 

to repeatability. 

A mathematical programming models (MPM) based on MILP optimization framework for 

evaluating the mining option(s) for a deposit has been developed, implemented, and tested 

on a gold deposit case study. The MILP framework is based on the Competitive Economic 

Evaluation (CEE) approach introduced by Afum & Ben-Awuah (2017). According to Afum, 

et al. (2019a), the CEE optimization technique allows the optimizer to select the most suita-

ble mining option(s) and extraction strategy for the deposit. The mining options evaluated 

are independent OP, independent UG, simultaneous OPUG, sequential OPUG, and combi-

nations of simultaneous and sequential OPUG. The proposed MILP framework incorporates 

the required UG mine ventilation development, rock support and reinforcement of the oper-

ational development (level, ore and waste drives, crosscuts) and stopes. The UG mine ven-

tilation development often incorporates a series of bored raises and lateral drive develop-

ment, and the construction of ventilation controls. Ventilation controls are a range of objects 

such as regulators, including doors and walls which need considerable time and money to 

create. The term support generally refers to the various types of rock support used to protect 

underground workers and may include steel mesh, shotcrete, fibrecrete, and a variety of 

types of steel straps. Reinforcement on the other hand refers to the various types of rock 

reinforcement to help prevent rock movement and may include a variety of types of rock-

bolts, cablebolts, rebar, and dowel. Cablebolting in stope development can particularly be 

very costly and may introduce considerable time delays. Most cablebolts need 30 days for 

the portland cement grout to properly set for the cablebolts to be fully functional. 

In summary, the features and strengths of the proposed MILP framework are that: (a) the 

CEE optimization approach is unbiased; (b) the crown pillar positioning is incorporated into 

the optimization process and not predetermined; (c) the production schedule or extraction 

strategy of the selected mining option is time-dependent; (d) the construction of essential 
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UG mining infrastructure (main ventilation, capital and operational development require-

ments) are incorporated in the formulation; and (e) the rock support required to reinforce the 

operational development openings and stopes are considered in the optimization model.  

1.5 Research objectives  
The primary objective of this research is to develop a theoretical framework for selecting the 

optimal mining option(s), defining the mining transition depth, and evaluating the extraction 

strategy for developing any given orebody amenable to OP and/or UG mining using mathe-

matical programming (MP) optimization framework. The various mining options to be con-

sidered in the optimization framework are: (a) independent OP mining, (b) independent UG 

mining with crown pillar, (c) simultaneous OPUG mining with crown pillar, (d) sequential 

OPUG mining with crown pillar, and (e) combinations of simultaneous and sequential 

OPUG mining with crown pillar. The objectives of the study will focus on the following: 

1. Propose and develop an optimization process for OP-UG mining option(s) and tran-

sition planning. 

2. Develop an optimization framework that maximizes the NPV of a mining options 

evaluation project while generating a strategic extraction schedule for OP and/or UG 

materials. 

3. Incorporate the following decision complexities into the optimization framework: 

a. three-dimensional (3-D) crown pillar positioning, 

b. UG primary access development, 

c. UG operational development, 

d. ore quality or grade blending constraints, 

e. stockpile management, 

f. mineral extraction sequence, 

g. UG geotechnical considerations, and 

h. UG ventilation requirements. 

4. Develop computer codes/tools to implement the formulated models for practical min-

ing options projects. 
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1.6 Context and scope of work  
There are essentially two main ore extraction systems: surface mining methods and under-

ground mining methods. Open pit mining technique is a branch of surface mining methods 

considered as the most applied mining method. Open pit mining has advantages over under-

ground mining methods in terms of mining recovery, production capacity, mechanization, 

grade blending and cut-off grades control, flexibility of operation, ore loss and dilution con-

trol, and safety of workers. However, underground mining is highly acceptable than open pit 

mining in terms of environmental and social perceptions. It leaves a lesser mining footprint 

compared to open pit mining. In some cases, due to the orebody configuration, the mine 

economics may support both or one of these mining methods.  

Transitioning from OP to UG mining or vice versa is sometimes considered a strategy when 

maximizing the economic project value and the resource recovery factor. In this case, ap-

propriately optimizing the interaction between OP and UG mining operations is an essential 

contribution to the project’s success. From a practical point of view, planning for the transi-

tion requires a long lead-time as the implications on the ultimate pit and the underground 

boundary design can be significantly (Roberts, et al., 2009; Finch, 2012; Hassan, et al., 2012; 

Newman, et al., 2013; Ben-Awuah, et al., 2016; King, et al., 2017). Therefore, determination 

of the transition depth and extraction strategy should be meticulously examined before im-

plementation. This meticulous approach ensures the economic benefits and associated risks 

are not missed during the planning stage. Transitioning from OP to UG mining or vice versa 

involves considerable alterations of parameters and decision variables in the system of min-

ing Based on the production capacities, mining equipment together with logistics and trans-

portation arrangements could also be impacted. The rock stability and ground control re-

quirements could also change. Without detailed strategic planning, many challenges can 

arise influencing the success of the mining project. 

This research focusses on the development of a mathematical programming framework and 

methodology for appraising the impact of applying the several forms of mining options to 

exploit a mineral deposit. The various forms of mining options include independent OP min-

ing, independent UG mining, sequential OP and UG mining, and simultaneous OP and UG 

mining while considering the impact of primary access and operational developments, 3-D 
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crown pillar positioning, stockpile management, geotechnical requirements of the opera-

tional development and stope mining, in-situ ore quality or grade blending constraints and 

ventilation requirements. The research will investigate the strategy of extracting an orebody 

using: 

1. Independent OP mining; 

2. Independent UG mining with crown pillar; 

3. Simultaneous OPUG mining with crown pillar; 

4. Sequential OPUG mining with crown pillar; and 

5. Combinations of simultaneous and sequential OPUG mining with crown pillar. 

It is assumed that a crown pillar is required for the exploitation of the orebody by under-

ground mining. In situations where the required crown pillar has economic value higher than 

an artificial crown pillar, this assumption will impact profitability of the project. For UG 

mining, stoping is achieved by naturally supporting mining methods (room and pillar, 

sublevel stoping, open stoping, vertical crater retreat (VCR) and vein mining), and caving 

methods (sublevel caving, block caving, and top slicing). The sequence of underground ore 

extraction could be either retreating or advancement methods or both. Future selling prices 

of the commodity and costs of mining the mineral deposit is held constant. Sensitivity anal-

yses are therefore key components in the evaluation methodology of this research to ensure 

re-optimized production schedules aligns with current industrial practices. Similarly, the ge-

ological block model is assumed to be deterministic. 

The collection of drilling, sampling, and geotechnical data for constructing the geologic 

block model is outside the scope of this study. Determination of technical and economic 

parameters including the required crown pillar size, stope size definition, nature and cost of 

rock support and reinforcement, rock mass characterization, price of commodity, and mining 

cost used as inputs during the implementation and testing of the model are also outside the 

scope of this research. Effort is made to use industry technical and economic data for imple-

mentation and verification of the developed model to obtain more realistic and practical re-

sults. It is important to state that, detailed geomechanical study of rock formation may influ-

ence the design and location of the crown pillar (also sometimes referred to as the surface 

crown pillar). 
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1.7 Research methodology  
To achieve the research objectives, the main challenges that need to be addressed include 

complexity vs practicality; multiple conflicting objectives; OPUG mining options and inter-

face dynamics; and geotechnical considerations. A kriged block model was developed using 

GEOVIA GEMS (Dassault, 2020b) and used as input for the optimization model. MATLAB 

2018a (Mathworks, 2018) was used as the programming platform to define the formulated 

framework. IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio (ILOG, 2015) which is based on the 

branch and cut optimization algorithm (Holmstrom, et al., 2009) is integrated into MATLAB 

to solve the formulated MILP problem. 

The model was implemented and verified with three experimental case studies of copper and 

gold resources. The MILP model framework was used to determine the mining option(s) 

required to exploit the deposit, the transition depth, and the integrated strategic annual pro-

duction schedules for the case studies. The long-term schedules for developing the primary 

access, secondary accesses, ventilation openings, and geotechnical rock support and rein-

forcement for the openings and stopes were generated. The third case study was imple-

mented in Whittle and the results compared with that from the MILP model. The research 

experimentations compared the selected mining option, annual stripping ratio, production 

rates, average mineral grade, and NPV of the mining project. 

The breakdown of the research tasks completed for the realization of the study objectives 

are enumerated as follows:  

1. Propose and develop an optimization process for open pit-underground mining op-

tion(s) and transition planning. 

2. Propose and develop a theoretical framework for a MILP model for determining the 

optimal mining option(s) required to exploit a mineral resource taking into consid-

eration open pit and underground production schedules, 3-D crown pillar position-

ing (transition depth), mineral extraction sequence, and underground primary access 

and operational developments, and ventilation development requirement. 

3. Integrate stockpile management and geotechnical considerations in terms of rock 

support and reinforcement in the MILP optimization.  

4. Test, calibrate and verify the MILP frameworks with synthetic dataset. 
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5. Analyze the results obtained using the synthetic datasets and discuss the practicality 

of the results to further improve the theoretical formulations. 

6. Implement the MILP formulations for a real mineral deposit to define the life of 

mine strategic OPUG production schedules for a mining options evaluation. 

7. Assess the impact of applying the MILP formulation and the mining options evalu-

ation workflow based on the determined NPV and practicality of the strategic pro-

duction schedule generated. 

8. Compare the performance of the MILP framework with an industry standard opti-

mization tool. 

9. Document the research methodology, workflow and parameter calibration for the 

model. 

A summary of the research methodology is presented in Figure 1-2. This is a schematic 

representation of the mining options and transitions optimization workflow for evaluating a 

deep-seated but near-surface deposit amenable to both OP and UG mining. A block model 

of the given orebody is fed into the formulated MILP framework. The economic and tech-

nical parameters required to evaluate the orebody mining options are introduced. The MILP 

model interrogates the orebody to determine the most suitable mining option, life of mine, 

and ore extraction strategy by utilizing available processing plant, waste dump, OP stockpile 

and UG stockpile capacities. When UG mining is part of the preferred mining option, the 

model also determines the position of the crown pillar, and the schedules for capital devel-

opment (primary access, ventilation raises and accesses), secondary development (levels, 

drives, crosscuts), and geotechnical rock support and reinforcement delays in the operational 

development openings and stopes. 
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Figure 1-2: Schematic representation of the workflow for evaluating deep-seated deposits amenable to OPUG 
mining.  

1.8 Scientific contributions and industrial significance of the research  
The main contributions of this research are the proposed optimization methodology referred 

to as Competitive Economic Evaluation (CEE) and the development of an optimization 

framework based on Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) for OP-UG mining options 

and transitions planning. The MILP framework integrates an unmined 3D crown pillar, pri-

mary and secondary developments, ventilation requirements and grade blending constraints 

in the optimization of the mining options and transitions planning problem. The research 

further introduces geotechnical requirements and stockpile management in the MILP model 

for improved practical implementation. The NPV of the mining project is maximized after 

optimization and the generated mining option(s) schedules satisfy all the specified technical 

and economic constraints. 

The industrial significance of this work includes the introduction of an optimization work-

flow and a MILP formulation that seeks to enable the mining industry to generate a strategic 

production schedule for mineral resources amenable to OPUG mining. The simultaneous 

optimization of mining, processing, ore quality (grade blending), stockpiling, unmined 3-D 

crown pillar, primary access and operational development, ventilation development, and 

rock support and reinforcement requirements are desirable for the strategic planning of a 
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mine at the prefeasibility stage. Additional information obtained from the strategic mining 

options evaluation results complement the selection process of an appropriate stoping 

method for a typical underground mining operation. 

1.9 Organization of the thesis  
This thesis is made up of five (5) chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the PhD research. It defines 

the problem, highlights key assumptions, summarizes the literature review, and presents the 

objectives and scope of the research, the general methodology, and the contributions of this 

research. 

Chapter 2 provides a summary of the literature review undertaken for this research. Previous 

optimization methodologies and models on the OP-UG mining options and transitions plan-

ning problem were discussed, and the limitations and gaps in this research area have been 

highlighted. A section of this chapter is dedicated to the discussion of optimization models 

and their strengths in handling real world problems. 

Chapter 3 introduces the proposed optimization process and the mathematical formulation 

for evaluating mineral resources amenable to OPUG mining options and their transitioning 

complexes. The unbiased Competitive Economic Evaluation (CEE) optimization process 

was highlighted. The multi-objective function and mining constraints in relations to the 

mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model have been documented. 

Chapter 4 presents the implementation and verification of the multi-objective MILP model. 

The model was applied to a large-scale gold deposit to evaluate the rigorousness of the OP-

UG mining options and transitions optimization model. Application of the model to other 

deposits have been published in peer reviewed journals and presented in the Appendices. 

The sensitivity of selected input parameters in model were evaluated. A comparative study 

of the developed model and an industrial optimization tool, GEOVIA Whittle, was discussed 

in this chapter. 

Chapter 5 presents the summary and conclusions of the thesis. The contributions of the PhD 

research are also documented in this chapter. Recommendations for future work on OP-UG 

mining options and transitions optimization studies are highlighted. 
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Background  
This chapter presents a summary of mining options classification and mathematical pro-

gramming models (MPMs), and reviews relevant literature on algorithms and models for 

open pit-underground (OP-UG) mining options and transitions optimization. The chapter 

also discusses relevant techniques and methods of mathematical programming, previous 

works on OP-UG mining options and transitions optimization, and the comprehensiveness 

and efficiency of existing models in being deployed for complex deposits. Gaps in literature 

and opportunities that form the rationale for this PhD research and its implementation in the 

mining industry are further identified. Finally, the chapter highlights the limitations of cur-

rent models and algorithms for the OP-UG mining options and transitions optimization prob-

lem and the application of mathematical programming framework based on mixed integer 

linear programming (MILP) for rigorous mineral resource extraction evaluation. 

2.2 Classification of mining methods (mining options)  

Mining is defined as the process of exploiting a valuable mineral resource naturally occur-

ring in the earth crust (Caro, et al., 2007; Newman, et al., 2010). The extraction of mineral 

resources from the earth crust is classified broadly into two; surface mining and underground 

(UG) mining. In surface mining, all the extraction operations are exposed to the atmosphere 

while in UG mining, all the operations are done in the bosom of the earth crust. The main 

objective of a mineral project development is the maximization of investment returns; the 

“golden rule” of mining or the investor’s “law of conservation” (Bohnet, 2011). Therefore, 

adopting the best mining option that maximizes the project’s value is a requirement to the 

establishment of a successful mine. Planning a surface mine is often simpler compared to an 

underground mine because there are broad similarities between different variations of sur-

face mining as opposed to the variations of underground mining. Thus, planning an under-

ground mine is necessarily complicated by the availability of many different types and var-

iations of mining systems (Bullock, 2011b). These surface and underground mining varia-

tions are also generally referred to as classes of mining methods. The classification of surface 
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mining methods and underground mining methods are respectively illustrated in Figure 2-1 

and Figure 2-2. 

 

Figure 2-1: Classification of surface mining methods (Adler & Thompson, 2011) 

 

 

Figure 2-2: Classification of underground mining methods (Adler & Thompson, 2011) 

Surface mining methods are broadly classified into mechanical and aqueous extraction meth-

ods (Figure 2-1). Mechanical surface mining methods include open pit mining, quarrying, 

strip mining and auger mining while aqueous surface mining methods include placer mining 

and solution mining. Placer mining includes dredging and hydraulic mining while solution 
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mining includes surface techniques such as in-situ leaching and evaporite processing. Based 

on the rock formation strength, UG mining methods are broadly classified into naturally 

supported methods, artificially supported methods, and unsupported methods (Figure 2-2). 

Naturally supported mining methods include room and pillar, sublevel stoping, open stoping, 

vertical crater retreat (VCR), and vein mining. Artificially supported mining methods in-

clude stull stoping, square set, cut and fill, shrinkage, and resuing while unsupported meth-

ods include longwall, sublevel caving, block caving, and top slicing. According to Nelson 

(2011), some of the factors that must be considered when choosing between surface or un-

derground mining methods include: 

1. Extent, shape, and depth of the deposit; 

2. Geological formation and geomechanical conditions; 

3. Productivities and equipment capacities; 

4. Availability of skilled labor; 

5. Capital and operating costs requirements; 

6. Ore processing recoveries and revenues; 

7. Safety and injuries; 

8. Environmental impacts, during and after mining; 

9. Reclamation and restoration requirements and costs; and 

10. Societal and cultural requirements. 

2.3 Mineral projects evaluation 
When a mineral deposit is discovered, several evaluations are conducted towards the 

project’s viability. The evaluation methods used are broadly grouped into two: positive 

evaluation methods and normative evaluation methods (Torries, 1998). Positive evaluation 

methods assess the quantity and quality of the mineral project while normative evaluation 

methods assess the social and ethical values of the mineral project. Positive evaluation 

methods deal with investigations related to the geology of the formation, technology 

required to develop the deposit, investment decisions such as net present value (NPV), 

internal rate of return (IRR), and options valuations, and financial evaluation to show how 

funds will be raised and repaid in future. This research focuses on positive evaluation 
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methods for mineral projects with the exception of how funds are raised and repaid for the 

project.  

A mineral property could be described as being at early-stage or advanced-stage exploration, 

development, defunct, dormant, or production stage (SAMVAL, 2016). Three types of 

studies are undertaken according to the stage of life of the mineral project under evaluation. 

These studies are scoping study, prefeasibility study and feasibility study (VALMIN, 2015; 

CIMVAL, 2019). Scoping study is a preliminary assessment of the technical and economic 

viability of a mineral property while a prefeasibility study is a comprehensive study of the 

viability of the mineral project subject to operational constraints at which the preferred UG 

mining method or OP mining arrangement is established, including an effective mineral 

processing method.. Feasibility study, on the other hand, is a comprehensive study on the 

design and cost of the selected mining option for developing the mineral project. Usually, 

the confidence level associated with a prefeasibility study is lower than a feasibility study 

while the confidence level for a scoping study is also lower than a prefeasibility study.  

The outcome of a prefeasibility study on a mineral property is a mineral reserve that is 

profitable. Thus, the mineral resource is technically and economically evaluated and if it is 

profitable, it becomes a mineral reserve otherwise it remains a mineral resource until 

prevailing factors (commonly referred to as modifying factors) become favorable 

(CIMVAL, 2019). The details of the evaluation studies for a mineral project depends mainly 

on the stage of life of the mine and the prevailing regulatory requirements of the region. 

These detailed evaluation considerations may include geological and geostatistical 

modeling, geotechnical investigation, mining optimization studies, cost-benefit analysis, 

equipment selection, rock transportation studies, rock stability and slope requirement 

assessment, crown pillar location investigation, blasting and fragmentation studies, 

environmental baseline studies, environmental management and impact studies, and mine 

closure and reclamation studies. During prefeasibility studies, typical technical and 

economic considerations include geological, geostatistical and mining optimization 

investigations. These investigations primarily define the spatial grade distribution of the 

deposit, and uncovers the size, shape, depth (extent), and orientation of the deposit, and 

further validate the profitability associated with the mining strategy.  
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Identifying the preferred mining option (whether OP or UG or both) during prefeasibility 

studies on a mineral property involves strategic optimization analysis. These analysis ensure 

much value is attained during the implementation of the resource development plan. When 

the mineral resource is closer to the earth surface (sometimes with significant outcrop), OP 

mining evaluation studies are outrightly conducted. When the mineral resource is deeply 

buried in the earth crust (with no significant outcrop or presence near the earth surface), UG 

mining evaluation studies are conducted. However, when the mineral deposit is significantly 

closer to the earth surface and also deeply buried in the earth crust, the deposit becomes 

amenable to both OP and UG mining. In such cases, the portion of the orebody near the earth 

surface is evaluated to be exploited by OP mining method to produce early revenue, while 

the deeper portion is either outrightly evaluated for UG mining or the evaluation is deferred 

for later years in the future (Opoku & Musingwini, 2013). In general, OP mining methods 

are characterized by relatively low mining and operating costs, high stripping ratio, and 

extended time in accessing the mineral ore (Koushavand, et al., 2014; Ben-Awuah, et al., 

2016) while UG mining is characterized by high mining and operating costs, high grade ore, 

and earlier times in retrieving the ore (Finch, 2012; Pourrahimian, et al., 2013; Terblanche 

& Bley, 2015; Huang, et al., 2020b, 2020a). 

In most cases, for mineral deposits amenable to OPUG mining, the UG mining evaluation is 

not undertaken during prefeasibility studies but conducted in later years when the OP mine 

stripping ratio increases towards the critical limit. The effect of this traditional evaluation 

approach is an increased overall mining cost and a potential loss of financial benefits 

(Elkington, 2013; Breed, 2016). Similary, where UG mining commences at the onset of the 

mineral project, and later converts or transitions to OP mining, significant financial loss can 

occur if the global mining strategy was not defined for the entire mineral deposit during 

prefeasibility studies. Historically, some mining companies that transitioned from OP to UG 

or vice versa include Telfer, Golden Grove, and Sunrise Dam in Australia (Mawby & 

Rankin, 2013); Grasberg mine in Indonesia (Freeport-McMoRan, 2016); Akwaaba and 

Paboase mines of Kinross Chirano Gold Mine in Ghana (Afum, et al., 2019b). In addition, 

Lac Des Iles mine located in Canada and Newmont Ahafo mine in Ghana both operate 

OPUG mining operations. 
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The extraction evaluation of such mineral resources amenable to OPUG mining is referred 

to in this research as mining options optimization. Mining options optimization has been 

used by other researchers and professionals to refer to the initiatives or choices undertaken 

in the extractive industry to expand, change, defer, abandon or adopt strategies for a mining 

method(s) and sometimes investment opportunities; based on changing economics, 

technology or market conditions (Shinobe, 1997; Bakhtavar, et al., 2008, 2009a; 

Marketwired, 2016). The importance of rigorously assessing the economics for a mineral 

deposit extraction, before deciding on the mining option to adopt is therefore essential to 

mineral resource planning. This may ensure important decisions of canceling a major OP 

pushback and transitioning to UG mining or vice versa is known at the onset of the mining 

project (Bakhtavar, et al., 2009b; Elkington, 2013). 

2.4 Evaluation techniques for mining options and transitions planning  
The outcome of an evaluation study for a mineral deposit amenable to OPUG mining 

includes the optimal mining option, strategic extraction plan, and a transition depth or 

location. The variations of the mining option are independent OP mining, independent UG 

mining, concurrent OP and UG mining, OP mining followed by UG mining, and UG mining 

followed by OP mining. The strategic extraction plan includes the sequences of rock 

extraction and the determination of life of mine and transition depth. The transition depth 

defines the location or position of the crown pillar. The extraction strategy when OPUG 

mining is prefered could either be sequential mining or parallel mining or both (Finch, 2012). 

Respectively, other researchers used the terms simultaneous or non-simultaneous or 

combined OPUG mining to refer to these same mining options (Bakhtavar, et al., 2017). 

Sequential mining is when the mineral deposit is continuously extracted by an independent 

OP mining method(s) until the pit limit, followed by UG mining method(s), while parallel 

mining is when the mineral deposit is simultaneously or concurrently extracted by OP and 

UG mining in the same period or time. Transitioning is the main challenge for OPUG mining 

projects due to the complexity and implications of where and when to position the crown 

pillar (or identify the transition depth) (Opoku & Musingwini, 2013). Over the years, five 

fundamental approaches have been used to determine the transition point or location of the 

crown pillar (Chen, et al., 2001; Chen, et al., 2003; Finch, 2012; Whittle, et al., 2018). These 
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techniques are (1) biggest economic pit, (2) incremental undiscounted cash flow, (3) 

automated scenario, (4) stripping ratio, and (5) opportunity cost analyses. 

The biggest economic pit approach is a technique that evaluates the discovered mineral 

resource for OP mining and any portion of the deposit that falls outside the optimal pit limit 

is later evaluated for UG mining. This technique is a traditional method that is simple and 

widely used in assessing deposits that show significant features of being exploited by OPUG 

mining. The technique asssesses and compares the marginal cost of stripping uneconomic 

rock material to the marginal revenue from processing one unit of associated mineralized 

rock material. When the marginal difference is positive, the optimal pit outline enlarges but 

a negative difference terminates the pit (Finch, 2012). 

Incremental cash flow approach is an evaluation technique that assesses the mineral resource 

by comparing the marginal OP profit per depth to the marginal UG profit. When the marginal 

OP profit is equal to or less than the marginal UG profit, OP mining terminates and the 

associated depth then acts as the transition point. This transition depth is typically shallower 

compared to the biggest economic pit technique (Finch, 2012). This method assumes that 

UG mining profits do not depend on the depth of operation, therefore, there will be a point 

where the marginal profits from UG mining operation will exceed that from OP mining 

operation. 

The automated scenario analysis approach accounts for discounting unlike the incremental 

undiscounted cash flow approach. It is based on the premise that, per an equivalent unit of 

throughput, UG mines are characterized by high cut-off grades and therefore have higher 

cash flow compared to OP mines for the same throughput. The approach is implemented by 

compiling schedules for OP and UG mining and comparing the computed NPV for each 

potential transition point. Thus, a set of transition points are evaluated and the OPUG mining 

arrangements that offers the highest NPV is selected for further analysis and design (Finch, 

2012). This method is time consuming and complex. 

The stripping ratio analysis features the use of allowable stripping ratio (ASR) planned by 

mine management for the OP mine and overall stripping ratio (OSR) computed per depth 

for the OP mine to determine the transition depth (Chen, et al., 2001; Chen, et al., 2003). 

The stripping ratio is expressed by this relation with emphasis on exploitation cost of 1 tonne 

of ore in UG mining and in OP mining, as well as, removal cost of waste in relation to 1 
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tonne of ore extracted by OP mining. As OP mining deepens, the stripping ratio usually 

increases, increasing the overall mining cost. An overall stripping ratio (OSR) is calculated 

and used to determine the breakeven point of the OP mine relative to its depth. The OP mine 

transitions to UG mine when OSR is equal to the ASR established by management of the 

mining project. 

The opportunity cost technique is an extension of the LG algorithm that optimizes the OP 

ultimal pit while considering the value of the next best alternative UG mining option. This 

approach also employs the strength of the undiscounted cashflow technique and assumes 

that rock materal in the transition zone will be mined by UG method if not mined by OP 

method (Whittle, et al., 2018). The methodology ensures that a minimum opportunity cost 

is achieved for the selected optimal mining option at the expense of the unselected mining 

option.  

An evaluation technique that leverages the advantages of these fundamental approaches 

were recently introduced by Afum & Ben-Awuah (2019). This approach is referred to as 

Competitive Economic Evaluation (CEE) technique. The CEE process evaluates each block 

of the mineral deposit and economically decides: (a) blocks suitable for OP mining, (b) 

blocks suitable for UG mining, (c) unmined blocks and (d) unmined crown pillar 

simultaneously. The CEE optimisation strategy is an unbiased approach that provides fair 

opportunity to each mining block for selection by a mining option.   

2.5 Notable research on mining options and transitions planning optimization 
Historically, a cash flow and NPV based algorithm was introduced in 1982 to examine the 

OP-UG transition interface (Nilsson, 1982). Subsequently, in 1992, Nilsson reviewed the 

previous 1982 algorithm and produced a new algorithm that considers the transition depth 

as a critical input for evaluating deposits amenable to OP and UG extraction (Nilsson, 1992). 

An algorithm for determining the depth of transition was thereafter introduced by Camus 

(1992). This algorithm was presented based on the economic block values for OP and UG 

extraction methods. The technique involves the implementation of the OP extraction algo-

rithm taking into consideration an alternate cost due to UG exploitation. In 1997, a model 

was developed by Shinobe (1997) that enables the mine operator to determine the optimum 

time of conversion based on discounted cash flow (DCF) techniques, and cost estimation 
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equations according to O'Hara & Suboleski (1992). The model assumed that the UG re-

sources were confined, and their extraction is technically feasible. Whittle Programming Pty 

developed an applied approach referred to as quantified operational scenarios for interfacing 

OP-UG mining methods in the OP to UG transition problem (Tulp, 1998). 

In 2001 and 2003, an evaluation technique based on allowable stripping ratio (ASR) with a 

mathematical form for the objective function was introduced by Chen, et al. (2001) and 

Chen, et al. (2003). Volumes of ore and waste within the final pit limit were assumed to be 

a function of depth for determining the transition point. A heuristic algorithm based on eco-

nomic block values of a 2-dimensional block model that compares the total value when using 

OP mining for extracting a particular level to UG mining of the same level was developed 

for the mining options problem (Bakhtavar, et al., 2008). The algorithm was based on the 

fact that typical ore deposits showing significant outcrops can be potentially exploited by 

OP mining followed by UG mining. Thus, mining is completed at the initial levels by OP 

extraction methods while transitioning to UG mining as the operation deepens from the mid-

dle levels. 

Until 2009, only a few available algorithms could solve the optimal transition depth problem 

with some limitations. Bakhtavar, et al. (2009a) developed a model for solving the transition 

depth problem by modifying Nilsson’s algorithm. The model generated two different mining 

schedules for OPUG mining. Each mining method is employed to extract mining blocks on 

the same level in series. The incremental NPVs of the extraction for each level blocks are 

compared and if the incremental NPV of the OP mine is larger than that of the UG mine, the 

algorithm transcends by adding the next series of level blocks to the previously optimized 

mining schedule; and the incremental NPV of the OPUG mine is compared again. Evaluation 

results from the first level to the last level is monitored to identify the optimal transition 

depth (level) for the establishment of a crown pillar. The remaining portions of ore below 

the crown pillar were evaluated and extracted utilizing UG stoping method(s). 

Another heuristic model based on the economic block values of OPUG extraction was de-

veloped by Bakhtavar, et al. (2012). This new model was an improvement over the previous 

model by factoring in the NPV achieved through the mining process. Thus, for any level of 

the block model, the computed NPV from OP mining operation is compared to the NPV 
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derived from UG mining operation for the same level. Although the model solves the tran-

sition problem using some technical and economic parameters, it does not consider mining 

and processing capacities (equipment requirements), and uncertainties in the geological and 

geotechnical characteristics of the orebody. Uncertainties of ore grades were considered in 

subsequent mathematical programming frameworks for the transition problem (Bakhtavar, 

et al., 2017; MacNeil & Dimitrakopoulos, 2017). However, the implementation of these ex-

isting models have always assumed the mining options and transitions planning scheme to 

be a stepwise process and hence implements their solution strategy as OP mining followed 

by UG mining either in parallel (simultaneous) modes or sequential (non-simultaneous) 

modes (Ben-Awuah, et al., 2016; Bakhtavar, et al., 2017; King, et al., 2017; MacNeil & 

Dimitrakopoulos, 2017; Whittle, et al., 2018). The challenge to this assumption also forms 

the basis of this research. Table 2-1 shows a matrix comparison of notable research on the 

OP-UG mining options optimization problem in the last decade. 

As seen in Table 2-1, previous research on the mining options and transitions problems 

mainly focuses on the determination of transition depth before optimizing the production 

schedule for the mining arrangement. Formulating a model that allows the optimizer to select 

the most suitable extraction strategy, including independent OP, independent UG, simulta-

neous OPUG, sequential OPUG, or combinations of simultaneous and sequential OPUG, to 

exploit any deposit under consideration will be a major addition to the mining industry. It is 

important to note that in general previous research employed NPV and feasible production 

schedule as major performance indicators for the developed models and algorithms. 
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Table 2-1: Notable research on the OP-UG mining options optimization problem for the past decades 

Name of Author(s) Whittle et al. MacNeil & Dimi-
trakopoulos King et al. Ben-Awuah et 

al. 
De Carli & 
de Lemos 

Ordin & Va-
sil’ev Dagdelen & Traore Roberts et al. Opoku & Mus-

ingwini Bakhtavar et al. 

Year 2018 2017 2016 2016 2015 2014 2014 2013 2013 2012 

Research Focus 

Transition 
depth & pro-

duction sched-
ule 

Transition Depth - 
Instances 

Transition 
Depth - In-

stances 

Assessment of 
Transition 
Problem 

Transition 
Depth - In-

stances 

Transition 
Depth - Dy-

namic 
Transition Depth 

Assessment of 
Transition 
Problem 

Transition Depth - 
Dynamic 

Transition 
Depth 

A
pp

ro
ac

h 
U

se
d 

Model / Algorithm 

Modification 
of maximum 
graph closure 

method 

Stochastic Integer 
Model MILP MILP  

Dynamic Pro-
gramming - lag, 
trend, nonlinear 

MILP - OptiMine® 
used to optimize 

the transition prob-
lem 

MILP - OP & 
UG 

 (0-1) Integer 
Programming 

Software Application      Evaluator 
Studio 3 & 

NPV Sched-
uler 

  OptiMine, Whittle, 
Studio 5D and EPS 

Blasor for OP 
optimization; 
COMET for 
OP schedule; 
Evaluator for 
UG optimiza-

tion  

Whittle for OP op-
timization; XPAC 
for OP schedule; 
Datamine’s MRO 
for UG optimiza-

tion 

  

O
ut

pu
ts

 / 
Pe

rfo
rm

an
ce

 / 
Tr

an
si

tio
n 

In
di

ca
to

rs
 

NPV Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
IRR     Yes Yes         
Mining Recovery       Yes         
Avg. ROM Grade           Yes Yes   
Metal Price to Cost Ratio             Yes   
Production Rate        Yes  Yes Yes   
Stripping Ratio       Yes Yes    Yes   
Mine Life       Yes Yes Yes Yes    
Revenue        Yes       
Mining Cost           Yes    

Production Schedule  OP & UG  OP, UG & 
OPUG 

 Standalone for 
OP & UG 

Standalone for OP 
& UG      

Commodity  Gold Confidential Gold-silver-
copper Gold Coal mining – 

kimberlite pipe Gold Iron Gold - 4 different 
deposits Hypothetical 

Notable Remarks 
Mining se-
quence not 
considered 

NPV compared to 
deterministic model 

Optimality 
gap not im-

proved 
          Deterministic not 

good   
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2.6 Factors influencing mining options and transitions planning  
The factors influencing mining options and transitions planning are also referred to as tran-

sition indicators. These transition indicators mostly depend on the shape and size of the min-

eral deposit and quantity of high grade ore present in the selective mining units. These indi-

cators usually vary for different orebodies and commodities, and the philosophy of mine 

management. The indicators can be broadly grouped into geologic, operational, geotech-

nical, economic, and mine management strategy on global business economic outlook 

(Gabryk, et al., 2012; Opoku & Musingwini, 2013). These transition indicators are key to 

the identification and development of the set of constraints required for optimizing the OP-

UG mining options and transitions planning problem (Roberts, et al., 2013; Ordin & 

Vasil’ev, 2014; Ben-Awuah, et al., 2016).  

Some of the indicators to consider in OP-UG transition optimization are mining recovery, 

commodity price, mineral grade, cost of extracting ore and stripping waste, mining and pro-

cessing capacities, and UG dilution (Musendu, 1995). Subsequent research highlighted some 

additional important parameters that must be considered during transition planning 

(Luxford, 1997). These include workforce requirement, shape and size of the orebody, and 

geotechnical properties of the rock formation. Economic parameters such as discounting rate 

of expected cash flows and OPUG mining costs, and primary factors including the compe-

tence of mine manage, characteristics of the geology of the orebody, stripping ratio, produc-

tivity rate, and capital cost requirements for the UG mining option will affect the decision 

for OP-UG transition as well (Hayes, 1997; Roberts, et al., 2013). 

The OP-UG mining options and transitions planning problem becomes complex when criti-

cal indicators such as crown pillar positioning and other essential underground mining con-

straints including primary and secondary access development, ventilation development, and 

geotechnical requirements for the development openings and stopes are integrated into the 

optimization framework. These essential UG mining developments were previously not con-

sidered in the optimization process because of computational complexities and the difficulty 

of integrating them with open pit mining operations (Nhleko, et al., 2018). The importance 

of incorporating crown pillar positioning, geotechnical support activity sequencing, under-
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ground infrastructure development, and mine management strategy in OP-UG mining op-

tions optimization studies are essential to attaining realistic mine plans (Roberts, et al., 2013; 

Bakhtavar, et al., 2017). 

When investigating OP-UG mining options, it is important to model all constraints and fac-

tors that have direct and remote impact on the economic and technical feasibility of the pro-

ject. The strategic production plan is generally subject to several constraints that enforce the 

extraction sequence, blending requirements, and mining and processing capacity require-

ments for practical implementation.  

2.7 Crown pillar and rock strength considerations in mining options and transitions 
planning 

A crown pillar is the horizontal part of a rock formation between the first upper stope of an 

underground mine and an open pit excavation. A crown pillar is often provided to prevent 

the inflow of water from the OP floor to the UG workings, while reducing surface subsidence 

and caving. Finding the most suitable location of the crown pillar in a combined mining 

method of OPUG operations, is one of the most interesting problems for mining engineers 

today especially when the crown pillar must collapse (Bakhtavar, et al., 2012). It is however 

worthy to note that crown pillar usage in the OPUG mine is not universal as sometimes it is 

desirable for the crown pillar to collapse during the life of mine (Whittle, et al., 2018). 

The positioning of the required crown pillar in the surface-underground mining options and 

transitions planning problem is key to the operations of such mines. Some researchers pre-

selected the depth of the crown pillar (transition depth) before evaluating portions above the 

crown pillar for OP mining and portions below the crown pillar for underground mining 

(Ordin & Vasil’ev, 2014; Ben-Awuah, et al., 2015; De Carli & De Lemos, 2015; Ben-

Awuah, et al., 2016; King, et al., 2017). This may lead to suboptimal solutions and will 

require evaluating multiple crown pillar locations in a scenario-based approach. A few au-

thors have attempted to incorporate the positioning of the crown pillar in the optimization 

process (Whittle, et al., 2018; Afum & Ben-Awuah, 2019; Afum, et al., 2019a). Their models 

were good improvements over previous works but were missing some constraints like ven-

tilation requirement and rock strength properties required for practical implementation. The 

transition from open pit to underground mining is a complicated geomechanical process 
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which requires the consideration of rock mass properties (Fengshan, et al., 2012; Yardimci, 

et al., 2016).  

In OP to UG transition, the challenge of deformation, displacement, and rock formation sta-

bility need to be meticulously investigated. These will ensure their effect on production, 

worker and equipment safety, and the working environment of the UG operation are highly 

secured (Ma, et al., 2012). When the crown pillar thickness is large, considerable quantity 

of mineral deposit is lost but when the pillar is undersized and thin, the probability of pillar 

failure and instability of the mine is eminent (Tavakoli, 1994). According to Ma, et al. 

(2012), ground movement and deformation study of OP mines such as geometrical, geome-

chanical, and analytical analyses are important in the transition study. 

Optimizing the crown pillar dimensions and positioning is particularly significant in UG 

mining operations. Estimation of the optimum crown pillar thickness is a complicated study 

which involves the experience of the engineer and the use of numerical and empirical tech-

niques (Tavakoli, 1994). Several parameters influence crown pillar stability. These parame-

ters are broadly grouped into mining and geological (Brady & Brown, 2006). The mining 

parameters include the crown pillar geometry; stope surroundings; supporting methods em-

ployed (including backfilling); sequence of mining operations and stress redistribution re-

sulting from material extraction. The geological parameters include the strength and defor-

mation characteristics, and inclination of the hangingwall, footwall and orebody in general; 

geometry of the mineral deposits; virgin stress conditions and properties of the contact re-

gions between the ore and country rock. 

Crown pillar placement invariably defines the interface of the OP to UG transition. Appro-

priately defining a suitable location of the crown pillar is fundamental to the mining options 

optimization problem. Leaving an appropriate crown pillar thickness will minimize the de-

structive interference between the OP and UG mining operations, while maximizing ore re-

covery. The assumption of a uniform crown pillar of known height below the optimized pit 

bottom is common (Bakhtavar, et al., 2012). Subsequently, an ad-hoc branch-and-bound 

technique to exhaustively search the appropriate locations for crown and sill pillar place-

ments before computing the relaxed linear programming (LP) model for the OPUG mining 

problem was developed by King, et al. (2017). A rounding heuristic was used to transform 

the relaxed LP solution into IP solution using satisfactory values of the objective function. 
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The IP solution was used to terminate the several potential crown and sill pillar placements 

and hence decrease the computational time required. The researchers further concluded that, 

only 40 out of the over 3500 crown and sill pillar placement options had a relaxed LP objec-

tive function value greater than the best-known IP objective function value. 

In a recent research, MacNeil & Dimitrakopoulos (2017) pre-determined four possible 

crown pillar positions while evaluating a gold deposit for OPUG mining. Their approach 

resulted in four distinct transition points acting as potential candidates for a crown pillar. 

The size of the crown pillar however remained the same for each candidate, as the location 

is varied. This assumption does not support the geotechnical variability of the rock for-

mation. According to King, et al. (2017), the crown pillar is usually positioned by industrial 

experts based on: (1) the optimal OP mining limit, or (2) the largest undiscounted profit 

resulting from the extraction technique for each 3-D discretization of the orebody and coun-

try rock. This is done after a detailed geotechnical assessment of the rock formation in the 

immediate vicinity of the crown pillar. 

The stability and placement of the crown pillar or transition interface significantly affects 

the NPV of a mining project. Numerical simulation and machine learning are among the 

most effective techniques for studying the crown pillar stability (Wang & Zheng, 2010; Shi, 

et al., 2011; Bo-lin, et al., 2014). The Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua (FLAC) soft-

ware based on numerical modeling and a hybrid support vector regression (v-SVR) analysis 

based on supervised machine learning algorithm are used to examine deformation charac-

teristics of surrounding rocks in complex conditions of OP to UG mining transition. These 

analyses can provide approximation of rock strength properties to be incorporated in the 

transitions planning optimization problem.   

2.8 Existing evaluation tools for mining options and transitions planning  
Most of the existing optimization models and algorithms for evaluating OP-UG mining op-

tions and transitions planning have been incorporated into software packages for easy im-

plementation. These are mostly based on the fundamental evaluation techniques discussed 

in Section 2.4. Some of the models and algorithms are Lerchs-Grossman algorithm, Seymour 

algorithm, floating cone technique, dynamic programming, neural network, theory of graphs 

and network flow algorithm. These models and algorithms are used in software packages 
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including NPV Scheduler, Whittle Four-X, MineSched, Vulcan, MineScape and MineSight 

(Achireko, 1998; Ordin & Vasil’ev, 2014). 

GEOVIA Whittle® software which is based on the Lerchs-Grossman algorithm is com-

monly used to optimize the OP limit prior to assessing the remaining mineral resource out-

side the pit boundary for underground extraction (Opoku & Musingwini, 2013). Similarly, 

Blasor pit optimization software which is developed based on a combinatorial mathematical 

programming model is also used to identify the independent OP mining outline before UG 

extraction evaluation for remaining mineral resources (Roberts, et al., 2013). Mathematical 

programming frameworks based on integer programming (IP), mixed integer linear pro-

gramming (MILP), and dynamic programming models have been formulated and imple-

mented with commercial optimization solvers for the transitions planning problem 

(Dagdelen & Traore, 2014; Ben-Awuah, et al., 2016; Bakhtavar, et al., 2017; MacNeil & 

Dimitrakopoulos, 2017). 

After obtaining the OP outline and thereafter knowing the extent of the UG mining limits, 

production schedules are generated for each mining option. Software packages based on 

heuristics and mathematical programming models including GEOVIA Whittle, OptiMine®, 

and COMET® have been used to produce strategic production schedules for the OP portion 

of the mine (Opoku & Musingwini, 2013; Dagdelen & Traore, 2014; Ben-Awuah, et al., 

2016). Similarly, software packages including Snowden’s Evaluator, XPAC®, and Opti-

Mine® have been used to produce the strategic production schedule for the UG portion of 

the mine (Opoku & Musingwini, 2013; Roberts, et al., 2013; Dagdelen & Traore, 2014; Ben-

Awuah, et al., 2016; Bakhtavar, et al., 2017; King, et al., 2017). A software package that 

interrogates a mineral deposit amenable to OPUG mining and simultaneously determines 

the preferred optimal mining option, the transition depth, and the strategic production sched-

ule for each mining option in a global optimal solution provides the basis for this PhD re-

search. 

2.9 Limitations of current models and algorithms for OP-UG mining options and 
transitions planning 

Primary challenges to the mining options optimization problem include the optimization ap-

proach used, the exhaustive consideration of contributing variables to the models and algo-
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rithms, and geotechnical considerations in defining the transition interface and its contribu-

tion to the mining operation. Progressively integrating geotechnical models in strategic mine 

plans at the prefeasibility stage similar to how geologic models are incorporated will improve 

the reliability of the mine plan (Jakubec, 2001; McCracken, 2001). However, the information 

required to produce a detailed geotechnical model at the prefeasibility stage is limited and 

therefore difficult to model. Some of the limitations with current models and algorithms for 

OP-UG mining options optimization include one or more of the following: 

1. Consideration of rock support and reinforcement in the optimization process; 

2. Consideration of essential infrastructural development in the optimization process; 

3. Consideration of stochastic variables such as grade and metal price; 

4. Comprehensiveness and efficiency of models; and 

5. Optimality assessment. 

2.9.1 Consideration of rock support and reinforcement in the optimization process 
Rock support and reinforcement are essential to the stability of openings during the devel-

opment of an underground mine. The term support generally refers to the various types of 

geotechnical rock support used to protect underground workers and may include steel mesh, 

shotcrete, fibrecrete, and a variety of types of steel straps. Reinforcement on other hand re-

fers to the various types of rock reinforcement to help prevent rock movement and may 

include a variety of types of rockbolts, cablebolts, rebar, and dowel. Cablebolting in stope 

development can particularly be very costly and may introduce considerable time delays. 

Most cablebolts need 30 days for the portland cement grout to properly set for the cablebolts 

to be fully functional. 

Several authors have acknowledged the importance of incorporating geotechnical con-

straints to the OP-UG transition problem (King, 1999; Bakhtavar, et al., 2008; Bakhtavar, et 

al., 2012; Finch, 2012; Roberts, et al., 2013; Ordin & Vasil’ev, 2014; MacNeil & 

Dimitrakopoulos, 2017). To verify the impact of geotechnical constraints on the optimal 

solution, Roberts, et al. (2013) recommended that, such constraints need to be incorporated 

in subsequent studies. Moving beyond determining transition depth and incorporating ge-

otechnical parameters in locating and sizing the transition zone will have direct impact on 

the feasibility and sustainability of the OP-UG mining project. 
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These existing models do not integrate the geomechanical classification of the rock for-

mation in the surface-underground mining option and transition problem. Although the ge-

otechnical characteristics of the rock formation are significant to underground mining oper-

ations, their added complexities make it difficult to be included in the surface-underground 

mining option and transition optimization models. According to Bullock (2011b), mine plan-

ning is an iterative process that requires looking at many options and determining which, in 

the long run, provide the optimum results. Using such iterative process could lead to some 

inferior solution(s) or sub optimal solution(s) that do not constitute the global optimal solu-

tion. 

Rock support and reinforcement in the development openings and stopes will increase the 

operational costs and time (delay the mine life), and further affect the quantity and sequence 

of rock material extracted from the stopes to the processing plants. To incorporate the rock 

formation’s strength into the formulation, rock mass classification systems (Kaiser & Cai, 

2012; Abbas & Konietzky, 2015) such as the Geological Strength Index (GSI), Rock Struc-

ture Rating (RSR), Rock Mass Rating (RMR), and Q system are determined to characterize 

the rock formation, and then Kriging is applied for spatial interpolation in order to populate 

the block model. According to Abbas & Konietzky (2015), these classification systems could 

be grouped as qualitative or descriptive (e.g. GSI) and quantitative (e.g. Q system, RMR, 

and RSR) with RMR being more applicable to tunnels and mines. According to Kaiser & 

Cai (2012), data obtained from the geology and geomechanics of the rock formation are 

fundamental to mine planning and development designs. This is because the behavior of the 

rock formation varies in the mine and therefore rock mass domaining based on stress data, 

and geology and geometric data becomes essential. Knowledge of the strength of the rock 

mass and its behavior are important for the engineering design of all kinds of support for 

underground excavations (Edelbro, 2004; Ozturk & Nasuf, 2013). 

2.9.2 Consideration of essential infrastructural development in the optimization 
process 

The typical UG mine is interspersed with important infrastructure development that ensures 

the facilitations of the UG mining operations. These infrastructures include but not limited 

to primary access development, secondary access development, ventilation development, 

ore pass development, sumps, maintenance and refuge chambers, and fuel station bays. Pri-

mary access developments are usually the main development that links the entire UG mine 
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to the surface and could be vertical or inclined shaft(s), decline(s) or adit(s) or tunnel(s). The 

shaft(s) are often equipped with facilities to transport humans (workers) and materials for 

the UG operations. Secondary access development includes the construction of lateral open-

ings such as levels, ore and waste drives, crosscuts, etc. to link the UG operational activities 

to the primary access(es) while ventilation development often incorporates a series of bored 

raises and lateral drive development, and the construction of ventilation controls. Ventilation 

controls are a range of objects such as regulators, doors and walls which need considerable 

time and money to create. Ore pass development entails the construction of vertical or near 

vertical openings to link the various UG levels to the main ore hoisting station. Similarly, 

sumps, maintenance and refuge chambers, and fuel station bays are constructed to enable 

the removal of water being used for the UG operations and the provision of several essential 

services to operating equipment UG rather than they being transported to the surface for such 

services. 

2.9.3 Consideration of stochastic variables 
In recent studies, the industrial practice has been that, the production for OP mine and UG 

mine are independently scheduled and merged into one for the OPUG mine. According to 

King, et al. (2017), this approach creates a myopic solution. However, the discussions of 

their approach were limited to open stoping and extraction sequence. No stochastic variables 

like grade and price uncertainty were included in their model. The methodology in handling 

the transition problem require further work to handle the applicability, accuracy and reduc-

tion of the optimality gap was further acknowledged. Grade uncertainty has been identified 

to have a significant impact on the determination of the transition point (Chung, et al., 2015). 

Although MacNeil & Dimitrakopoulos (2017) incorporated grade uncertainty in their work, 

they further identified some important notable geological uncertainties such as the rock for-

mation, metal content and relevant rock properties and their impact on the strategic long 

term planning of a mining project. MacNeil & Dimitrakopoulos (2017) further recom-

mended that, financial uncertainty should be incorporated into future studies to improve on 

their solution method. Ben-Awuah, et al. (2016) did not consider uncertainty in their model 

formulation and further recommended that pre-production capital expenditure (CAPEX) and 

geological uncertainties should be added to the mining options evaluation. By considering 
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stochastic variables in a risk-based mining options optimization framework, mine plans that 

can stand the test of time can be generated. 

2.9.4 Comprehensiveness and efficiency of models 
Comprehensiveness and efficiency of the models relates to the ability of the optimization 

framework to exhaustively formulate various scenarios of the OP-UG mining options prob-

lem and deliver practical results in a reasonable time frame. Such models are exhaustive and 

are applicable in a wide range of mining systems. Stacey & Terbrugge (2000) indicated that 

a complete model for handling the transition problem remained a challenge. They further 

reckoned that the transition study for a mine should start at the onset of the mine life and not 

be deferred to latter years since the planning and implementation could sometimes take up 

to 20 years for completion. Shinobe (1997) developed a software based on a mathematical 

programming model for this challenge but assumed that the existence of underground re-

serves has been confined and that their extraction is technically feasible. He later recom-

mended that the results of the program should be viewed only as a preliminary level indica-

tion of the economics of underground conversion. No final decision to proceed with the 

conversion should be taken, solely based on the program's output.  

Majority of the current work on the transition problem lack some constraints and solution to 

a more general problem. This includes consideration of the design capacities and depth as 

primary indicators for transition in the joint evaluation problem (Ordin & Vasil’ev, 2014). 

The approach however was limited in scope in relation to a more generic framework. NPV 

curves and transition depth for OP to UG mining for the Botuobinskaya pipe deposit were 

generated to solve the transition problem. From their results, the total NPV of the OPUG 

mining operation was higher than the standalone NPVs of OP and UG mines for the same 

mining depth. In subsequent research, re-handling cost proved to be insignificant when in-

corporated into the transition model (King, et al., 2017). Additionally, it was observed that 

there exist undesirable fluctuations in the OPUG production schedules that must be smooth-

ened to achieve a more practical solution. In their work, MacNeil & Dimitrakopoulos (2017) 

incorporated the constraints for mining, processing, metal content and precedence relation-

ships in their model. According to the constraints affecting the transition problem identified 

in the works of Opoku & Musingwini (2013), those constraints considered are not exhaustive 

since UG mining capital expenditures were not considered in the model application. 
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2.9.5 Optimality assessment 
Optimality assessment is a real challenge to current heuristic and meta-heuristic models and 

algorithms for OP-UG mining options optimization. The underlying optimization approach 

fundamentally affects the optimality of the resource evaluation. Unless additional steps are 

put in place to define an upper bound, the extent of optimality of the solution from these 

models is unknown. Some of the current models can solve the transition problem, usually 

producing near optimal solutions (Bakhtavar, et al., 2012; Finch, 2012). These existing mod-

els and algorithms assume open pit mining operations must surely be an option in the eval-

uation process and usually precedes the underground mining. Similarly, few models assess 

the resource with the assumption that underground mining could precede open pit mining. 

However, a resource assessment that is devoid of the traditional arrangement of the mining 

options but allows the optimization process to decide the choice and sequence of the mining 

option(s) is key to achieving global optimal solution. Bakhtavar, et al. (2009a) noted that, 

few methods (algorithms) have some disadvantages and deficiencies in finding the optimal 

transition depth. According to Askari-Nasab, et al. (2011), heuristic algorithms may not pro-

duce optimal solutions. This could lead to loss of major financial benefits resulting from 

implementing sub-optimal mine plans. 

Finch (2012) also highlighted that, the effort of producing OPUG mining schedules for the 

possible candidates of transition interface for all the various mining and processing capaci-

ties could be time consuming and costly. The process commonly leads to the generation of 

sub-optimal solutions since the problem is not thoroughly investigated. According to 

Richard & Stefan (2011), designs optimized for deterministic cases are often sub-optimal 

when uncertainties are recognized and their effects understood. By applying mathematical 

programming models with current high computing resources (Huang, et al., 2020b), optimal 

or near optimal solutions with known optimality gap can be obtained for the OP-UG mining 

options optimization problem in a practical time frame and at an acceptable computational 

cost. 

2.10 Modeling techniques for optimization problems 
The literature review conducted for this study indicates that mining options and transitions 

optimization problems are modeled and solved using different evaluation techniques. Un-
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derstanding the various classifications of optimization models and their advantages are es-

sential to the development of an optimization framework capable of handling the notable 

limitations and gaps associated with the current models and algorithms for surface-under-

ground mining options and transitions optimization (SUMOTO) problems. These optimiza-

tion models may be grouped into four broad types according to how well they are able to 

define a given problem: (1) operational exercise models, (2) gaming models, (3) simulation 

models, and (4) analytical or mathematical programming models. Simulation and analytical 

models are widely used for mining optimization problems due to their practicality, rigorous-

ness and efficiency (Ben-Awuah, 2013; Maremi, 2020). Table 2-2 shows classification of 

certainty and uncertainty models. 

Table 2-2: Classification of certainty and uncertainty models (Orlin, 2017) 
Class Strategy evaluation Strategy generation 

Certainty Deterministic simulation 

Econometric models 

Systems of simultaneous equations 

Input-output models 

Linear programming 

Network models 

Integer and mixed integer programming 

Nonlinear programming 

Control theory 

Uncertainty Monte Carlo simulation 

Econometric models 

Stochastic processes 

Queueing theory 

Reliability theory 

Decision theory 

Dynamic programming 

Inventory theory 

Stochastic programming 

Stochastic control theory 

2.10.1 Operational exercise models 
Operational exercise is a modeling method that relates variables to the actual environment 

where the study decision will be applied (Orlin, 2017). This method has the highest degree 

of realism when compared to other techniques of modeling. It is usually prohibitive, expen-

sive to implement, and associated with extreme challenge when alternatives must be as-

sessed. This then leads to sub-optimization of the final solution. A human decision-maker 

forms part of the modeling processes of operational exercises. 
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2.10.2 Gaming models 
Gaming is a modeling approach constructed to represent more simple or abstract entities in 

the real world (Orlin, 2017). This method gives the mine planner the opportunity to try sev-

eral variations of the decisions to make. A human decision-maker is part of the modeling 

processes for gaming models. 

2.10.3 Simulation models 
Simulation models provide several ways to assess the performances of alternatives outlined 

by the planner. They do not allow much interferences from human interactions during the 

computational analyses stage of implementation (Orlin, 2017). Simulation models could 

sometimes be compared to gaming models. However, they involve the application of logical 

arithmetic performed in a particular sequence usually by computer programs. If the problem 

is exclusively defined in an analytical form, much flexibility and realistic results are attained. 

This is essential if uncertainties are critical components of the decisions being made. A hu-

man decision-maker is external or not part of the modeling processes of simulation and an-

alytical models. 

2.10.4 Analytical or mathematical programming models 
The fourth model category is analytical models. These models represent the problem com-

pletely in mathematical forms, usually by means of a criterion or objective subject to series 

of constraints that impact on the decision being made (Orlin, 2017). The mathematical for-

mulation helps to determine the optimal solution in the presence of the set of constraints. 

Although mathematical models highly simplify the problem, they are less expensive and 

easy to develop. 

Mathematical programming is a significant method when decision variables must be quan-

tified for planning. The problem is defined with mathematical expressions in a well-defined 

structure to find an optimal solution based on performance evaluation criteria including cost, 

profit and time. The optimal solution is obtained from a feasible region of alternative results. 

The expressions are parameters (input data) and variables which represent the optimization 

results or outcome. When multiple criteria decisions are required for any complex problem, 

a multi-objective mathematical programming model involving more than one objective func-

tion is deployed simultaneously. The main advantages of MPMs are: a) comparatively sim-

ple with high approximations of complicated problems, and b) ability to search the feasible 
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solution spaces among competing variables and alternatives (Chandra & Grabis, 2016). 

Common MP techniques are stochastic programming, deterministic programming, dynamic 

programming, LP, nonlinear programming, IP, and MILP. 

2.10.4.1 Stochastic programming 
Stochastic programming is a special case of programming in which some of the constraints 

or parameters depend on random variables. This type of programming is used to solve prob-

lems that involve uncertainty and allow stochastic variables to be accounted for (Chandra & 

Grabis, 2016). 

2.10.4.2 Deterministic programming 
Deterministic programming is a form of MP that is rigorous and solves problems in finite 

time. The optimization model is deterministic when the parameters considered in the model 

are known constants (Orlin, 2017). The method is useful when global solution is required 

and is extremely difficult to find a feasible solution.  

2.10.4.3 Dynamic programming 
Dynamic programming is a form of mathematical programming used to solve multistage 

complicated problems (Chandra & Grabis, 2016). A large-scale problem is simplified by 

breaking it down into simpler sub-problems in a nested recursive manner as opposed to de-

terministic programming.  

2.10.4.4 Linear programming 
This is a distinct case of convex programming where the model objective and the equality 

and inequality constraints are expressed as linear functions. The feasible solution set is usu-

ally a polytope or polyhedron with connected sets of polygonal faces and convex. The opti-

mal solution could be a single vertex, edge or face, or even sometimes the entire feasible 

region when dealing with high dimension problems. Typical LP solutions could arrive as 

infeasible or unbounded (Nocedal & Wright, 2006). 

2.10.4.5 Nonlinear programming 
Nonlinear programming is a special case of programming which could be convex or non-

convex with nonlinear objective functions or nonlinear constraints or (Nocedal & Wright, 

2006). Some assumptions are often made on the shape and function behavior when solving 

nonlinear programming problems (Orlin, 2017). Nonparametric and simulation-based opti-

mization techniques have been used to explicitly solve models with nonlinear constraints. 
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However, computational feasibility have been a major disadvantage in the development and 

implementation of MPMs (Chandra & Grabis, 2016). 

2.10.4.6 Integer programming 
Integer programming (IP) is a special type of LP where some or of all the decision variables 

are constrained to take on integers and therefore not continuous. If all the variables are dis-

crete or integers or binaries, the model is referred to as pure integer programming. Essen-

tially, IP problems are hard problems because they are difficult to solve and therefore re-

ferred to as combinatorial analysis than LP (Orlin, 2017). 

2.10.4.7 Mixed integer linear programming 
This is a special form of IP in which some decision variables are constrained to take on 

integers and others continuous. Continuous variables indicate that the variables could take 

on fractions as part of the solution regime. Due to the strength of MILP formulations, it is 

proposed as the model for solving the SUMOTO problem in this research. The MILP for-

mulation structure is well defined with objective function, and a set of constraints to achieve 

the mining decisions that are usually made up of continuous variables and integers. The 

formulated MILP model in this research and the general form for implementation with 

MATLAB (Mathworks, 2018) and IBM ILOG CPLEX (ILOG, 2015) is presented in CHAP-

TER 3. 

2.11 Summary and conclusions 
Relevant literature review on the surface-underground mining options and transitions opti-

mization (SUMOTO) problem has been conducted and documented. A summary table of 

notable solution techniques employed for the SUMOTO problem in the past decade is pre-

sented in Table 2-1. Research works in this area have primarily focused on different varia-

tions of determining the transition depth between open pit (OP) and underground (UG) 

mines, and the subsequent optimization of the strategic schedule for each mining option. 

Heuristics and exact solution methods have both been used in the past to attempt the SU-

MOTO problem. 

Notable limitations of current models and algorithms for the SUMOTO problem include: (1) 

consideration of rock support in the optimization process; (2) consideration of essential in-

frastructural development in the optimization process; (3) consideration of stochastic varia-
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bles in the model; (4) comprehensiveness and efficiency of model; and (5) optimality assess-

ment of model solution. These identified limitations may often lead to sub-optimal global 

solution to the SUMOTO problem thereby affecting the viability of the mining project. It is 

therefore essential to develop a rigorous optimization framework that attempts to address 

some of these deficiencies. This research employs the strength of mixed integer linear pro-

gramming (MILP) to formulate and evaluate near-surface mineral deposits that extends to 

greater depths and are amenable to both OP and UG mining options. MILP models are typ-

ical mathematical programing model (MPM) structured in the form of an objective function 

to be attained, subject to a set of constraints that defines the practical mining environment. 

A typical large-scale complex problem could be formulated as a multi-objective MILP opti-

mization problem. The proposed MILP model to be developed will provide a framework for 

evaluating a typical mineral deposit amenable to both OP and UG mining options during 

prefeasibility studies for a mining project. The management and engineering of such mining 

projects will be improved by the implementation of the proposed MILP model for mineral 

resource extraction evaluation. 
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CHAPTER 3  

MILP THEORETICAL FORMULATION 

3.1 Background  
This chapter introduces the competitive economic evaluation (CEE) approach and the multi-

objective mixed integer linear programming (MILP) optimization framework for solving the 

open pit-underground mining options and transitions optimization problem. The mathemat-

ical formulation including a representation of the problem, conceptual mine, multi-objective 

function and constraints are documented in this chapter. The model maximizes the net pre-

sent value (NPV) of the mining project that is amenable to open pit mining methods or un-

derground mining methods or both. A schematic network of the workflow and problem def-

inition is shown in Figure 1-2. 

A multi-objective MILP framework based on the proposed Competitive Economic Evalua-

tion (CEE) technique used in solving the mining options and transitions optimization prob-

lem is formulated (Afum & Ben-Awuah, 2019; Afum, et al., 2019a). According to Afum, et 

al. (2019a), the CEE optimization strategy is an unbiased approach that provides fair oppor-

tunity to each mining block in the block model for selection through either an independent 

open pit (OP) mining, an independent underground (UG) mining, a simultaneous open pit 

and underground (OPUG) mining, a sequential OPUG mining, or combinations of simulta-

neous and sequential OPUG mining. Underground development is a necessary part of un-

derground mining as it provides the infrastructure with which production of ore can be un-

dertaken (Tuck, 2011). Each mining option has a respective independent surface stockpile 

(OP stockpile and UG stockpile) that accommodate excess mineralized material mined but 

can be processed in the future. 

In UG mining, two development types exist: primary access or capital development and sec-

ondary access or operational development. The life expectancy of a development differenti-

ates between the two types. Primary access development is the development of more perma-

nent openings of a mine while operational development is temporary in nature and tends to 

be associated with the needs of a production stope(s). Capital or primary access development 

includes shafts, declines, raises, ore handling development, and other mine accesses such as 
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main level accesses, while operational development includes ore and waste drives, and cross-

cuts. Primary access development such as mine ventilation development and geotechnical 

rock mass support in the operational development and stopes that could change the dynamics 

of the surface-underground mining options and transitions optimization problem have been 

included in the MILP formulation as constraints. 

The estimated rock strength characterization values for the various rock formation in the 

block model are used as determinants to estimate the cost and delay in providing rock sup-

port and reinforcement in the operational development openings and stopes of the under-

ground mine. It will usually cost the mine more to provide support and reinforcement in the 

weak rock zones compared to hard rock zones. Similarly, more delay is expected during 

support and reinforcement works in the weak rock zones compared to high strength rock 

zones. The estimated delay and sequence of providing rock support in the operational devel-

opment openings and stopes are integrated as operational constraints in the optimization 

process. 

The time spent in installing geotechnical rock support and reinforcement are modelled as 

delay factors. For any operational development opening or stope, if significant time is spent 

to secure the area (delays are encountered), the available time required to excavate the open-

ing or extract ore from the stope will reduce. This will not only increase the cost of operation 

but will also reduce the total length excavated for the operational development opening or 

the total ore tonnage extracted from the stope per unit time. These geotechnical constraints 

are aimed at improving the practical resource recovery factor for deposits that are amenable 

to OPUG extraction. The multi-objective function of the proposed MILP model determines 

the following: 

1. Position of the required crown pillar; 

2. Most suitable mining option(s) for the deposit; 

3. Main primary access development schedule; 

4. Main ventilation shaft/raises schedule; 

5. Operational development schedule; 

6. Rock support and reinforcement schedule for operational development; 

7. Rock support and reinforcement schedule for stopes; 
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8. Extraction schedule for the optimal mining option; 

9. Schedule of mineralized material delivered from OP mine to processing plant or OP 

stockpile;  

10. Schedule of mineralized material delivered from UG mine to processing plant or 

UG stockpile; 

11. Schedule of mineralized material delivered from OP stockpile to processing plant; 

12. Schedule of mineralized material delivered from UG stockpile to processing plant; 

13. Life of mine; and 

14. Net present value (NPV) of the mining project. 

3.2 Competitive economic evaluation (CEE) optimization approach  
For a block model made up of several unit blocks, the CEE optimization process evaluates 

each unit block of the mineral deposit and economically decides (a) blocks suitable for OP 

mining, (b) blocks suitable for UG mining, (c) blocks left as unmined in the ground and (d) 

blocks left as unmined in the crown pillar (Figure 3-1). Each block becomes a candidate for 

selection by the various categories, hence, the competitiveness of the optimization strategy. 

The CEE optimization strategy is an unbiased approach that provides fair opportunity to 

each mining block for selection by a mining option subject to the extraction environment 

constraints. Illustration of the block extraction options in the CEE optimization approach is 

shown in Figure 3-1. For a unit block 𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝑡  shown in Figure 3-1, the block is competitively 

available for selection as OP mine block, UG mine block, unmined block left in the ground, 

or unmined block left in the crown pillar. The CEE optimization approach forms the basis 

for the proposed MILP formulation framework in this research. 

 
Figure 3-1: Block extraction options in the CEE optimization approach 
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3.3 MILP formulation 
The mixed integer linear programming (MILP) framework is introduced in this section. The 

set and indices used in the formulation have been explained and the parameters and decision 

variables required to implement the MILP model are defined. The modelling procedure of 

the economic and rock support parameters have also been discussed, as well as the objective 

function and the sets of constraints in the MILP framework. 

3.3.1 Sets  
   1, , J= J  set of all open pit mining-cuts in the model. 

  1, , sJ= sJ  set of all open pit mining-cuts on a level in the model. 

   1, , P= P  set of all underground stopes in the model. 

  1, , sP= sP  set of all underground stopes on a level in the model. 

   1, ,C= C  set of all levels (crown pillars) in the model. 

  1, , sOD= sOD  set of all underground operational development on a level in the 

model. 

  = 1, , RDRD  set of all underground operational development geotechnical rock support 

and reinforcement in the model. 

  = 1, , RPRP  set of all underground stopes geotechnical rock support and reinforce-

ment in the model. 

  = 1, , SFSF  set of sectional underground primary development in the model. 

  = 1, ,VDVD  set of sectional underground main ventilation development in the model. 

  = 1, , SS  set of immediate predecessor variables (S) in the model. 

( )jM S  for each open pit cut j, there is a set ( )jM S  J , defining the immediate 

predecessor cuts that must be extracted prior to extracting cut j, where S 

is the total number of cuts in the set ( )jM S . 
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( )pU S   for each underground stope p, there is a set ( )pU S  P , defining the im-

mediate predecessor stopes that must be extracted prior to extracting 

stope p; where S is the total number of stopes in the set ( )p U S . 

( )jC S  for each level, there is a set ( )jC S  J , defining the number of cuts on 

that level that is available for open pit extraction, or left as unmined level, 

or crown pillar (c); where S is the total number of cuts in the set ( )jC S . 

( )pC S  for each level, there is a set ( )pC S  P , defining the number of stopes on 

that level that is available for underground extraction, or left as unmined 

level, or crown pillar (c); where S is the total number of stopes in the set

( )pC S . 

( )odOD S  for each level, there is a set ( )odOD S O sD , defining the number of un-

derground operational development on that level that must be advanced 

before a stope (p) is extracted; where S is the total number of operational 

developments on the level in the set ( )odOD S  . 

( )D Ssf  for each level, there is a set ( )sfD S  SF , defining the number of under-

ground primary development (shaft) that must be advanced before oper-

ational development on that level can be started; where S is the total num-

ber of capital developments in set ( )D S  sf . 

3.3.2 Indices  

A general parameter f can take a maximum of four indices in the format of ,
,
op t
j kf . Where: 

 t  1,…,T  index for scheduling periods. 

 j  1,…,J  index for open pit mining-cuts in the model. 

 p  1,…,P  index for underground stopes in the model. 

 sf  1,…,SF  index for underground primary access development (shaft) in the model. 

 od  1,…,OD  index for underground operational development in the model. 
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 rd  1,…,RD  index for underground operational development geotechnical rock sup-

port and reinforcement in the model. 

 rp  1,…,RP  index for underground stopes geotechnical rock support and reinforce-

ment in the model. 

 vd  1,…,VD  index for underground main ventilation development in the model. 

 c  1,…,C  index for crown pillars in the model. 

 s  1,…,S  index for the set of immediate predecessor variables in the model. 

op  index for open pit mining option. 

ug  index for underground mining option. 

opug  index for combined open pit and underground mining option. 

sk  index for stockpile. 

3.3.3 Parameters 

r  processing recovery, the proportion of mineral content recovered. 

tsp  selling price of mineral commodity in present value terms. 

tsc  selling cost of mineral commodity in present value terms. 

tpc  extra cost in present value terms per tonne of ore for mining and pro-

cessing in period t. 

i  discount rate, the factor used to discount future cashflows back to the pre-

sent day. 

,op t
jv  the open pit (op) discounted revenue generated by selling the final prod-

uct within mining-cut j in period t minus the discounted extra cost of ex-

tracting mining-cut j as ore and processing it. 

,
,

op t
j skv  discounted revenue from OP stockpile ,

,
op t
sk prx  minus the extra cost of re-

handling material from OP stockpile to processing plant. 
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,ug t
pv  the underground (ug) discounted revenue generated by selling the final 

product within stope p in period t minus the discounted extra cost of ex-

tracting stope p as ore and processing it. 

,
,

ug t
p skv  discounted revenue from UG stockpile ,

,
ug t
sk prx minus the extra cost of re-

handling material from UG stockpile to processing plant. 

,op t
jq  the open pit (op) discounted cost of mining all the material in mining-cut 

j in period t as waste. 

,
,t

j sk
opq  discounted extra cost of mining and transporting mineralized material 

from OP mine to OP stockpile in period t. 

,ug t
pq  the underground (ug) discounted cost of mining all the material in stope 

p in period t as waste. 

,
,t

p sk
ugq  discounted extra cost of mining and transporting mineralized material 

from UG mine to UG stockpile in period t. 

,t
sf
ugq  discounted cost of constructing the main underground capital develop-

ment length sf in period t. 

,ug t
odq  discounted cost of constructing operational development length od in pe-

riod t. 

,t
vd
ugq  discounted cost of constructing the main underground ventilation devel-

opment length vd in period t. 

,t
rd
ugq  discounted cost for underground operational development geotechnical 

rock support and reinforcement in period t. 

,t
rp
ugq  discounted cost for underground stopes geotechnical rock support and re-

inforcement in period t. 
t
jcm  cost in present value terms of extracting a tonne of rock material by open 

pit mining in period t. 
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t
pcm  cost in present value terms of extracting a tonne of rock material by un-

derground mining in period t. 
t
sfcd  cost in present value terms per primary access development (shaft) length 

sf in period t. 

t
odcd  cost in present value terms per operational development length od in pe-

riod t. 

t
vdcd  cost in present value terms per main ventilation shaft development length 

vd in period t. 

t
rdcg  cost in present value terms of providing geotechnical rock support and 

reinforcement per underground operational development length od in pe-

riod t. 

t
rpcg  cost in present value terms of providing geotechnical rock support and 

reinforcement per underground stope tonnage p in period t.  

t
jch  cost in present value terms of transporting mineralized material from OP 

stockpile to the ore processing plant. 

t
pch  cost in present value terms of transporting mineralized material from UG 

stockpile to the ore processing plant. 

jg  estimated grade of element in ore portion of mining-cut j. 

pg  estimated grade of element in ore portion of stope p. 

jm  mineralized material in cut j. 

pm  mineralized material in stope p. 

jn  non mineralized material in cut j. 

pn  non mineralized material in stope p. 

sfpd  capital (primary access) development length (shaft) sf. 

odod  operational development length od. 
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rdcg  underground operational development geotechnical rock support and re-

inforcement delay factor per rock mass classification. 

rpcg  underground stopes geotechnical rock support and reinforcement delay 

factor per rock mass classification. 

vdpd  main ventilation shaft development length vd per vertical length of a unit 

mining block.  

,op t
lbg  lower bound on acceptable average grade of element for open pit mining 

(op) in period t. 

,ug t
lbg  lower bound on acceptable average grade of element for underground 

mining (ug) in period t. 

,op t
ubg  upper bound on acceptable average grade of element for open pit mining 

(op) in period t. 

,ug t
ubg  upper bound on acceptable average grade of element for underground 

mining (ug) in period t. 

,
,

op t
pr lbT  lower bound on ore processing capacity requirement from open pit min-

ing in period t. 
,

,
ug t
pr lbT  lower bound on ore processing capacity requirement from underground 

mining in period t. 

,
,

op t
pr ubT  upper bound on ore processing capacity requirement from open pit min-

ing in period t. 
,

,
ug t
pr ubT  upper bound on ore processing capacity requirement from underground 

mining in period t. 

,
,

op t
m lbT  lower bound on available open pit mining capacity in period t. 

,
,

ug t
m lbT  lower bound on available underground mining capacity in period t. 

,
,

op t
m ubT  upper bound on available open pit mining capacity in period t. 

,
,

ug t
m ubT  upper bound on available underground mining capacity in period t. 
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,
,

opug t
pr lbT  lower bound on ore processing capacity requirement from both open pit 

and underground mining in period t. 

,
,

opug t
pr ubT  upper bound on ore processing capacity requirement from both open pit 

and underground mining in period t. 

,
,

ug t
sf lbT  lower bound on capital or primary access development length for under-

ground mining in period t. 

,
,

ug t
sf ubT  upper bound on capital development length for underground mining in 

period t. 

,
,

ug t
od lbT  lower bound on operational development length for underground mining 

in period t. 

,
,

ug t
od ubT  upper bound on operational development length for underground mining 

in period t. 

,
,

ug t
vd lbT  lower bound on main ventilation shaft development length for under-

ground mining in period t. 

,
,

ug t
vd ubT  upper bound on main ventilation development length for underground 

mining in period t. 

,
,

op t
sk ubT  maximum capacity of the open pit stockpile in period t. 

,
,

ug t
sk ubT  maximum capacity of the underground stockpile in period t. 

3.3.4 Decision variables 

 , 0,1op t
jx   continuous variable, representing the portion of cut j to be extracted as 

mineralized material in period t from OP mining. 

 , 0,1ug t
px   continuous variable, representing the portion of stope p to be extracted as 

mineralized material in period t from UG mining. 

 , 0,1op t
jy   continuous variable, representing the portion of cut j to be mined in period 

t through OP mining; fraction of y characterizes both mineralized and 

non-mineralized material included in the cut. 
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 , 0,1ug t
py   continuous variable, representing the portion of stope p to be mined in 

period t through UG mining; fraction of y characterizes both mineralized 

and non-mineralized material included in the stope. 

 ,
, 0,1op t

j prx   continuous variable, representing the portion of cut j to be extracted as 

mineralized material and processed in period t from OP mining. 

 ,
, 0,1op t

j skx   continuous variable, representing the portion of cut j to be extracted as 

mineralized material and delivered to the OP stockpile in period t from 

OP mining. 

 ,
, 0,1op t

sk prx   continuous variable, representing the portion of mineralized material to 

be delivered from the OP stockpile to the processing plant in period t. 

 ,
, 0,1ug t

p prx   continuous variable, representing the portion of stope p to be extracted as 

mineralized material and processed in period t from UG mining. 

 ,
, 0,1ug t

p skx   continuous variable, representing the portion of stope p to be extracted as 

mineralized material and delivered to the UG stockpile in period t from 

UG mining. 

 ,
, 0,1ug t

sk prx   continuous variable, representing the portion of mineralized material to 

be delivered from the UG stockpile to the processing plant in period t. 

 , 0,1ug t
sfd   continuous variable, representing the portion of capital development 

(shaft) sf to be advanced in period t for UG mining. 

 , 0,1ug t
vdd   continuous variable, representing the portion of main ventilation devel-

opment vd to be advanced in period t for UG mining. 

 , 0,1ug t
odd   continuous variable, representing the portion of operational development 

od to be advanced in period t for UG mining. 

 , 0,1ug t
rdd   continuous variable, representing the rock support and reinforcement of 

the operational development rd to be provided in period t for UG mining. 

 , 0,1ug t
rpy   binary integer variable, representing the rock support and reinforcement 

of the operational stope rp to be provided in period t for UG mining. 
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 0,1t
cy   binary integer variable, equal to one if a level c is left as crown pillar in 

period t, otherwise zero. 

 0,1t
jy   binary integer variable, equal to one if a cut j or all cuts Js on a level are 

extracted through OP mining in period t, otherwise zero. 

 0,1t
py   binary integer variable, equal to one if a stope p or all stopes Ps on a level 

are extracted through UG mining in period t, otherwise zero. 

 0,1od
ty   binary integer variable, equal to one if operational development od on a 

level is advanced in period t, otherwise zero. 

 0,1t
jb   binary integer variable controlling the precedence of extraction of cut for 

OP mining. t
jb  is equal to one if extraction of cut j has started by or in 

period t, otherwise it is zero. 

 0,1t
pb   binary integer variable controlling the precedence of extraction of stope 

for UG mining. t
pb  is equal to one if extraction of stope p has started by 

or in period t, otherwise it is zero. 

 0,1sf
tb   binary integer variable controlling the precedence of primary access de-

velopment for UG mining. t
sfb  is equal to one if primary access develop-

ment sf has started by or in period t, otherwise it is zero. 

 0,1od
tb   binary integer variable controlling the precedence of operational devel-

opment for UG mining. t
odb  is equal to one if operational development od 

has started by or in period t, otherwise it is zero. 

3.3.5 Modeling economic and rock support parameters 
A block model of the mineral deposit with estimated grade, density, and rock type charac-

teristics (rock strength) serves as input to the MILP optimization framework. The discounted 

revenues obtained by selling the final commodity within each block being exploited in pe-

riod t by OP mining ,op t
jv  and ,

,
op t
j skv  , and UG mining ,ug t

pv and ,
,

ug t
p skv , are evaluated by Equations 

(1), (2), (3), and (4) respectively. The revenue from a block is a function of the available 
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mineralized material, grade, price and selling cost of the commodity, processing recovery, 

and any extra cost of mining and processing the mineralized material in the block from the 

mine or stockpile. 

Computations of the discounted costs of mining all rock material within each block as waste 

in period t by OP mining ,op t
jq  and UG mining ,ug t

pq  are respectively given in Equations (5) 

and (6). The cost of mining a block as waste is computed by multiplying the extraction cost 

per tonne of rock material (mineralized or non-mineralized material or both) to the total rock 

material tonnage in the block. Similarly, the discounted costs of constructing the main UG 

capital (primary access) development (shaft) ,t
sf
ugq , operational development layouts ,ug t

odq  

and the main UG ventilation development (shaft) ,t
vd
ugq  are respectively defined by Equations 

(7), (8) and (9). The cost of constructing the main UG access shaft is obtained by multiplying 

the cost per length of access shaft development to the length of capital development. The 

cost of constructing operational development layouts in the UG mine is obtained by multi-

plying the cost per length of developing a vertical level length, ore or waste drives, and 

crosscuts to the length of operational development excavation. The cost of constructing the 

main UG ventilation shaft is obtained by multiplying the cost per length of ventilation shaft 

development to the length of ventilation development. 

The discounted cost of providing rock supports and reinforcements for the operational de-

velopment openings ,ug t
rdq  and stopes ,ug t

rpq  are given in Equations (10) and (11). During the 

excavation of operational development layouts, the openings are geo-supported and rein-

forced according to the rock formation strength and the proposed rock support design for 

such section of the opening. Providing supports in the stopes are necessary to ensure the safe 

extraction of ore material from the stopes. The costs of providing rock supports and rein-

forcements in the operational development openings and stopes were modelled as a function 

of the rock type characteristics (rock strength) and the proposed rock support design. 

The discounted extra cost of extracting material from the OP mine to the OP stockpile ,
,

op t
j skq  

is given in Equation (12) while the discounted extra cost of extracting material from the UG 

mine to the UG stockpile ,
,

ug t
p skq  is given in Equation (13). These costs are mainly made up of 
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the cost of rehandling mineralized rock material from the respective mining option (OP or 

UG) to their respective stockpiles during the operational life of the mine. 
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3.3.6 Objective function of the MILP model 

The objective function of the MILP model seeks to: 

1. Maximize the discounted revenue from direct OP mining using Equation (14); 

2. Maximize the discounted revenue from direct UG mining using Equation (15); 

3. Maximize the discounted revenue from OP stockpile using Equation (16); 

4. Maximize the discounted revenue from UG stockpile using Equation (17); 

5. Minimize the discounted cost of OP mining using Equation (18); 

6. Minimize the discounted cost of UG mining using Equation (19); 

7. Minimize the discounted cost of constructing UG primary access development using 

Equation (20); 

8. Minimize the discounted cost of constructing UG ventilation development using 

Equation (21); 

9. Minimize the discounted cost of UG operational development using Equation (22) 

10. Minimize the discounted cost of providing rock support and reinforcement in UG 

operational development using Equation (23); 

11. Minimize the discounted cost of providing rock support and reinforcement in UG 

stopes using Equation (24); 

12. Minimize the extra discounted cost of sending material from the OP mine to OP 

stockpile using Equation (25); 

13. Minimize the extra discounted cost of sending material from the UG mine to UG 

stockpile using Equation (26); 
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Equations (14) to (26) are combined into a multi-objective function of the MILP formulation 

as shown in Equation (27). The objective function maximizes the NPV of the mining project 

and determines the schedules for OP mineralized material delivered directly to the pro-

cessing plant ,
,

op t
j prx , UG mineralized material delivered from the UG mine directly to the 
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processing plant ,
,

ug t
p prx , OP mineralized material delivered from OP stockpile to the pro-

cessing plant ,
,

op t
sk prx , and UG mineralized material delivered from UG stockpile to the pro-

cessing plant ,
,

ug t
sk prx . The objective function minimizes the cost of the mining project and 

further determines the respective block extraction strategy of OP mining ,op t
jy  and UG min-

ing ,ug t
py , and further determines the schedules for primary access development ,ug t

sfd , main 

ventilation development ,ug t
vdd , operational development (level, drives, crosscut) ,ug t

odd , and 

the rock support provisions for operational development layouts ,ug t
rdd and stopes ,ug t

rpy . The 

cost of OP mining mineralized material delivered to OP stockpile and UG mining mineral-

ized material delivered to UG stockpile are also minimized by the objective function through 

Equation (25) and Equation (26) respectively. During optimization, if OP mining only or 

UG mining only is selected, the objective function of the unselected mining option and the 

associated decision variables become zeros. 
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 (27) 

3.3.7 MILP model constraints  

The material extraction and geotechnical constraints of the MILP model are given in Equa-

tions (28) to (85). The main constraints are grouped as follows: OP mining constraints; OP 

stockpile management; UG mining constraints; UG stockpile management; OP and UG min-

ing interaction constraints; crown pillar positioning constraints; capital development (pri-

mary access) constraints; operational development constraints; main ventilation shaft (re-

quirement) constraints; and non-negativity constraints. 
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3.3.7.1 Open pit mining constraints 
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Equations (28) to (37) control the block extraction dynamics for the open pit (OP) operation. 

The open pit block extraction dynamics as shown in Equation (28) defines the mining ca-

pacity constraint for OP extraction. Open pit extraction is controlled by the continuous de-

cision variable ,op t
jy . The total tonnage of rock material mined in each period is constrained 

within the acceptable lower and upper limits of the total available equipment capacity for 

the open pit mining operation. 
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Equation (29) is the processing capacity constraint that controls the quantity of mineralized 

material being delivered from the open pit mining operation and OP stockpile to the pro-

cessing plant. The processing capacity constraint is controlled by the continuous decision 

variables ,
,

op t
j prx  and ,

,
op t
sk prx . This inequality ensures that uniform mineralized material from 

the OP mining operation is fed to the processing plant throughout the mine life within the 

acceptable lower and upper targets of the ore processing capacity of the plant in each period. 

Equation (30) specifies the quality of mineralized material in terms of grade content ex-

tracted from the open pit ,op t
jx  and delivered to either the processing plant ,

,
op t
j prx  or OP stock-

pile ,
,

op t
j skx  in each period. Higher grades of mineralized material are prioritized for extraction 

over lower grades of mineralized material for plant processing. This constraint does not 

specify the head grade of the processing plant but controls the extraction grade from the OP 

mine. The minimum and maximum available mineralized material grades in the block model 

are used to respectively define the lower and upper grade targets for OP mining allowing the 

optimizer to decide the economic cut-off grade for extraction. Equation (30) ensures that the 

contribution from OP mining operation towards a blended processing plant head grade can 

be controlled.  

Equation (31) outlines the relation between the mineralized material portion of the mining-

cut (block) and the total block tonnage (both mineralized and non-mineralized) extracted by 

OP mining. The continuous variable ,op t
jx  should always be smaller than or equal to the 

continuous variable , .op t
jy  Equations (32) to (34) control the vertical precedence relation of 

mining-cut extraction following the appropriate geotechnical mining slope for the open pit 

mining option. For open pit mining, nine overlying mining-cuts should be extracted before 

the underlying mining-cut is removed. 

Equation (35) ensures that a block is extracted once in the life of the OP mine. Equation (36) 

ensures that a level belongs to OP mining option when one or more mining-cuts on that level 

is extracted by OP mining, while Equation (37) ensures that when a level (j) is considered 

for OP mining, the immediate level above it (j-1) has already been evaluated for OP mining 

option. 
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3.3.7.2 Open pit mining stockpile management constraints 
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Equation (38) ensures that open pit mineralized material at the OP stockpile during any time 

do not exceed the specified capacity of the delineated mineralized material pad. This ensures 

that there is an accountable balance between the quantity of mineralized material delivered 

from the OP mining to the OP stockpile ,
,

op t
j skx  and the quantity of mineralized material moved 

from OP stockpile to the processing plant ,
,

op t
sk prx . Equation (39) ensures that the quantity of 

mineralized material extracted from the open pit ,op t
jx  is either stockpiled for later processing 

,
,

op t
j skx  or immediately delivered to the plant for processing ,

,
op t
j prx , while Equation (40) ensures 

that the quantity of mineralized material delivered from OP mining to OP stockpile is avail-

able to be hauled to the processing plant. 

3.3.7.3 Underground mining constraints 
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Equations (41) to (51) control the underground (UG) mining operations. Equation (41) is the 

capacity constraint for the UG mining operation controlled by the continuous decision vari-

able ,ug t
py , and the delay associated with providing support and reinforcement in the stopes 

,ug t
rpy . This inequality ensures the total tonnage of rock material mined in each period is 

within acceptable lower and upper limits of the total available equipment capacity for the 

UG mining operation. The inequality further ensures that, delays associated with providing 

reinforcement in the stopes are factored into the stope production schedule. Thus, the quan-

tity of rock material extracted in each period is controlled by the mining rate and associated 

geotechnical delay rate or time spent in providing rock support and reinforcement in the 

stopes. 

Equation (42) is the processing capacity constraint that controls the quantity of mineralized 

material delivered from the UG mining operation to the processing plant. The processing 

capacity constraint is controlled by the continuous decision variable ,
,

ug t
p prx  and ,

,
ug t
sk prx . This 

inequality ensures the mineralized material sent from the UG mine directly to the processing 

plant ,
,

ug t
p prx , and sent from the UG stockpile to the processing plant ,

,
ug t
sk prx , are controlled.  
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Equation (42) ensures the contribution of mineralized material production from the UG mine 

to the overall OPUG processing capacity does not exceed a pre-defined limit. 

Equation (43) controls the quality of ore grade being extracted from UG mining operation. 

Equation (43) ensures that rock material with high grades is prioritized over rock material 

with low grades during stope mining sequencing. This constraint does not control the limit-

ing grade requirement or head grade of the processing plant but only controls the mineralized 

material quality extracted from each stope. The minimum and maximum available grade of 

mineralized material in the block model are used to respectively define this lower and upper 

grade targets for the UG mining operation allowing the optimizer to decide the economic 

cut-off grade for extraction. 

Equation (44) defines the relation between mineralized material tonnage in the stope and the 

stope tonnage (both mineralized and non-mineralized) controlling the UG mining and pro-

cessing decisions. Thus, the continuous variable ,ug t
px  should always be smaller than or equal 

to the continuous variable , .ug t
py  Equations (45) to (47) control the lateral and vertical (or 

inter-level) precedence relation of stope extraction on each level for the UG mining option. 

For UG mining, stope extraction sequence is implemented in either a retreating or advancing 

manner towards the main mine entrance for each underground level depending on the rock 

formation and mine management strategy. Stope extraction is also implemented in either an 

overhand or underhand stoping sequence. The choice of inter-level interactions dictates the 

underground mining method for the orebody and the neighboring rock formation. 

Equation (48) defines the reserve constraint for UG mining. This inequality ensures that each 

stope ,ug t
px  on a level t

py  is extracted once in the life of the UG mine. Eq. (49) defines the 

relations between the stoping activity and the delay associated with providing support and 

reinforcement in the stopes. The constraint ensures that the delays and costs of providing 

support in the stope is considered if that stope must be exploited. That is, the stope support 

variable ,ug t
rpy  becomes non-zero is a stope ,ug t

py  is being exploited (thus, non-zero). 

Eq. (50) defines the [0,1] constraint of the stope supporting activity for the UG mine. This 

inequality ensures that a stope t
py  is supported once in the life of the UG mine. Equation 
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(51) ensures that a level belongs to UG mining option when one or more stopes on that level 

is extracted by UG mining. 

3.3.7.4 Underground mining stockpile management constraints 
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P
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x x
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Equation (52) ensures that the mineralized material at the UG stockpile during any time do 

not exceed the specified capacity of the delineated mineralized material pad or area. This 

equation ensures that there is an accountable balance between the quantity of mineralized 

material delivered from the underground mine to UG stockpile ,
,

up t
p skx  and the quantity of 

mineralized material moved from UG stockpile to the processing plant ,
,

ug t
sk prx . Equation (53) 

ensures that the quantity of mineralized material extracted from UG mining ,ug t
px  is either 

stockpiled for later processing ,
,

ug t
p skx  or immediately sent to the plant for processing ,

,
ug t
p prx , 

while Equation (54) ensures that the quantity of mineralized material delivered from UG 

mining to UG stockpile is available to be hauled to the processing plant. 

3.3.7.5 Open pit and underground mining interactions constraints 

0t t
j pb b−                    (55) 

( ) ( ), , , , , ,
, , , , , ,

1 1
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opug t op t op t ug t ug t opug t
pr lb j j pr sk pr p p pr sk pr pr ub
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= =

      + +  +      
   (56) 

1t t t
j c py y y+ +                   (57) 

Equations (55) to (57) manage the interactions between the OP and UG mining operations. 

Equation (55) represents the interaction of OP mining-cuts with UG stopes. This inequality 

ensures that each block (mining-cut/stope) is extracted by only one mining option or left as 
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unmined block in the crown pillar or within the extraction limit. Equation (56) is the com-

bined processing capacity constraint that controls the overall mill feed. This inequality rep-

resents the contribution of ore production from both OP and UG mining options to the pro-

cessing plant. Equation (57) ensures that, a level or bench is either considered for OP mining, 

UG mining, crown pillar, or unmined level within the extraction limit. Equation (57) further 

ensures that, one level or bench cannot simultaneously be present in the open pit mine, un-

derground mine and crown pillar. 

3.3.7.6 Crown pillar constraints 

1 0t t
c jy y −−                  (58) 

1 0t t
c py y− −                  (59) 

1 0t t
c cy y +−                  (60) 

1
1

C
t
c

c
y

=

=                 (61) 

Equations (58) to (61) control the positioning of the required crown pillar or transition depth 

and its relation to the location of the OP and UG mining operations. Equation (58) ensures 

that the crown pillar is positioned immediately at the bottom of the OP mine when OP oper-

ations ends while Equation (59) ensures the crown pillar is always positioned above the level 

being considered for UG mining operations. Equation (60) ensures that a level acting as 

crown pillar is unmined but stays at the same location throughout the life of the mining 

operation while Equation (61) ensures that one level always acts as unmined crown pillar. 

3.3.7.7 Capital development (primary access) constraints 

( ), , ,
, ,

1

SF
ug t ug t ug t

sf lb sf sf sf ub
sf

T cd d T
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,
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T
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t
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The primary access development constraints defined in Equations (62) to (67) ensure that 

the required primary access development is considered when UG mining operation is the 

preferred or part of the preferred extraction option. Equation (62) defines the primary access 

development capacity constraints for UG mining. This inequality ensures that the total length 

of primary access development required in each period is within the acceptable lower and 

upper limits of the available equipment capacity for developing the UG mine. 

Equations (63) to (66) control the precedence relations between sections of primary access 

development leading to each level and the operational development on each level. Equations 

(63) to (65) ensure that sets of primary access development representing sections above a 

level must be completed before the primary access development t
sfb  of that level commences. 

Equation (66) ensures that development of the operational level ,
,

ug t
od sd  linking the primary 

access development could only commence after completion of a set of required primary ac-

cess development ,

1

T
ug t
sf

t
d

=
  above and on that level. Equation (67) ensures that each section 

of primary access development (shaft or decline) is extracted ones in the life of the UG mine. 

3.3.7.8 Operational development constraints 
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The set of constraints from Equations (68) to (77) define the operational development re-

quirements including the type and length of each operational development (level, ore and 

waste drives, crosscuts) and lateral precedence relations with the stope extraction sequence. 

Equation (68) defines the operational development capacity constraint for UG mining, en-

suring that the total length of operational development (level, ore and waste drives, cross-

cuts) required in each period is within the acceptable lower and upper limits of the available 

equipment capacity for developing the UG mine. The inequality further ensures that, delays 

associated with providing geotechnical rock support and reinforcement in the operational 

development are factored into the operational development schedule. Thus, the length of 

operational development advanced in each period is controlled by the operational develop-

ment rate and geotechnical delay rate or time spent in providing rock support and reinforce-

ment for the development openings. 
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Equations (69) to (71) control the lateral precedence relations of the UG operational devel-

opment required for exploiting the orebody. Equation (72) ensures that a set of operational 

development ,
,

1

T
ug t
od s

t
d

=
  is completed before exploiting a stope ,ug t

px  in any period. In the case 

of Equation (73), an underground level is activated when operational development and rock 

support activities have commenced or completed for that level while Equation (74) ensures 

that a level selected by the optimization process as the crown pillar would not be available 

for operational development and vice versa. Equation (75) constraint ensures that the ge-

otechnical rock support and reinforcement provided in the operational development is com-

pleted immediately after completion of the operational development. Equations (76) and (77) 

respectively ensure that the operational development (level, ore and waste drives, crosscuts) 

and rock support at any section of the mine is advanced ones in the life of the UG operation. 

3.3.7.9 Main ventilation development constraints 
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The main ventilation development constraints defined in Equations (78) to (83) ensure that 

the required main ventilation development is considered when UG mining operation is the 

preferred or part of the preferred extraction option. Equation (78) defines the main ventila-

tion development capacity constraints for UG mining operation. This inequality ensures that 
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the total length of the main ventilation development required in each period is within the 

acceptable lower and upper limits of the available equipment capacity for UG mine ventila-

tion development. 

Equations (79) to (81) control the precedence relations between sections of main ventilation 

development leading to each level and the development on each level (drives, crosscuts). 

These constraints ensure that sets of main ventilation development representing sections 

above a level must be completed before the ventilation development t
vdb  of that level com-

mences. Equation (82) ensures that development of the operational level ,
,

ug t
od sd  linking the 

main ventilation development could only commence after completion of a set of required 

main ventilation development ,
,

1

T
ug t
vd s

t
d

=
  above and on that level. Equation (83) ensures that 

each section of the main ventilation development is excavated ones in the life of the UG 

mine. 

3.3.7.10 Non-negativity constraints 

, , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , ,, , , , , , , , , , , , , , 0op t op t op t op t op t ug t ug t ug t ug t ug t ug t ug t ug t ug t ug t

j j sk sk pr j pr j p p sk sk pr p pr p sf od vd rd rpx x x x y x x x x y d d d d d           (84) 

, , , , , , , , 0 and integerst t t t t t t t t
j p sf od vd j p c odb b b b b y y y y               (85) 

Equations (84) and (85) ensure that the decision variables for OP and UG mining, OP and 

UG processing, crown pillar, OP mining benches, UG mining levels, UG operational devel-

opment, UG primary access development, UG ventilation development, UG operational de-

velopment rock support and reinforcement, and UG stope rock support and reinforcement 

are non-negative and continuous. These inequality constraints further define that the binary 

variables controlling the sequence of geotechnical rock support, operational development, 

capital development, ventilation development, and extraction in the OP and UG mining op-

erations are non-negative and integers. 

3.4 MILP formulation implementation 

The MILP is formulated by first defining the objective function and establishing the concep-

tual mine based on the technical and economic constructs of the mining operation. The ob-
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jective function maximizes the NPV and minimizes the cost of mining, stockpiling, devel-

opment, and geotechnical support. Mining-cuts are used as elements to control the OP min-

ing operation while stopes are used as elements to control the UG mining operation. For a 

given conceptual mining model, the objective function and constraints interact with the eco-

nomic block model during the optimization process to attain the set objectives. The MILP 

framework implementation commences with the identification of the appropriate numerical 

modelling platform before the problem structure is set-up and solved in a realistic time pe-

riod. MATLAB 2018a (Mathworks, 2018) is employed as the mathematical programming 

environment and IBM ILOG CPLEX (ILOG, 2015) is used as the optimization solver. 

3.4.1 Numerical modeling 

Numerical modeling of the MILP formulation is implemented in MATLAB 2018a 

(Mathworks, 2018). The following serve as the main inputs to the MILP model: (a) geologic 

block model; (b) technical mining parameters such as mining, stockpile and processing ca-

pacities, primary access, ventilation and operational development capacities, geotechnical 

rock support and reinforcement requirements; (c) economic parameters such as commodity 

price, cost of development, mining, stockpiling and processing; and (d) mining strategy (se-

quence of OP mining operation and UG mining operation). The numerical models of the 

objective function and constraints are generated in MATLAB in the form of matrices to be 

passed on to IBM ILOG CPLEX. The IBM ILOG CPLEX solver (ILOG, 2015) uses the 

branch and cut algorithm to solve large-scale mine planning optimization problems based 

on mathematical programming models. The technique is a combination of branch and bound, 

and cutting plane methods (Horst & Hoang, 1996). Wolsey (1998) provides detailed expla-

nation to the branch and cut algorithm, and its application. The user (mine planner) estab-

lishes an optimization criterion to terminate CPLEX. This criterion is called gap tolerance 

(EPGAP). The EPGAP is the optimality measure which defines the absolute tolerance on 

the difference between the best integer solution and the solution derived from the best node 

remaining in the branch and cut algorithm. CPLEX terminates based on the established EP-

GAP when a feasible integer solution is found within the defined gap. 

3.4.2 General definition of MILP formulation for CPLEX 

The basic general form for defining MILP optimization problems in MATLAB for IBM 

ILOG CPLEX  is specified by Equations (86) to (88). 
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min ( ) Tf x c x=                 (86) 

subject to: 

L Ub A x b                   (87) 

L Ux x x                  (88) 

where 

➢ c is the coefficients of objective function of the MILP model; a vector j × 1. 

➢ x is the decision variables used in the MILP model; a vector j × 1. 

➢ T is the index for scheduling periods. 

➢ A signifies the coefficients of the MILP constraints; a matrix i × j. 

➢ bL and bU describe the lower and upper bounds of the constraints, respectively; vec-

tors i × 1. 

➢ xL and xU define the lower and upper bounds of the decision variables, respectively; 

vectors j × 1. 

➢ Equality constraints are defined by setting the lower bounds equal to the upper 

bounds for the respective elements of vectors bL and bU. 

Detailed formulation and programming techniques in deploying MILP models for mine op-

timization problems can be found in Ben-Awuah, et al. (2018) and Askari-Nasab, et al. 

(2010). 

3.5 Summary and conclusions 

This chapter has presented the proposed optimization approach (the CEE approach) and the 

MILP model for surface-underground mining options and transitions optimization. The CEE 

optimization technique ensures an unbiased global optimization solution is obtained from 

the mathematical program. The MILP framework has the capacity to select the optimal min-

ing options for exploiting a mineral deposit at the prefeasibility stage of a mining project. 

The model is flexible in defining surface mining methods such as open pit mining and quar-

rying, and underground mining methods such as sublevel stoping, open stoping, vertical 

crater retreat (VCR), vein mining, longwall caving, sublevel caving, and top slicing. The 
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MILP model expands the frontiers of integrated strategic mine planning and optimization 

for resource extraction evaluation of mineral deposits. The interactions of the operations 

associated with both surface and underground mining, and the interrelations between the 

various mining processes and procedures of a typical deposit amenable to both OP and UG 

mining options were discussed. The model provides a global optimization solution with an 

optimum strategic production schedule that maximizes the NPV of the mining project in the 

presence of essential underground infrastructure and crown pillar positioning requirements. 

To achieve this objective, the theoretical model considers assumptions and limitations in 

relation to OP-UG mine planning and optimization methods. The model is deployed with 

suitable concepts and strategies for implementation of case studies. 
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CHAPTER 4  

APPLICATIONS OF THE MILP MODEL AND 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

4.1 Background  
The mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model was implemented on three case stud-

ies. As an initial step, the mathematical programming framework was implemented with an 

experimental or laboratory prepared dataset before implementing on actual deposits. The 

first case study was a laboratory prepared copper dataset. The second and third case studies 

were actual gold deposits. The third case study was further evaluated with an industry stand-

ard optimization software, Whittle. The results from Whittle were compared to that from the 

MILP model to evaluate the performance of the proposed framework. This chapter discusses 

the applications and results from the synthetic copper dataset and two gold deposit case 

studies. 

To implement the case studies, the mathematical programming framework was defined in 

MATLAB 2018a (Mathworks, 2018) environment and the large scale IBM ILOG CPLEX 

Optimization solver (ILOG, 2015) was integrated into MATLAB to solve the MILP problem 

at a gap tolerance of 5%. The initial results from the synthetic copper datasets support liter-

ature findings that block sequencing technique in formulating and solving MILP models are 

not solution-efficient because they are typically non-deterministic polynomial-time hard 

problems (Tran & Killat, 2008). To mitigate the hardness of the MILP model solution com-

putations, the formulation was normalized during the implementation of the second and third 

case studies. 

4.2 Conceptual mining system 

The MILP model was implemented for a mineral resource amenable to both open pit and 

underground mining. In open pit mining, the ore is exploited from the top to the bottom with 

a 45o slope to ensure the geotechnics of the mine is controlled. An isometric view of the 

block model showing the block extraction precedence for an open pit mine is shown in Fig-

ure 4-1. In Figure 4-1, to mine Block B5 which is directly below Block A5, the overlying 
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Blocks A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8 and A9, need to be extracted first. Thus, for a block 

to be extracted, 9 blocks overlying that block must be primarily mined to give way for the 

underlying block to be extracted. The total number of overlying blocks is dictated by the 

overall slope of the pit. 

 
Figure 4-1: An isometric view of the block extraction precedence for OP mining in the MILP model. 

The MILP model was implemented for an underground (UG) mine primarily accessed by a 

shaft. The main ventilation is achieved by a shaft system hosting the main ventilation fans 

with auxiliary fans serving as booster fans in the mine working areas. Lateral development 

including levels, waste and ore drives, and crosscuts are developed to link the mining areas 

for extraction of stopes. The level development extends from the main shaft to the ore and 

waste drives, and the crosscuts into the various stopes. It is assumed that the proposed model 

will be applicable for open stoping underground mining methods and caving methods but 

not configured for underground supported mining methods. 

There are different directions of mining that dictate the extraction sequence in an under-

ground mine. A combination of these mining sequences may also be implemented in a typ-

ical UG mine. The sequence of extraction is classified based on the vertical and lateral planes 

of the mine. If the extraction face extends from the lower levels towards the upper levels of 

the mine, the mining sequence is termed overhand (Bullock, 2011a; Stephen, 2011). How-

ever, if the extraction face extends from the upper levels towards the lower levels of the 

mine, the mining sequence is called underhand. In the lateral plane, if the extraction face 

moves away from the primary access towards the end of the mining limit, the mining se-

quence is termed advancing. However, if the extraction face moves from the end of the limit 

of mining towards the primary access, the mining sequence is referred to as retreating 
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(Bessinger, 2011; Stace, 2011). Figure 4-2 illustrates a typical overhand and retreating min-

ing sequence while Figure 4-3 depicts a typical underhand and retreating mining sequence 

in underground mining. Figure 4-4 illustrates a retreating mining sequence while Figure 4-5 

depicts an advancing mining sequence in underground mining. 

 
Figure 4-2: Schematic illustration of an overhand and retreating mining sequence in underground mining. 

 

 

 
Figure 4-3: Schematic illustration of an underhand and retreating mining sequence in underground mining. 
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Figure 4-4: Sectional view of a retreating mining sequence in underground mining. 

 

 
Figure 4-5: Sectional view of an advancing mining sequence in underground mining. 
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The underhand and retreating sequence of stope extraction is implemented in this conceptual 

mining system. Thus, for each level, the operational developments are constructed to the end 

of the mining limit and stope extraction begins at the end of the mining limit and moves 

toward the main entrance or primary access (shaft) of the mine. During the operational de-

velopment, the openings are reinforced or supported to secure the rock mass from failing 

before advancing towards the end of the mining limit. The rock mass reinforcement activity 

delays the rate of developing the operational openings in the mine. Similarly, the stopes are 

reinforced during the extraction process to ensure the stability of the stopes. Delays associ-

ated with the provision of stope support affect the operational time of the stoping activity.  

In many situations, backfilling is integrated into the system of mining to improve ground 

conditions in the adjoining mining areas. The backfill material holds back the walls of the 

stopes, and further provides working platforms for mine workers and equipment (Huang, et 

al., 2020a). Backfill material movement, associated delays in filling void stopes, and the cost 

of backfilling activities will then impact the operational activities schedule and the net pre-

sent value of the UG mining project. Backfilling, however, was not considered in the current 

MILP formulation and will be part of future model extension. Figure 4-6 is an isometric 

representation of a block model showing the unit blocks (SMUs) and the plan view of the 

UG primary access (shaft), operational development, end of mining limit, ventilation shaft, 

and ore extraction sequence. 

 

Figure 4-6: Isometric representation of a block model (left), and plan view of UG development layouts, mine 

workings and arrows showing ore extraction sequence on a level (right) modified after Afum, et al. (2019a). 
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4.3 Rock support and reinforcement for underground mining 

A typical underground mining operation is interspersed with rock supporting and reinforce-

ment systems for the various development openings and stopes. The rock support and rein-

forcement required for development openings and operating stopes are incorporated in the 

implementation of the MILP model using the appropriate rock mass classification for each 

unit block in the block model. For the gold deposit case study, the waste material is associ-

ated with a more competent rock mass compared to the ore material. Thus, the assumed 

corresponding rock mass rating (RMR) value for the ore blocks is 60 while the RMR value 

for the waste blocks is 72 (Singh, et al., 2015). It is important to note that RMR values are 

variable within the rock mass, and the values employed in the model implementation is a 

simplified assumption. For any block that contains both ore and waste, the dominant material 

type is used in assigning the RMR value. With knowledge of the geotechnical considerations 

and mining constraints, support systems are designed for the operational development open-

ings in the ore rock formation and waste rock formation, respectively. Similarly, supports 

are designed for the stopes when it comes into operation. 

The cost and time (or delay) expended in providing support and reinforcement in the opera-

tional development openings and stopes were estimated based on existing mining practices 

and incorporated as constraints in the MILP model. The minimum time spent in installing 

rock support and reinforcement per length of advancing operational development opening 

and per rock tonnage extracted from a stope in a day were used to determine delay factors 

associated with providing geotechnical support per period for each case study. Rock support 

delay factors per operational development length and per stope tonnage were assumed as 

0.25 and 0.1, respectively. Thus, for a typical 10-hour shift, about 2.5 hours is used to pro-

vide support and reinforcement during excavation of the operational development. Similarly, 

for a 10-hour shift, about 1 hour is used to support the stopes and prepare it for safe operation. 

The time spent in providing support in the operational development openings and the stopes 

are mandatory and therefore constitute delays to those activities. Increasing these delays in 

a shift will affect the length of operational development openings constructed in the shift 

and consequently in the year. 

In general, decreasing a delay factor decreases the geotechnical support delays and hence 

increases the project NPV until the time spent in providing the support cannot be reduced 
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any further. The details on the estimation of the RMR values for each unit block in the block 

model and the delay factors associated with providing geotechnical rock support and rein-

forcement are outside the scope of this research. An assessment and application of geosta-

tistical methodology in modeling the rock mass quality using RMR is detailed by Egana & 

Ortiz (2013).  

4.4 Case study 1 – synthetic copper deposit 

The initial framework of the MILP model was implemented for Case study 1 without the 

following constraints: i) main UG ventilation development; ii) rock support and reinforce-

ment of the operational development openings and stopes; iii) UG vertical mining direction 

control; and iv) stockpile management.  The implementation did not also factor in mining 

dilution and recovery for each mining option. The synthetic copper dataset is represented by 

a geologic block model which is a 3D array of cubical blocks containing 605-unit blocks. 

These unit blocks represent the selective mining units (SMUs) for OP and UG mining. The 

orebody in the block model is irregularly shaped with a total mineral resource of 116.10 Mt 

at an average Cu grade of 1.05%, minimum grade of 0.72% and maximum grade of 3.0%. 

Figure 4-7 represents a layout of the synthetic copper deposit showing mineralized blocks.  

Table 4-1 and Table 4-2 respectively show the statistical description of the deposit, and dis-

tribution of metal content in the deposit. The quality of the copper deposit is shown by a few 

blocks occurring at the top portions of the ore body with higher metal contents. The bottom 

portions of the deposit show a similar mineralization while low grade blocks occur in the 

middle sections. The copper grade distribution in the deposit suggests it could be exploited 

with open pit mining for earlier financial benefit. However, the incremental cost of open pit 

mining with depth may cause underground mining to compete as the better option at a certain 

depth during the mineral exploitation process. Thus, making this deposit a good candidate 

for OP-UG mining options and transitions evaluation. In implementing the basic MILP 

model on the synthetic copper dataset, constraints for ventilation development, and geotech-

nical support and stockpile management were excluded from this initial deployment. 
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Figure 4-7: Layout of the synthetic copper deposit showing mineralized blocks (Afum & Ben-Awuah, 2019). 

 
Table 4-1: Statistical description of the synthetic copper deposit. 

Description Value 
Total mineralized material (Mt) 116.10 
Minimum value of Cu (%) 0.719 
Maximum value of Cu (%) 3.000 
Average value of Cu (%) 1.051 
Variance (%2) 0.394 
Standard deviation (%) 0.628 
Number of levels/benches 5 

 
Table 4-2: Distribution of metal content in the deposit. 

Level 
no. 

Total Cu metal content 
(Mt) 

Total ore tonnage 
(Mt) 

No. of mineralized 
blocks 

1 0.1910 12.15 9 
2 0.4022 52.65 39 
3 0.405 5.40 4 
4 0.1574 20.25 15 
5 0.4284 25.65 19 

4.4.1 Economic, mining and processing data for Case study 1 
The yearly processing capacities are determined based on the proposed plant capacity for 

the mine while the yearly mining capacities are deduced from the ore and waste proportions 

of the deposit. An incremental bench cost of $ 4.0 per 15 m bench was used as the open pit 

mining variable cost as the pit extends deeper. The economic, mining and processing data 

used for evaluating the copper deposit as summarized in Table 4-3 were estimated using data 

from CostMine (2016) and pre-feasibility study reports of two mining companies in Canada 
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(Puritch, et al., 2016; Sirois & Gignac, 2016). All economic parameters used in the compu-

tations were in Canadian dollars. 

Table 4-3: Economic, mining and processing data for evaluating the copper deposit. 
Parameter Value 
Open pit mining cost ($/t) 8.0 
Underground mining cost ($/t) 300.0 
Processing cost ($/t) 15.0 
Selling cost ($/lb) 1.50 
Selling price of copper ($/lb) 4.65 
Discount rate (%) 10.0 
Processing recovery (%) 95.0 
Max open pit (OP) ore extraction capacity (Mt/year) 8.0 
Min open pit (OP) ore extraction capacity (Mt/year) 0.0 
Max open pit (OP) rock mining capacity (Mt/year) 20.0 
Min open pit (OP) rock mining capacity (Mt/year) 0.0 
Max underground (UG) ore extraction capacity (Mt/year) 3.0 
Min underground (UG) ore extraction capacity (Mt/year) 0.0 
Max underground (UG) rock mining capacity (Mt/year) 3.0 
Min underground (UG) rock mining capacity (Mt/year) 0.0 
Max open pit & underground (OPUG) processing plant capacity (Mt/year) 8.0 
Min open pit & underground (OPUG) processing plant capacity (Mt/year) 0.0 
Incremental bench cost ($/15 m) 4.0 
Operating development cost ($/m) 7,000 
Capital development cost ($/m) 15,000 
Max operating development (m/year) 5,000 
Max capital development (m/year) 30 

4.4.2 Results and discussion for Case study 1 

Evaluation of the synthetic copper deposit with the integrated multi-objective Mixed Integer 

Linear Programming (MILP) model indicates that a combined sequential and simultaneous 

open pit and underground (OPUG) mining operation is the preferred mining option with the 

highest Net Present Value (NPV) of $ 2.66 billion. The integrated MILP model was modified 

to evaluate the ore body for an independent open pit (OP) mining option and an independent 

underground (UG) mining option with the required crown pillar, primary access and second-

ary (operational) developments. The NPV of the OPUG mining option is about 14.4% better 

than an independent OP mining option and about 24.1% better than an independent UG 

mining option. The evaluated results are shown in Table 4-4. The copper deposit is therefore 

best exploited with a combined open pit and underground (OPUG) mining option for a mine 

life of 14 years with Level 3 acting as the unmined crown pillar. 
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Table 4-4: Results from the integrated MILP model for Case study 1. 

Mining option Net present 
value ($ B) 

NPV of OPUG 
compared (%) 

Processed ore 
tonnage (Mt) 

Resource 
depletion (%) 

Mine life 
(years) 

Open pit mining 2.28 -14.4 116.00 100.0 25 

Underground mining 2.02 -24.1 103.95 89.60 15 
Combined open pit and 

underground mining 2.66 - 100.05 86.30 14 

With a total ore production of 100.05 Mt from the combined OPUG mining option with 

crown pillar, the OP mining operation contributes 64.80 Mt of ore while the UG mining 

operation contributes 35.25 Mt of ore. The remaining 15.95 Mt of the available mineral re-

source is either left in the crown pillar (5.40 Mt) or left as unmined low-grade stopes (10.55 

Mt). In a more practical underground mine, where the crown pillar is recovered during the 

operational life of mine, the 5.40 Mt of ore will be mined to further improve the total net 

present value (NPV) of the project if the ore quality is economical. The mine life of the 

independent OP mining option was 25 years, about 40% and 44% higher than the mine life 

of the independent UG mining option and the combined OPUG mining option, respectively.  

A sectional view through the ore body showing the open pit limit, location of the required 

crown pillar, an unmined low-grade stope and the mineralized zone extending beyond the 

bottom of the open pit limit is shown in Figure 4-8. The crown pillar is located on Level 3; 

thus, the first 2 levels (or benches) are extracted by open pit mining while Levels 4 and 5 are 

extracted by underground mining. 

 
Figure 4-8: A sectional view through the block model showing the open pit limit, crown pillar and under-

ground mining regions for Case study 1 (Afum & Ben-Awuah, 2019). 
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The ore and rock extraction schedules for the combined open pit and underground mining 

(OPUG) option with a crown pillar are shown in Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10 respectively. 

The ore is extracted by an independent open pit mining option in the first 2 years of the mine 

life before underground ore production begins simultaneously from the 3rd year through to 

the 12th year. The ore production schedule switches completely to an independent under-

ground mining option in the remaining 2 years of the mine life. In summary, the ore extrac-

tion profile for the combined OPUG mining option is a blend of sequential and simultaneous 

open pit and underground mining options for a mine life of 14 years. Due to the outcrop of 

the ore body, the ore extraction schedule in the first year of the mine life satisfies the full 

capacity of the plant requirement of 8.0 Mt. 

 

Figure 4-9: Yearly ore production schedule for the OPUG mining option (Afum & Ben-Awuah, 2019). 
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Figure 4-10: Yearly rock production schedule for the OPUG mining option (Afum & Ben-Awuah, 2019). 

The average grade of Cu ore processed in each period for the combined open pit and under-

ground mining option with a crown pillar is shown in Figure 4-11. In Figure 4-11, the yearly 

average grade of processed ore for the underground mining operation is generally higher 

compared to the open pit mining operation. This shows that underground mining prioritizes 

the extraction of high-grade ores to cover the high cost of mining by generating higher rev-

enues. It is convincing that the grade blending constraints prioritizes higher grades over 

lower grades in exploiting the mineral deposit by any of the mining options. Thus, the open 

pit mining operation targeted the outcropped high-grade ore while the underground mining 

operation targeted the deep-seated high-grade ore in the early years of mine life. 
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Figure 4-11: Yearly average grade of processed ore for OPUG mining option (Afum & Ben-Awuah, 2019). 

To highlight the nature of the underground mining operation and obtain further information 

on the strategic exploitation method, the levels contributing to the mineral extraction sched-

ule are shown in Figure 4-12. With the crown pillar located on Level 3, ore extraction by the 

underground mining operation started on the last level, Level 5, from the 3rd year through to 

the 7th year of the mine life before continuing with ore production from Level 4 to the end 

of mine life. With this knowledge on the mining sequence from each level (Figure 4-12) and 

the geotechnics of the rock formation, any suitable underhand method of ore extraction could 

be further evaluated and selected as the appropriate underground exploitation method to de-

velop this deposit.  
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Figure 4-12: Yearly ore production tonnage extracted per level for the UG mining operation in the OPUG 

mining option (Afum & Ben-Awuah, 2019). 

The operational development schedule for the underground mine is shown in Figure 4-13. 

With a total operational development capacity of 10,000 m per year, advancement starts 

immediately after completion of the capital development (shaft) in the 3rd year but ends in 

the 6th year before commencing again from Years 8 to 12. From Figure 4-9, additional op-

erational development capacity may be required in Years 3 and 8 through contract mining 

to support the operational development schedule. 

 
Figure 4-13: Operational development schedule for the UG mining operation in the OPUG mining option 

(Afum & Ben-Awuah, 2019). 
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4.4.3 Sensitivity analysis for Case study 1 

The sensitivity of the results to copper price, underground processing capacity and under-

ground capital development (shaft) is evaluated with the MILP model. This sensitivity anal-

ysis was conducted to examine the selected technical or economic parameters that influence 

the choice of mining option(s) for the deposit. The sensitivity plot is shown in Figure 4-14. 

In Figure 4-14, the MILP model is most sensitive to the market price of copper, followed by 

the quantity of ore processed from the UG mining operation and the completion rate of cap-

ital development. 

For this case study, about 9% decrease in the copper price (from $ 3.18 to $ 2.89 per lb) will 

change the optimal mining option from combined OPUG mining to an independent OP min-

ing option for a reduced NPV of $ 2.28. Similarly, when the underground processing capac-

ity decreases by about 73% (0.81 Mt), the combined OPUG mining will change to an inde-

pendent OP mining option. The synthetic copper deposit is however less sensitive to the 

completion rate of underground capital development (shaft) as it did not cause a change in 

mining option within the changes tested. 

 
Figure 4-14: Sensitivity assessment of selected technical and economic parameters used in the MILP imple-

mentation (Afum & Ben-Awuah, 2019). 
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4.4.4 Summary findings from Case study 1 

The proposed MILP model interrogated the synthetic copper deposit and determined the 

optimal extraction strategy for a combination or one of these mining options: (a) independent 

OP mining, (b) independent UG mining with crown pillar, (c) simultaneous OPUG mining 

with crown pillar, (d) sequential OPUG mining with crown pillar, and (e) combinations of 

simultaneous and sequential OPUG mining with crown pillar. The location of the 3D crown 

pillar together with the required capital and operational development schedules are decided 

by the optimization process. The results from the case study showed a combined sequential 

and simultaneous OPUG mining option with crown pillar was selected as the optimal option 

to exploit the deposit. The ore and rock extraction schedules for both mining operations 

together with the operational and capital development schedules were determined for the 

synthetic copper project. The output of the model in mapping-out the ore extraction per level 

in each period further provided more insight into the mining sequence for the appropriate 

UG mining method. The sensitivity analysis conducted on the selected technical and opera-

tional parameters indicated that the determination of the optimal mining option using the 

MILP model is most sensitive to the selling price of copper, followed by the quantity of ore 

processed by the UG mining operation and the completion rate of the UG capital develop-

ment (shaft). 

4.5 Case study 2 – gold deposit 

For Case study 2, the MILP framework was implemented without the following constraints: 

rock support and reinforcement of the operational development openings and stopes, UG 

vertical mining direction control, and stockpile management. Mining dilution and recovery 

were also not included in this implementation. The geologic block model of the gold deposit 

has unit block sizes of 30 m x 30 m x 20 m. To implement the MILP model, it is assumed 

that the unit block sizes represent the mining-cut sizes of the OP mining operation and the 

stope sizes of the UG mining operation. The total mineral resource is 19.20 Mt at an average 

gold grade of 4.39 g/t. Figure 4-15 is a layout of the gold deposit showing mineralized blocks 

(Afum, et al., 2019a). The gold deposit shows high-grade mineralization at the top and bot-

tom sections of the block model, while the middle sections show lower grades. The Rock 

Mass Rating (RMR) assumed for of the ore and waste zones in the block model indicates 

that the waste rocks are stronger than the ore rocks. Table 4-5 is a parametric description of 
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the gold deposit. This gold deposit is similar in size to the Pinarbasi chromite mine in Turkey 

(Elevli, et al., 2002). Due to the shallow depth of the chromite deposit, Elevli, et al. (2002) 

reported that traditional method of shaft sinking for small scale mines by means of drilling, 

blasting, mucking, hoisting, pumping, ventilation and lining was employed. The total shaft 

depth of approximately 120 m from the surface was completed over two years with sinking 

buckets ranging in capacity from 0.5 to 1.5 tonnes.   

 
Figure 4-15: Layout of the gold deposit showing mineralized blocks modified after Afum, et al. (2019a). 

Table 4-5: Parametric description of the gold deposit 

Description (units) Value 
Total mineralized material (Mt) 19.15 
Minimum value of Au (g/t) 0.01 
Maximum value of Au (g/t) 14.78 
Average value of Au (g/t) 4.39 
Variance (g/t)2 16.54 
Standard deviation (g/t) 4.07 
Number of levels/benches 8 
Rock mass rating of ore blocks 60 
Rock mass rating of waste blocks 72 

4.5.1 Economic and technical data for Case study 2 

The technical and economic data used for implementing the MILP model to evaluate the 

gold deposit was estimated from CostMine (CostMine, 2016) and prefeasibility reports of 
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similar gold mining operating companies in Canada (Puritch, et al., 2016; Sirois & Gignac, 

2016). The annual processing capacities are based on the proposed processing plant capacity 

for the mine while the yearly mining capacities are deduced from the ore and waste propor-

tions of the gold deposit. Incremental bench cost of $ 2.00 per 10 m, following the NI 43-

101 report of Centerra Gold Inc. and Premier Gold Mines Ltd. (Sirois & Gignac, 2016), was 

used as the open pit variable cost as the pit transcends downwards. The incremental bench 

cost is a necessary variable cost in the reporting of mineral reserves in the mining industry 

and it is an important parameter in the implementation of the MILP model. It was assumed 

that there was no external stope dilution and mining recovery losses. Table 4-6 details the 

technical and economic data used for the implementation of the MILP model for the gold 

deposit case study. All economic parameters used in the computations were in Canadian 

dollars 

Table 4-6: Economic, mining and processing data for evaluating the gold deposit 

Parameter (units) Values 
Open pit mining cost ($/t) 8.00 
Underground mining cost ($/t) 200.00 
Processing cost ($/t) 15.00 
Selling cost ($/oz) 50.00 
Selling price of gold ($/oz) 1,860.00 
Discount rate (%) 5 
Processing recovery (%) 90 
Max open pit (OP) ore extraction capacity (Mt/year) 2.000 
Min open pit (OP) ore extraction capacity (Mt/year) 0.000 
Max open pit (OP) rock mining capacity (Mt/year) 5.000 
Min open pit (OP) rock mining capacity (Mt/year) 0.000 
Max underground (UG) ore extraction capacity (Mt/year) 1.125 
Min underground (UG) ore extraction capacity (Mt/year) 0.000 
Max underground (UG) rock mining capacity (Mt/year) 2.500 
Min underground (UG) rock mining capacity (Mt/year) 0.000 
Max open pit & underground (OPUG) processing plant capacity (Mt/year) 2.500 
Min open pit & underground (OPUG) processing plant capacity (Mt/year) 0.000 
Incremental bench cost ($/10 m) 2.00 
Operational development cost ($/m) 7,000.00 
Capital or primary access development cost ($/m) 16,000.00 
Max operating development (m/year) 10,000.00 
Min operating development (m/year) 0.0 
Max capital or primary access (shaft) development (m/year) 40.0 
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Min capital or primary access (shaft) development (m/year) 0.0 
Max main ventilation shaft development (m/year) 40.0 
Min main ventilation shaft development (m/year) 0.0 
Main ventilation development cost ($/m) 1,600.00 
Cost of supporting the operational development openings ($/m) 1,000.00 
Cost of supporting the stopes ($/tonne) 80.00 
Rock support delay factor for operational development length per year  0.25 
Rock support delay factor for stopes tonnage per year  0.10 

4.5.2 Results and discussion for Case study 2 

Figure 4-16 is a sectional view of the optimal OPUG mining option for Case study 2 showing 

the location of the shaft, operational development openings, crown pillar position, OP min-

ing limit, UG mining limit, and periods of extraction shown by the numbering of the blocks. 

The blocks within the OP mining limit are exploited from the surface towards the bottom 

from Levels 1 to 3. The unmined crown pillar is located on Level 4. The stope extraction 

sequence demonstrated in Figure 4-16 shows a typical overhand mining system. 

 
Figure 4-16: Sectional view of the selected combined OPUG mining option for Case study 2 (Afum, et al., 

2019a). 

The optimized extraction option suitable for the gold deposit case study using the integrated 

multi-objective mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model is combined sequential 

and simultaneous open pit and underground (OPUG) mining with a net present value (NPV) 

of $ 2.52 billion. The gold mining operation commences with an independent open pit (OP) 

mine in the first 3 years. Underground (UG) mining follows simultaneously with the OP 

mine in the 4th and 5th years. In the 6th year, the gold mining project transitions sequentially 

from simultaneous OPUG mining to an independent UG mine until the end of mine life.  

Figure 4-17 shows the ore extraction (processing) strategy and the average ore grade pro-

cessed by each mining option for the gold deposit case study. In Figure 4-17, the yearly trend 
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of the average grade of ore extracted and processed by both mining options indicate that the 

optimization technique, as in all cases of mining, prioritized the relatively high-grade blocks 

over the lower grade blocks in the early years of mine life. The life of mine of the gold 

deposit case study is determined as 12 years. Ore mining recovery of 16.56 Mtonnes, con-

stituting about 87% of the total available mineral deposit of 19.15 Mtonnes is achieved. 

About 7.61 Mtonnes of ore is extracted by OP mining operation while 8.95 Mtonnes of ore 

is extracted by UG mining operation. The remaining mineralized rock material of 2.59 

Mtonnes (about 14%) is either left in-situ, lost in the unmined crown pillar or delivered to 

the waste dump as low-grade ore material. 

 

Figure 4-17: Ore extraction (processing) strategy and average ore grade processed by each mining option 

The schedule for the total rock material extracted consisting of both ore and waste rocks is 

shown in Figure 4-18. The total rock material extracted by the OP operations indicate a 

gradual increase in waste tonnage to maintain a uniform plant feed. In the 3rd year of mine 

life, there is significant waste stripping compared to ore extraction (Figure 4-17 and Figure 

4-18). Thus, there is some considerable pushback to be undertaken in the 3rd and 4th years of 

mine life to uncover ore material for OP extraction. It can be deduced that in the 4th year, 

when OP mining operations become less profitable due to significant waste stripping, UG 

mining operation takes over as it becomes more profitable. 
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Figure 4-18: Mining schedule (ore and waste) for each mining option 

The schedules for the development of the primary access and the lateral secondary or oper-

ational openings (levels, waste and ore drives, crosscuts) are shown in Figure 4-19. The 

primary access development starts in Year 1, during the OP mining operation and ends in 

Year 4, before secondary development starts. The secondary development which constitutes 

the operational development, occur from the 4th year to a year before the end of mine life. 

 
Figure 4-19: Primary access development and lateral secondary or operational development schedules for the 

UG mining option 
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Figure 4-20 shows the ore extraction schedule on each level of the UG mining option. The 

UG mining operation is located from Levels 5 to 8. The unmined crown pillar is positioned 

on Level 4 and the UG ore extraction starts from the high-grade mineralized zones on Level 

8 towards the low-grade mineralized zones on Level 5. The ore extraction proceeds upward 

from Level 8 to Level 5 through Levels 7 and 6 in that order. On each level, the stope mining 

is retreating from the end of the mining limit towards the primary access (shaft) using open 

stoping mining methods. 

 
Figure 4-20: Yearly ore extraction schedule on each level of the UG mining option 

The main ventilation development schedule and the delay schedules associated with provid-

ing rock support and reinforcement in the secondary or operational development openings 

and stopes are shown in Figure 4-21. As expected, development of the main ventilation shaft, 

a primary development, is completed before the development of the secondary openings and 

the associated support and reinforcement required for the operational development. The de-

lays associated with supporting the operational development openings and stopes per period, 

converted to days show that much time is required in supporting the development and open 

stopes to ensure smooth ore delivery.  
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Figure 4-21: Schedules for main ventilation development and geotechnical rock support and reinforcement 

provided in the secondary development openings and stopes 

4.5.3 Sensitivity analysis for Case study 2 

Due to the practical variations in technical and economic parameters used in the MILP model 

implementation, sensitivity analysis is conducted on some selected parameters. These in-

clude: i) the delay factors for geotechnical rock support and reinforcement for operational 

development openings and stopes; ii) the quantity of ore being delivered from the UG mining 

operation to the processing plant; and iii) the price of the commodity. The model is deployed 

for OP mining option only when the quantity of ore being extracted and processed from the 

UG mine is constrained to zero.  About 11% reduction in the gold price, from $ 1,860.00 to 

$ 1,660.00, changed the preferred optimal OPUG mining option with NPV of $2.52 billion 

and mineral resource recovery of 16.60 Mt (about 87%) to an independent OP mining with 

NPV of $2.23 billion and mineral resource recovery of 19.00 Mt (about 99%). Figure 4-22 

shows the sensitivity analysis of selected parameters used in the evaluation of the gold de-

posit case study. The analysis shows the extent of influence of these selected parameters on 

the NPV of the optimal OPUG mining option. The optimal OPUG mining option was used 

as the baseline.  
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Figure 4-22: Sensitivity analyses for delay factors and ore processed from UG mining operation. The com-

puted NPVs are compared to the optimal OPUG mining option as baseline 

From Figure 4-22, the NPV of the optimal mining option is significantly sensitive to the 

quantity of ore being delivered from the UG mining operation to the processing plant. The 

higher the quantity of high-grade ore being processed from UG mining operation, the more 

likelihood UG and/or OPUG mining option become(s) favorable for selection as the optimal 

mining option. The sensitivity of the quantity of ore from the UG mining operation in an 

OPUG mining project was also noted by Afum & Ben-Awuah (2019) in their experimental 

work. It is further noted that, positive changes in the delay factors (which implies additional 

delays) associated with operational development support and mining stope support have 

more impact on the NPV than negative changes. As expected, increasing the delay associated 

with the installation of support and reinforcement in the operational development openings 

and stopes (increasing delay factor) reduces the NPV of the optimal mining option. Figure 

4-22 further shows that, there is always unavoidable minimum constant delay associated 

with providing some form of support to the operational development openings and stopes 

for the defined mining and processing targets. This does not give room for any further re-

duction in rock support and reinforcement delays to increase the NPV of the optimal 

UG/OPUG mining option. 

4.5.4 Summary findings from Case study 2 

The objective function of the MILP model determines: (a) position of the required crown 

pillar; (b) primary access development schedule; (c) ventilation development schedule; (d) 
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operational development schedule; (e) rock support and reinforcement schedule for 

operational development; (f) rock support and reinforcement schedule for operational stopes; 

(g) extraction strategy and schedule for the optimal mining option(s); (h) life of mine; and 

(i) net present value (NPV) of the mining operation. Results from the implementation indi-

cated that the gold deposit case study (Case study 2) is optimally exploited by a combined 

sequential and simultaneous OPUG mining option with crown pillar. The model determined 

the NPV, life of mine, location of the crown pillar, and schedules for primary access devel-

opment, operational development, main ventilation shaft, and rock support and reinforce-

ment for the gold project. Ore extraction starts through independent OP mining from Year 1 

to Year 3, and after completion of the development of the main ventilation shaft, primary 

access (shaft) and operational openings, the mine transitions into a simultaneous OPUG min-

ing in Years 4 and 5. Ore extraction switches completely from simultaneous OPUG mining 

to independent UG mining from Year 6 to Year 12. The Net Present Value (NPV) is esti-

mated as $ 2.52 billion at a gap tolerance of 5% and a mine life of 12 years. Sensitivity 

analysis on gold price indicated that, the optimal OPUG mining option with resource recov-

ery of about 87% and NPV of $ 2.52 billion will switch to an independent OP mine with 

NPV of $ 2.23 billion and a resource recovery of about 99% when the gold price falls by 

10.8%. The NPV is proportionally sensitive to the quantity of ore being delivered from the 

UG mining operation. It is however only sensitive to an increase in the delays associated 

with providing rock support and reinforcement in the secondary or operational development 

openings and stopes. 

Additional experiments will be undertaken in future by adjusting the shaft sinking rate for 

Case study 2 from 40 m/year to 1000 m/year which is typical in many shaft sinking opera-

tions in North America. The experiments will introduce this aggressive shaft sinking rate to 

assess its impact on the mining options planning strategy (Goodell, 2014). 

4.6 Case study 3 – gold deposit 

The complete MILP framework as presented from Equations (27) to (85) was implemented 

on a gold deposit, and the results compared to that from an industry optimization software 

(GEOVIA Whittle). The geologic block model of this gold deposit has unit block sizes of 

30 m x 30 m x 20 m. The total mineral resource is 20.87 Mt with an average gold grade of 

4.24 g/t. Figure 4-23 is a layout of Case study 3 gold deposit showing mineralized blocks. 
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The gold deposit shows high-grade mineralization at the top and bottom sections of the block 

model, while the middle sections show lower grades. The Rock Mass Rating (RMR) as-

sumed for the ore and waste zones in the block model indicates that the waste rocks are 

stronger than the ore rocks. Table 4-7 is a parametric description of Case study 3 gold de-

posit. This gold deposit is similar to the Pinarbasi chromite mine in Turkey, hence, imple-

mentation followed Elevli, et al. (2002).   

 
Figure 4-23: Layout of Case study 3 deposit showing mineralized blocks modified after Afum, et al. (2019a) 

Table 4-7: Parametric description of Case study 3 gold deposit 
Description (units) Value 
Total mineralized material (Mt) 20.87 
Minimum value of Au (g/t) 0.01 
Maximum value of Au (g/t) 14.8 
Average value of Au (g/t) 4.24 
Variance (g/t)2 4.66 
Standard deviation (g/t) 2.16 
Number of levels/benches 9 
Rock mass rating of ore blocks 60 
Rock mass rating of waste blocks 72 

4.6.1 Economic and technical data for Case study 3 

The technical and economic data used for implementing the MILP model to evaluate this 

gold deposit was estimated from CostMine (CostMine, 2016) and prefeasibility reports of 

similar gold mining operating companies in Canada (Puritch, et al., 2016; Sirois & Gignac, 

2016). The annual processing capacities are based on the proposed processing plant capacity 

for the mine while the yearly mining capacities are deduced from the ore and waste propor-

tions of the gold deposit and proposed equipment schedule. Incremental bench cost of $ 2.00 
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per 10 m, following the NI 43-101 report of Centerra Gold Inc. and Premier Gold Mines Ltd. 

(Puritch, et al., 2016; Sirois & Gignac, 2016), was used as the open pit variable cost as the 

pit transcends downwards. For this case study, external stope dilution factor and mining 

recovery factor were assumed to be 20% and 90% respectively for the UG operations. Sim-

ilarly, the extraction dilution factor and mining recovery factor for the open pit operations 

were set at 10% and 90% respectively.  Table 4-8 details the technical and economic data 

used for the implementation of the MILP model for the gold deposit case study. All eco-

nomic parameters used for the computations were in Canadian dollars. 

Table 4-8: Economic, mining and processing data for evaluating Case study 3 gold deposit 
Parameter (units) Values 
Open pit mining cost ($/t) 8.00 
Underground mining cost ($/t) 150.00 
Processing cost ($/t) 15.00 
Selling cost ($/oz) 50.00 
Selling price of gold ($/oz) 2,300.00 
Discount rate (%) 5 
Processing recovery (%) 90 
Max open pit (OP) ore extraction capacity (Mt/year) 2.5 
Max open pit (OP) rock mining capacity (Mt/year) 3.5 
Max underground (UG) ore extraction capacity (Mt/year) 1.5 
Max underground (UG) rock mining capacity (Mt/year) 2.5 
Max open pit & underground (OPUG) processing plant capacity (Mt/year) 2.5 
Incremental bench cost ($/10 m) 2.00 
Operational development cost ($/m) 7,000.00 
Primary access development cost ($/m) 16,000.00 
Max operating development (m/year) 10,000 
Max primary access (shaft) development (m/year) 80 
Ventilation development cost ($/m) 1,600.00 
Max main ventilation shaft development (m/year) 80 
Cost of supporting the operational development openings ($/m) 1,000.00 
Cost of supporting the stopes ($/tonne) 80.00 
Rock support delay factor for operational development length per year  0.25 
Rock support delay factor for stopes tonnage per year  0.10 
Open pit (OP) mining dilution (%) 10 
Open pit (OP) mining recovery (%) 90 
Underground (UG) mining dilution (%) 20 
Underground (UG) mining recovery (%) 90 
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4.6.2 Results and discussion for Case study 3 

The optimized extraction option suitable for Case study 3 gold deposit using the integrated 

multi-objective mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model is combined sequential 

and simultaneous open pit and underground (OPUG) mining with a net present value (NPV) 

of $ 4.01 billion. The gold mining operation commences with an independent open pit (OP) 

mine in the first 2 years. Underground (UG) mining follows simultaneously with the OP 

mine from the 3rd year to 6th year. In the 7th year, the gold mining project transitions sequen-

tially from simultaneous OPUG mining to an independent UG mine until the end of mine 

life. Figure 4-24 shows the ore extraction (processing) strategy and the average ore grade 

processed by each mining option in Case study 3 gold deposit. 

In Figure 4-24, the yearly trend of the average grade of ore extracted and processed by both 

mining options indicate that the optimization technique, as in all cases of mining, prioritized 

the relatively high-grade material over the lower grade blocks in the early years of mine life. 

The life of mine is determined as 8 years. Ore mining recovery of 16.22 Mtonnes, constitut-

ing about 78% of the total available mineral deposit of 20.87 Mtonnes is achieved. About 

7.61 Mtonnes of ore is extracted by OP mining operation while 8.61 Mtonnes of ore is ex-

tracted by UG mining operation. The remaining mineralized rock material of 4.65 Mtonnes 

(about 22%) was either left in-situ, lost in the unmined crown pillar or delivered to the waste 

dump as low-grade ore material.  

The schedule for the total rock material extracted consisting of both ore and waste rocks is 

shown in Figure 4-25. Much waste is extracted in the first year before exposing the ore 

material for OP extraction. Similarly, there is significant waste striping in the 4th and 5th 

years to expose the ore material for OP extraction before switching to the more profitable 

UG mining option (Figure 4-25). Thus, there is some considerable pushback to be under-

taken in the 4th and 5th years of mine life to uncover ore material for extraction which sub-

sequently makes the OP mining operation less profitable. Even though the metal price for 

Case study 3 is comparatively higher to Case study 2, the effect of dilution and mining re-

covery loses resulted in less total ore tonnage being processed in a shorter mine life, while 

generating a higher NPV. 
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Figure 4-24: Ore extraction (processing) strategy and average ore grade processed by each mining option 

 

 
Figure 4-25: Mining schedule (ore and waste) for each mining option 

The schedules for the primary access development and the lateral secondary or operational 

openings (levels, waste and ore drives, crosscuts) are shown in Figure 4-26. The primary 

access development starts in Year 1 during the OP mining operation and ends in Year 3 to 
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make way for the commencement of the secondary development. The lower primary devel-

opment rate in the first year before climaxing in the second and third years is to ensure 

primary and operational development cost is delayed until it is more competitive to start UG 

extraction in Year 3. This reduces the impact of development costs on the overall NPV of 

the mining project. The lateral secondary development which constitutes operational devel-

opment, starts from the 3rd year to the end of mine life. 

Additional experiments will be undertaken in future by adjusting the shaft sinking rate for 

Case study 3 from 80 m/year to 1000 m/year which is typical in many shaft sinking opera-

tions in North America (Goodell, 2014). The experiments will introduce this aggressive shaft 

sinking rate to assess its impact on the mining options planning strategy. 

 
Figure 4-26: Primary access and lateral operational development schedules for the UG mining option 

Figure 4-27 shows the ore extraction schedule on each level of the UG mining operation. 

The UG mining operation is located from Levels 5 to 9. The unmined crown pillar is posi-

tioned on Level 4 and the UG ore extraction starts from the high-grade mineralized zones on 

Levels 8 and 7 towards the low-grade mineralized zones on Level 5. The ore extraction 

sequence features an overhand mining method, and generally proceeds upward from Level 

8 to Level 5 through Levels 7, 9, and 6 in that order. Due to the overhand sequence of mineral 
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extraction in the implementation and the nature of the orebody, UG ore extraction shuffles 

between the various levels to ensure stopes in the lower levels are extracted before the upper 

levels. On each level, stope mining retreats from the end of the mining limit towards the 

primary access (shaft). 

 

Figure 4-27: Ore extraction schedule on each level of the UG mining option 

The main ventilation development schedule and the delay schedules associated with provid-

ing rock support and reinforcement in the secondary or operational development openings 

and stopes are shown in Figure 4-28. As expected, development of the main ventilation 

openings and the primary access development are completed before commencing the devel-

opment of the secondary openings and the associated rock support and reinforcement re-

quired for the operational development. The lower ventilation shaft development rate in the 

first year before climaxing in the second and third years is to ensure ventilation shaft devel-

opment cost is delayed until it is more competitive to start UG extraction in Year 3. This 

reduces the impact of main ventilation development cost on the overall NPV of the mining 

project. The delays associated with supporting the operational development openings and 

stopes in each period, converted to days show that much time is required in supporting the 

development and stopes to ensure continuous ore delivery.  
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Figure 4-28: Schedules for main ventilation development and geotechnical rock support and reinforcement 

provided in the secondary development openings and stopes 

4.6.3 Comparison of MILP model with industry standard optimization tool 

Whittle is currently one of the most used standard industry software for open pit mine plan-

ning (Whittle, et al., 2018). It is the world’s most trusted strategic mine planning software 

used to determine and optimize the economics of open pit mining projects (Dassault, 2020a). 

The MILP model is validated by conducting Whittle optimization runs on Case study 3 gold 

deposit. The main objective is to evaluate Case study 3 with the Whittle optimizer and the 

results compared to that of the MILP model in Section 4.6.2 to assess its performance. With 

the parametric analysis used in Whittle, optimality is not guaranteed though it presents a 

strong heuristic tool for locating high grade ore blocks in the deposit and for maximizing 

NPV. Even though Whittle is primarily designed for evaluating deposits amenable to open 

pit mining, this comparative analysis will provide insights into potential pitfalls that can 

occur during mining options analysis in prefeasibility studies. In most cases, decisions on 

when open pit mining starts and ends and when underground mining starts and ends are 

either based on the experience of the mining engineer or underground mining is considered 

after the optimal open pit outline is defined and there is still mineralized material below the 

ultimate pit shell. This MILP model implementation highlights the importance of the global 
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optimization of the resource governance process towards simultaneous improved NPV and 

resource depletion ratio. The geologic block model used for Case study 3 (Figure 4-23 and 

Table 4-7), and the economic, mining and processing data used for Case study 3 (Table 4-9) 

were used for the Whittle run. The pit limit optimization summary from the Whittle run is 

shown in Table 4-9. Based on the results (Table 4-9), Pit 17 was selected as the optimal pit 

for production scheduling because its revenue factor is found between 0.94 and 1.02. The 

rock schedules and grade profiles for the Milawa NPV, Milawa Balanced and Fixed Lead 

scheduling algorithms of Whittle are shown in Figure 4-29, Figure 4-30 and Figure 4-31 

respectively. 

Table 4-9: Pit limit summary results from Whittle optimization for Case study 3 gold deposit 

Pit 
Min Max Rock Ore Strip Max Min AU AU 
Rev 

Factor 
Rev 

Factor Tonnes Tonnes Ratio Bench Bench Grams Grade 

1 0.30 0.30 4,284,000 4,241,160 0.01 11 8 22,234,020 5.24 

2 0.32 0.32 4,384,800 4,340,952 0.01 11 8 22,416,049 5.16 

3 0.34 0.38 4,483,800 4,390,848 0.02 11 8 22,534,393 5.13 

4 0.40 0.42 4,534,200 4,440,744 0.02 11 8 22,608,013 5.09 

5 0.44 0.44 21,983,400 10,128,888 1.17 11 2 40,569,438 4.01 

6 0.46 0.46 48,924,000 13,621,608 2.59 11 2 64,581,932 4.74 

7 0.48 0.48 55,263,600 14,419,944 2.83 11 2 70,035,656 4.86 

8 0.50 0.52 56,484,000 14,769,216 2.82 11 2 71,159,041 4.82 

9 0.54 0.54 59,578,200 15,268,176 2.90 11 2 73,640,778 4.82 

10 0.56 0.60 60,460,200 15,517,656 2.90 11 2 74,475,946 4.80 

11 0.62 0.62 60,850,800 15,966,720 2.81 11 2 74,914,577 4.69 

12 0.64 0.70 61,583,400 16,266,096 2.79 11 2 75,495,820 4.64 

13 0.72 0.72 62,654,400 16,615,368 2.77 11 2 76,129,681 4.58 

14 0.74 0.74 62,996,400 16,665,264 2.78 11 2 76,332,576 4.58 

15 0.76 0.78 64,263,600 16,814,952 2.82 11 2 77,030,938 4.58 

16 0.80 0.92 64,848,600 16,914,744 2.83 11 2 77,339,795 4.57 

17 0.94 1.02 65,970,001 17,413,704 2.79 11 2 77,942,311 4.48 

18 1.04 1.10 66,020,401 17,513,496 2.77 11 2 77,995,428 4.45 

19 1.12 1.32 66,898,801 17,563,392 2.81 11 2 78,332,453 4.46 

20 1.34 1.42 66,949,201 17,862,768 2.75 11 2 78,408,340 4.39 

21 1.44 1.58 66,999,601 17,962,560 2.73 11 2 78,432,562 4.37 

22 1.60 2.00 69,775,201 18,112,248 2.85 11 2 79,138,182 4.37 
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Figure 4-29: Rock material schedule and grade profile for Whittle Milawa NPV algorithm  

 

 
Figure 4-30: Rock material schedule and grade profile for Whittle Milawa Balanced algorithm   
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Figure 4-31: Rock material schedule and grade profile for Whittle Fixed Lead algorithm  

From the Whittle optimization runs, the NPV of the OP mining project is $ 2.31 billion for 

Milawa NPV, $ 2.02 billion for Milawa Balanced, and $ 2.19 billion for Fixed Lead algo-

rithm, while the NPV generated from the MILP model for combined OPUG extraction is $ 

4.01 billion. This indicates a potential loss of about $ 1.70 billion (about 42%) if a proper 

global mining options evaluation is not undertaken prior to committing the deposit to open 

pit exploitation. It must be noted that the NPVs generated will be impacted by some differ-

ential costs required in setting up the two different systems of mining including the initial 

capital outlay, environmental and socio-economic factors. The results also show Whittle 

mined about 84% of the deposit in approximately 20 years through OP mining while the 

MILP model extracted about 78% of the deposit in 8 years through OPUG mining. This is 

because the MILP schedules more ore in the early part of the mine life and ignores the ex-

cessive waste stripping that is more pronounced in the Whittle results by switching the min-

ing option from OP to UG. The stripping ratio from Whittle extraction was 2.79 and that 

from the MILP model was 0.34. Similarly, the results from the Whittle run indicates that 

some ore materials were stockpiled but not processed. This is avoided by the MILP model 

as it is a requirement not to stockpile any material it cannot process prior to the end of mine 
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life. The comparison shows that the MILP framework provides a rigorous tool for strategi-

cally evaluating the mining options for a deep-seated near-surfaced deposit during prefeasi-

bility and feasibility studies. Table 4-10 shows a summary performance comparison of the 

MILP model to Whittle production scheduling algorithms. 

Table 4-10: Summary performance of the MILP compared to Whittle algorithms 

Parameter MILP 
Whittle Algorithm 

Milawa NPV Milawa Balanced Fixed Lead 
NPV ($B) 4.01 2.31 2.02 2.19 
Mine Life (years) 8.00 19.2 19.3 19.2 
Stripping Ratio 0.34 2.79 2.79 2.79 
Resource Depletion (%) 77.7 83.5 83.5 83.5 

Some notable conclusions that can be drawn from the comparison of the MILP model with 

Whittle are: 

a) The results from the MILP model includes a discounted OP limit that excludes mar-

ginal OP blocks that are more profitable through UG mining and hence extracted as 

such, while Whittle extracts all scheduled blocks through OP mining; 

b) Whittle scheduled material to the stockpile but did not process it. The MILP model, 

however, do not stockpile any mineralized material that cannot be processed prior to 

the end of mine life; 

c) The MILP model schedule has known optimality gap compared to the Whittle sched-

ule which is based on heuristic algorithms with no guarantee of optimality; 

d) The long Whittle OP mine life results in significant NPV impact from time value of 

money due to discounting; 

e) The MILP OP outline in the combined OPUG mining scenario can be used as guid-

ance in deciding the Whittle OP limit and corresponding revenue factor in the para-

metric solution, for subsequent Whittle OP production scheduling analysis. 

f) The MILP model supports global optimization of resource governance towards sim-

ultaneous improved NPV and resource depletion ratio. 

4.6.4 Summary findings from Case study 3 

The MILP model exploited the gold deposit through combined sequential and simultaneous 

OPUG mining and implemented the UG ore extraction through overhand method of mining. 
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The MILP model was compared to Whittle optimization tool (industry standard software) 

for a performance assessment based on Case study 3 gold deposit. The MILP model sched-

uled the deposit over 8 years mine life while Whittle scheduled the deposit over 20 years 

mine life. The NPV generated by the MILP model was $ 4.01 billion while the maximum 

NPV from Whittle (Milawa NPV) was $ 2.31 billion; about 42% loss in financial benefits. 

The stripping ratio from Whittle results was 2.79 while that from the MILP model was 0.34; 

indicating that, the MILP model significantly avoids the excessive mining of waste to un-

cover mineralized material by switching from OP to UG mining option. Whittle results show 

that some mineralized material was stockpiled but not processed throughout the life of mine. 

The MILP however avoids stockpiling any material that cannot be processed in the future 

for profit. This MILP model implementation for mining options and transitions optimization 

demonstrates potential value to a mining project when the global mining options decisions 

are guided by a rigorous optimization process. 

4.7 Computational performance of the MILP model 

The computation of the three case studies used to validate and verify the MILP model were 

implemented on an Intel(R) Core™ i7-7700HQ CPU Dell computer @ 2.80GHz, with 32 

GB RAM. At a gap tolerance of 5% between the best integer and feasible integer solutions, 

the characteristics and computational performance of the integrated MILP model for the case 

studies are summarized in Table 4-11. The relative increase in the number of blocks, sched-

uling periods and decision variables in the MILP formulation correspondingly increases the 

coefficient matrix A (the set of constraints equations) and the solution time of the CPU. 

Table 4-11: Computational performance of the integrated MILP model for case studies (base cases) 
Case 
study 
(base 
case) 

Periods 
(T) 

No. of 
blocks 

CPU time 
(hours) 

Coefficient Matrix A 
(rows x cols) 

No. of deci-
sion varia-

bles 

No. of 
binary 

variables 

No. of con-
tinuous 

variables 

1 20 605 0.014 326024 x 97400 97400 36800 60600 

2 12 2598 3.476 1215264 x 312528 312528 187632 124896 

3 15 2774 28.13 1937083 x 750060 750060 292080 457980 
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CHAPTER 5  

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, CONTRIBU-
TIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Summary of the research 

An unbiased mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model with a multi-objective func-

tion and sets of technical and economic constraints is formulated, implemented, and tested 

on three case studies for mining options and transitions optimization. The mathematical pro-

gramming framework is applicable for the evaluation of a mineral resource that is complex, 

closer to the earth surface (shows some outcrops) and further extends to great depths. Such 

deposits are said to be amenable to either open pit (OP) mining, underground (UG) mining, 

simultaneous open pit and underground (OPUG) mining, sequential OPUG mining, or com-

binations of simultaneous and sequential OPUG mining. The MILP framework is based on 

an optimization process referred to as Competitive Economic Evaluation (CEE). The pro-

posed CEE optimization process ensures each mining block is unbiasedly available for ex-

traction by any of the mining options. The goal of the MILP framework is to simultaneously 

improve resource recovery for mineral deposits while maximizing the net present value 

(NPV). The multi-objective function of the MILP model determines: (a) position of the re-

quired crown pillar; (b) primary access development schedule; (c) ventilation development 

schedule; (d) operational development schedule; (e) rock support and reinforcement 

schedule for operational development; (f) rock support and reinforcement schedule for 

operational stopes; (g) extraction strategy and schedule for the optimal mining option(s); (h) 

life of mine; and (i) NPV at the pre-feasibility and feasibility stages of the mining project. 

The MILP framework performed better than the industry standard optimization tool (Whit-

tle) because while the MILP model interrogates the deposit for both OP and UG extraction, 

Whittle which is primarily designed for OP mining, misses some mining options opportuni-

ties that has the potential to add significant value to the mining project. This MILP model 

provides a powerful tool for mining options and transitions evaluation and demonstrates po-

tential value to the extraction of a deep-seated near-surface deposit when the global mining 

options decisions are guided by a rigorous optimization process. 
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A summary of the research methodology and the developed framework is presented in Fig-

ure 5-1. The mathematical framework was designed and implemented in MATLAB pro-

gramming environment. The large-scale optimization solver, IBM ILOG CPLEX, based on 

the branch and cut algorithm was integrated into MATLAB to solve the MILP problem. The 

main components of the MILP framework comprise of the objective function and con-

straints. The inputs of the model are a geologic block model, economic and technical param-

eters on the mining project including processing capacity of the plant, mining capacity of 

the equipment fleet, on-site crown pillar requirements, on-site geotechnical considerations, 

and extraction sequence of UG mining. The MILP model does not require predetermined 

cut-off grade for the mine but allows the optimizer to decide which mineralized rock material 

can be processed and by which mining option. The MILP model was implemented on three 

case studies. The third case study was further implemented with an industry standard opti-

mization software (Whittle) and the results compared.  

Case study 1 was implemented with a laboratory prepared dataset. The proposed MILP 

model interrogated the synthetic copper deposit and determined the optimal extraction strat-

egy among these mining options: (a) independent OP mining, (b) independent UG mining 

with crown pillar, (c) simultaneous OPUG mining with crown pillar, (d) sequential OPUG 

mining with crown pillar, and (e) combinations of simultaneous and sequential OPUG min-

ing with crown pillar. The location of the 3D crown pillar together with the required capital 

and operational development schedules are decided by the optimization process. The results 

from the case study showed a combined sequential and simultaneous OPUG mining option 

with crown pillar as the optimal option to exploit the deposit. The ore and rock extraction 

schedules for both mining operations together with the operational and capital development 

schedules were determined for the synthetic copper project. The output of the model in map-

ping out the ore extraction per level in each period further provided more insight into the 

mining sequence of the appropriate UG mining method. Sensitivity analysis conducted on 

selected technical and operational parameters indicated that determination of the optimal 

mining option using the MILP model is most sensitive to the selling price of copper, fol-

lowed by the quantity of ore processed by the UG mining operation, and the completion rate 

of the UG capital development (shaft). 
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Figure 5-1: Summary of research methodology and developed framework 
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Case study 2 was implemented with a gold deposit. The multi-objective function of the MILP 

model determines: (a) position of the required crown pillar; (b) primary access development 

schedule; (c) ventilation development schedule; (d) operational development schedule; (e) 

rock support and reinforcement schedule for operational development; (f) rock support and 

reinforcement schedule for stopes; (g) extraction strategy and schedule for the optimal min-

ing option(s); (h) life of mine; and (i) net present value (NPV) of the mining project. Results 

from the implementation indicated that the gold deposit case study (Case study 2) is opti-

mally exploited by a combined sequential and simultaneous OPUG mining option with 

crown pillar. The model determined the NPV, life of mine, location of the crown pillar, and 

schedules for primary access development, operational development, main ventilation shaft, 

and rock support and reinforcement for operational development and stopes. Analysis of the 

results show ore extraction started through independent OP mining from Year 1 to Year 3, 

and after completion of the development of the main ventilation shaft, primary access (shaft) 

and operational openings, the mine transitioned into a simultaneous OPUG mining for Years 

4 and 5. Ore extraction switched completely from simultaneous OPUG mining to independ-

ent UG mining from Year 6 to Year 12. The Net Present Value (NPV) was estimated as $ 

2.52 billion at a gap tolerance of 5%. Sensitivity analysis on gold price indicated that, the 

optimal OPUG mining option with resource recovery ratio of about 87% and NPV of $ 2.52 

billion will switch to an independent OP mine with NPV of $ 2.23 billion and a resource 

recovery ratio of about 99% when the gold price falls by about 11%. The NPV is propor-

tionally sensitive to the quantity of ore being delivered from the UG mining operation. It is 

however only sensitive to an increase in the delays associated with providing rock support 

and reinforcement in the secondary or operational development openings and stopes. 

Case study 3 was implemented with a gold deposit and the results from the MILP model 

were further compared with a similar implementation with Whittle optimization software. 

The MILP model exploited the gold deposit through combined sequential and simultaneous 

OPUG mining and implemented the UG ore extraction through overhand method of mining. 

The MILP model scheduled the deposit over 8 years mine life while Whittle scheduled the 

deposit over 20 years mine life. The NPV generated by the MILP model was $ 4.01 billion 

while the maximum NPV from Whittle (Milawa NPV) was $ 2.31 billion; about 42% loss 

in financial benefits. The stripping ratio from Whittle results was 2.79 compared 0.34 from 

the MILP model. Inspection of the results indicate that the MILP model significantly avoids 
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the mining of excessive waste to uncover mineralized material by switching from OP to UG 

mining option. Whittle results show that some mineralized material was stockpiled but not 

processed throughout the life of mine. The MILP model however avoids stockpiling material 

it cannot process prior to the end of mine life. This MILP model implementation for mining 

options and transitions optimization demonstrates potential value to a mining project when 

the global mining options decisions are guided by a rigorous optimization process. 

5.2 Conclusions 

The literature review conducted as part of this research established limitations in the current 

body of knowledge in mining options and transitions optimization. The literature showed 

that there has never been any previous attempt to formulate an unbiased global mathematical 

programming framework with the capacity to determine whether a mineral resource should 

be exploited by: (a) independent open pit (OP) mining, (b) independent underground (UG) 

mining with crown pillar, (c) simultaneous open pit and underground (OPUG) mining with 

crown pillar, (d) sequential OPUG mining with crown pillar, and (e) combinations of sim-

ultaneous and sequential OPUG mining with crown pillar. The literature also showed that 

there has not been any previous attempt to integrate ore quality (grade) blending, three-di-

mensional (3-D) crown pillar positioning, primary access development, secondary access 

(operational) development, ventilation requirement, and rock support and reinforcement re-

quirement in the mining options and transitions optimization framework. This research 

therefore pioneers the effort to employ a mathematical programming model in the form of 

mixed integer linear programming to contribute to the body of knowledge and provide a 

novel understanding in the area of mining options and transitions optimization at the prefea-

sibility stage of a mining project. 

An unbiased mathematical programming framework for the strategic evaluation of a mineral 

resource amenable to OP and UG mining operations has been developed. The optimization 

framework is implemented and tested on three case studies (copper and gold deposits). The 

objectives of this research outlined in Chapter 1 have been achieved within the research 

scope and the following conclusions were drawn: 

1. A Competitive Economic Evaluation (CEE) optimization technique is implemented 

as the backbone of the open pit-underground mining options and transitions plan-

ning process. 
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2. The unbiased multi-objective MILP optimization framework maximizes the NPV 

of the mining project while generating a strategic extraction schedule for OP and/or 

UG materials.  

3. The MILP framework deploys the CEE process to select the optimal mining op-

tion(s) for exploiting a mineral deposit, including: (a) independent open pit (OP) 

mining, (b) independent underground (UG) mining with crown pillar, (c) simulta-

neous open pit and underground (OPUG) mining with crown pillar, (d) sequential 

OPUG mining with crown pillar, and (e) combinations of simultaneous and sequen-

tial OPUG mining with crown pillar. 

4. The MILP model simultaneously determines the: (a) position of the required 3-D 

crown pillar; (b) primary access development schedule; (c) main ventilation devel-

opment schedule; (d) operational development schedule; (e) rock support and rein-

forcement schedule for operational development; (f) rock support and reinforcement 

schedule for operational stopes; (g) extraction strategy and schedule for the optimal 

mining option(s); (h) life of mine; and (i) net present value (NPV) of the mining 

operation. 

5. The MILP framework provides a systemic workflow for simultaneously promoting 

improved resource recovery and maximum investment return on mining projects. 

The comparative analysis of the outputs generated by the MILP model and Whittle optimi-

zation software concludes with the following: 

1. The MILP model generated a production schedule with a significantly higher NPV 

compared to the NPV from Whittle Milawa NPV, Milawa Balanced and Fixed Lead 

algorithms which are standard industry tools. 

2. The MILP model generated a schedule with shorter mine life (8 years) than Whittle 

Milawa Balanced, Milawa NPV and Fixed Lead algorithms (20 years). 

3. The MILP model extracted the orebody by combined simultaneous and sequential 

open pit and underground (OPUG) mining options while Whittle interrogated the 

orebody for open pit mining only. It must be noted that Whittle is primarily designed 

for optimizing OP mining operations only. 

4. The MILP scheduler provided a steadier flow of ore to the processing plant than the 

Whittle scheduling algorithms. 
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5. These results proved that the MILP framework provides a more powerful and rigor-

ous tool for optimizing a deep-seated near-surface mineral resource amenable to 

both open pit and underground mining. The comparative analysis provides insight 

into potential pitfalls that may occur during mining options analysis in prefeasibility 

studies. 

5.3 Contributions of PhD research 

This research has developed a mathematical programming framework that deploys the CEE 

optimization technique based on a multi-objective Mixed Integer Linear Programming 

(MILP) model for evaluating mineral resources amenable to both open pit (OP) and under-

ground (UG) mining. The major contributions of this research are as follows: 

1. The research has proposed a novel optimization methodology referred to as Com-

petitive Economic Evaluation (CEE). This technique ensures an unbiased global op-

timization solution is obtained from the mathematical program. 

2. This is a pioneering effort in developing an integrated mathematical programming 

model based on MILP optimization framework for evaluating mineral resources 

amenable to both OP and UG mining options. This research contributes significantly 

to the body of knowledge on mining options and transitions optimization and creates 

the basis and justification for developing such specialized mine planning software 

modules. 

3. This is a novel endeavor to formulate a MILP framework that has the capability to 

select the optimal mining options for exploiting a mineral deposit, including: (a) 

independent open pit (OP) mining, (b) independent underground (UG) mining with 

crown pillar, (c) simultaneous open pit and underground (OPUG) mining with 

crown pillar, (d) sequential OPUG mining with crown pillar, and (e) combinations 

of simultaneous and sequential OPUG mining with crown pillar. 

4. The MILP model enables step-changes in evaluating extraction of mineral resources 

amenable to both OP and UG mining. It provides a mathematical programming 

framework which simultaneously integrates the following in the mining options and 

transitions optimization formulation: 

a) 3-D crown pillar positioning;  

b) Rock extraction scheduling for the optimal mining option(s); 
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c) Ore grade quality control; 

d) Stockpile management for each mining option; 

e) UG primary access development requirement; 

f) UG secondary access development requirement; 

g) UG ventilation development requirement; 

h) UG rock supports and reinforcements requirement for operational develop-

ment; 

i) UG rock support and reinforcement requirement for operational stopes. 

5. The research has developed a rigorous mathematical programming model and tech-

nique that expands the frontiers of integrated strategic mine planning and optimiza-

tion for resource extraction evaluation of a mineral deposit by generating production 

schedules with improved net present value compared to a current mining industry 

software package. 

6. The MILP framework provides a systematic workflow based on optimization tech-

niques for mining options evaluation of mineral resource extraction during pre-fea-

sibility and feasibility studies. The formulation is flexible in defining surface mining 

methods such as open pit mining and quarrying, and underground mining methods 

such as sublevel stoping, open stoping, vertical crater retreat (VCR), vein mining, 

longwall caving, sublevel caving, block caving, and top slicing. 

5.4 Recommendations for further research 

Although the mixed integer linear programming framework pioneered a mathematical opti-

mization tool for mining options and transitions planning, there is the need for continual 

investigation into using optimization techniques for mineral resource extraction evaluation 

in the mining industry. The following recommendations could improve and add to the body 

of knowledge in this research area: 

1. The MILP framework can be extended to investigate room and pillar stoping, and 

artificially supported stoping methods in mining options and transitions planning 

optimization. The model will then be applicable to underground stoping methods 

including cut and fill, square set, stull stoping, shrinkage, and resuing. This will 

improve the exhaustiveness of the model and its application. 
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2. The MILP model assumes that data from the geologic block models are determinis-

tic values, and future cost and price data used for the economic block models are 

constant. The MILP framework should be extended to include stochastic parame-

ters. Stochastic modelling of the mining options and transitions planning problem 

will evaluate the impact of uncertainty associated with variables such as grade, min-

eral price, and mining cost during optimization. 

3. To enhance computational tractability, the solution efficiency of the MILP model 

needs to be improved by reducing the CPU runtime to make the framework more 

user friendly for mine planners. Other modeling approaches such as genetic algo-

rithm could be explored in efficiently solving the OP-UG mining options and tran-

sitions planning problem. 

4. At the prefeasibility stage of a mine, decision criteria are based on several perfor-

mance indicators. The MILP framework should be improved by integrating real 

value options in determining the size and life of mine. 

5. The current MILP framework should be extended to handle different SMUs for each 

mining options. This will provide flexibility for the optimizer to generate improved 

NPV and a practical mining strategy. 

6. Additional underground activities to control the impact of water on crown pillar and 

stope stability should be costed and included in the framework. 
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ABSTRACT
The decision to exploit a mineral deposit that can be extracted by open pit
and/or underground mining involves consideration of the following
options: (a) independent open pit extraction; (b) independent under-
ground extraction; (c) simultaneous open pit and underground (OPUG)
extraction; (d) sequential OPUG extraction; and (e) combinations of (c) and
(d). This paper investigates the extraction strategy for deposits using
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) optimisation framework to
maximise the net present value and determine the schedules for mining,
processing, underground capital and operational developments, and 3D
crown pillar position. The MILP framework is implemented for a gold
deposit. The results showed a combined sequential and simultaneous
open pit and underground (OPUG) mining with crown pillar as the opti-
mal extraction option generating NPV that is 11% and 13% better than
independent OP or UG mining, respectively.
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1. Introduction

At the prefeasibility stage of a mining project, several decisions are made before the commencement
of the project. The correctness and accuracy of these decisions provide con!dence to both mine
planners and investors. One key decision is the suitable mining option(s) required to exploit the
mineral deposit. The decision on an optimal extraction option becomes complicated when the
deposit extends from the surface to great depth. A deep-seated ore body showing signi!cant
outcrops could be exploited using di"erent mining options. The term mining options refer to the
extraction of a deposit by either surface mining methods, underground mining methods, or both
[1]. Similarly, mining options optimisation discusses the initiatives undertaken in the extractive
industry to expand, change, defer, abandon or adopt strategies for a mining method(s) and some-
times investment opportunities; based on economics, technology or market conditions [1–15].

Mining methods for surface extraction include open pit mining, open cast or strip mining,
quarrying, and highwall mining while underground mining (referred to as underground stoping)
include open stoping, room and pillar stoping, longwall stoping, cut-and-!ll stoping, sublevel
stoping, shrinkage stoping, back!ll stoping, cave mining, sublevel caving and block caving [16].
In this paper, surface mining method mainly focuses on open pit mining while underground
mining method focuses on open stoping. Optimisation studies for each speci!c mining option,
especially surface or open-pit mining is common. However, optimisation studies that sort to !nd
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the suitable mining option for any deposit involving both open pit and underground extraction is
uncommon. The optimal mining option for extracting a near-surface deposit may include: (a)
independent open pit (OP) mining; (b) independent underground (UG) mining; (c) simultaneous
open pit and underground (OPUG) mining; (d) sequential OPUG mining; and (e) combinations of
sequential and simultaneous OPUG mining.

Exploiting a deposit solely by an option where all the operations are exposed to the atmosphere is
classi!ed as independent OP mining option. For an independent UG mining option, the extraction
of the deposit is solely conducted within the bosom of the earth crust. Simultaneous OPUG mining
option refers to the concurrent extraction of a deposit by both OP and UG mining options.
However, in sequential OPUG mining option, the deposit is !rst exploited by OP mining option
and after closure of the OP mining operations, UG mining option follows or vice versa.
Combinations of sequential and simultaneous OPUG mining options refer generally to the extrac-
tion of a deposit by sequential OPUG mining whereas simultaneous OPUG mining occurs during
the transition. Usually, where OPUGmining is involved, a crown pillar is required. A crown pillar is
the layer of earth (rock mass) between the !rst stope of an underground mine and the surface of the
earth or an open pit to ensure stability of the ground above. The crown pillar provides support for
the hanging wall and aid with the overall stability of the stopes, but at the same time may be
uneconomical to extract from the mineral reserve point of view [8,17–19].

Traditionally, to generate early revenue, the portion of the deposit closer to the surface is often
exploited by open pit (OP) mining option while the deeper portions are exploited with under-
ground (UG) mining option. In OP mining, the incremental stripping ratio and overall mining cost
with depth makes UG mining more pro!table beyond a certain depth. This depth has been referred
to by several authors as the transition depth or point [1–4,6,7,9,11–13,20–35]. Bakhtavar [2]
attempted to solve the problem of OPUG mining transition by implementing methodologies in
either a simultaneous extraction mode or non-simultaneous extraction mode. In the simultaneous
mode, OP and UG extraction occurs simultaneously while in the non-simultaneous mode, UG
operations usually follow OP operations or vice versa. These implementation strategies for the
transition problem could lead to sub-optimal solutions due to potential biasedness resulting from
setting the problem up in two separate modes. Similarly, !nancial bene!ts could be missed if
a deposit that can be best extracted by combinations of simultaneous and non-simultaneous OP and
UG mining is implemented in either of the optimisation modes suggested by E. Bakhtavar [2].

The choice of the most economic mining option(s) can be implemented through a global
optimisation approach. The technique presented in this paper allows the optimiser to select the
‘best extraction strategy’ suitable for the deposit under consideration devoid of a pre-selective
extraction mode. The optimisation process takes into consideration the transition point which acts
as the unmined crown pillar together with the integration of both capital and operational develop-
ments. This leads to several variations of mining option(s) including: (a) independent OP mining;
(b) independent UG mining with crown pillar; (c) simultaneous open pit and underground
(OPUG) mining with crown pillar; (d) sequential OPUG mining with crown pillar; and (e)
combinations of (c) and (d). The decision to adopt any of these mining option strategies will
primarily depend on the project economics and the geology of the mining area.

This paper presents a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) framework for optimal
resource extraction evaluation in open pit – underground mining options and transitions planning.
The model selects the most suitable mining option for extracting a deposit that is potentially
amenable to either or both open pit and underground mining. The mining option selection is
made in the presence of a suitable crown pillar, capital development (shaft/decline) and operational
developments (level, ore drives and crosscuts). In the case when the model selects UG mining
option as the preferred suitable extraction option or part of the option, the crown pillar position and
schedules for the capital and operational developments are further determined. Integrating three-
dimensional (3D) crown pillar positioning into the optimisation process allows the OP and UG
mining options the fair opportunity to economically compete for selection. The integration of the
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geotechnical properties of the crown pillar including thickness and rock strength in the mathema-
tical programming framework was not part of this study. A gold deposit is used as a case study to
implement the model for evaluation.

The next section of this research paper covers a summarised literature review on open pit and
underground mining transition optimisation with highlights on research gaps. Section 3 provides
an overview of the mining options problem and the conceptual mining strategy employed in this
research paper. Section 4 discusses the assumptions and notations used in the proposed MILP
model. Section 5 introduces and explains the proposed integrated MILP model for open pit and
underground mining transitions planning. Section 6 documents the implementation of the MILP
model for a gold deposit while Section 7 outlines the research conclusions and identi!ed future
research work to improve on the model.

2. Summary of literature review

Strategic open pit and underground mining interface optimisation models have been developed
based on determining the transition depth between open pit and underground mining. These
existing models focus on investigating how an undergroundmining operation can be exploited after
the open-pit mine life and/or !nding the transition depth. Acknowledging notable challenges and
shortfalls, several researchers have employed techniques, algorithms and/or models to determine
the transition depth [1–4,6,7,9,11–13,20–35] and the ore block extraction strategy [7,21,24,36,37].

Optimising the location of a crown pillar is a key factor in the optimal resource extraction
evaluation process for deposits amenable to both open pit and underground mining. Finding the
most suitable location of the crown pillar in a combined OPUG mining operation is an interest-
ing challenge for mining engineers today [3]. The transition from open pit to underground
mining involves a complicated geomechanical process. Recent formulations of the OPUG mining
transition complexes produce near optimal solutions at minimal level of con!dence, and do not
integrate the positioning of a 3D crown pillar, capital and operational developments in the
optimisation process.

R. Kurppa and E. Erkkilä [22] assessed the simultaneous extraction between open pit and
underground (OPUG) mining during the operations of the Pyhasalmi mine. They indicated that,
simultaneous mining was possible due to the geometry of the orebody being worked. J. Luxford [23]
argued that, cost usually drives the decision to make the transition because as the open pit waste
stripping cost keeps increasing with depth, there comes a time when the underground mining cost
will be less than the open pit mining cost. E. Ben-Awuah et al. [7] investigated the strategy of mining
options for an orebody using a mathematical programming model. The research evaluated the
!nancial impacts of applying di"erent mining options separately or concurrently to extract a given
orebody. The MILP formulation maximises the NPV of the reserve when extracted with: (1) open
pit mining, (2) underground mining, and (3) concurrent open pit and underground mining. The
location of a crown pillar together with capital and operational development requirements were not
incorporated into this model.

B. King et al. [21] incorporated crown and sill pillar placement into their OPUG transition
studies to separate the open pit from the underground mine. In their model, the location of the
crown pillar was simulated, and preselected to divide the deposit into OP and UG mining zones
before running an optimisation for the OP mining zone and planning for the UG mining zone.
J.A.L. MacNeil and R. Dimitrakopoulos [24] investigated the transition decision at an operating
open-pit mine within the context of a mining complex comprising !ve producing pits, four
stockpiles and one processing plant. The proposed method improves upon previous develop-
ments related to the OPUG transition problem by incorporating geological uncertainty into the
decision-making process while providing a transition depth described in three-dimensions
(3D). In their research, J.A.L. MacNeil and R. Dimitrakopoulos [24] priori identi!ed the
crown pillar envelope for a gold deposit and evaluated four crown pillar locations within this
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envelope leading to four distinct candidate transition depths. Decomposing the OPUG opti-
misation process into scenarios has the tendency to compromise the global optimal solution.

A mathematical model that solves the transition problem was developed by D. Whittle et al. [37]
after modifying the normal pit optimisation model based on the maximum graph closure algorithm
[38]. The modi!cations allow the algorithm to account for the underground mining value of
a block, and the requirement for a speci!ed 2D crown pillar location above the underground
mine. The algorithm of D. Whittle et al. [37] is based on what they called the ‘opportunity cost
approach’, thus, if a given block is mined by open pit method, its open pit value is gained while its
value that would have been obtained by extracting it using underground mining methods is lost.
According to D.Whittle et al. [37], the optimisation approach does not control the mining sequence
with time and produces a near optimal value for the mining project. Future works were therefore
recommended to improve on this model.

As highlighted by B.O. Afum and E. Ben-Awuah [39], current models and algorithms for the
open pit – underground mining options and transitions planning problem are primarily based on
the automatic scenario analysis and opportunity cost approaches. The automatic scenario analysis
approach compromises the optimal solution because the transition point is preselected before the
optimisation process while the opportunity cost approach does not consider the sequence of block
extraction as part of the global optimisation problem.

In this research study, we have developed, implemented, and tested a MILP optimisation
framework for evaluating the extraction strategy for a deposit. The MILP model maximises the
NPV of the resource and determines the optimal extraction strategy for a given ore body amenable
to di"erent mining options. The MILP framework is based on an optimisation approach referred to
as Competitive Economic Evaluation (CEE). The technique allows the optimiser to select the most
suitable extraction strategy, including independent OP, independent UG, simultaneous OPUG,
sequential OPUG, or combinations of simultaneous and sequential OPUG, suitable to exploit any
deposit under consideration. The CEE process evaluates each block of the mineral deposit and
economically decides: (a) blocks suitable for OP mining, (b) blocks suitable for UG mining, (c)
unmined blocks and (d) unmined crown pillar. The CEE optimisation strategy is an unbiased
approach that provides fair opportunity to each mining block for selection by a mining option. In
summary, the strength of the MILP optimisation framework includes:

(1) An unbiased optimisation approach – Competitive Economic Evaluation (CEE);
(2) Inclusion of crown pillar positioning in the optimisation process;
(3) Integrated production scheduling for mining option;
(4) Consideration of major UG mining developments (capital and operational).

3. De!ning the mining options problem and conceptual mining strategy

A deep-seated orebody showing signi!cant outcrop is amenable to both open pit and under-
ground (OPUG) mining. The depth and economic outline of the open pit (OP) mine, crown pillar
location, and the underground (UG) mine impact the net present value (NPV) of the mineral
extraction process. In general, the UG mine is based on open stoping mining method and
accessed by either a shaft or decline system. The production schedule for a combined OPUG
mining requires that both mining options compete for the same reserve during optimisation
[1,2,7,29,40].

The problem presented here involves: (a) de!ning the !nal pit limit outline; (b) scheduling of
K mining blocks within the !nal pit limit over T di"erent periods of extraction – OP mining, (c)
de!ning the economic UG mining boundaries; (d) scheduling of K mining blocks within the
economic UG mining boundaries over T di"erent periods of extraction – UG mining, and (e)
de!ning and scheduling K mining blocks within the combined !nal pit limit and economic UG
mining boundaries over T di"erent periods of extraction – simultaneous and/or sequential OPUG
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mining. The schedule should maximise the NPV of the operation subject to a variety of physical,
technical and economic constraints. Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the mining options
problem showing the interactions of open pit and underground mining for a deposit extending
from surface to signi!cant depth. A MILP formulation was developed for this strategic mining
options optimisation study and applied to a gold deposit case study.

The mine planning optimisation strategy is designed to ensure open pit (OP) and under-
ground (UG) mining options compete for a given orebody. For OP mining operation, ore is
exploited from the top to the bottom following the overall open pit slope of the mine de!ned by
a set of precedences among blocks [41]. For UG mining, the block model of the deposit is
prepared while citing the location of the main capital development (shaft or decline). The
locations of the operational developments (levels, ore drives and crosscuts) are positioned
through each block on a level as per the design requirements. The level development links the
shaft or decline from the main entrance to the ore drives through the centroid of each block. The
crosscut developments extend from the ore drives to the ends of the mine!eld through each
block, acting as stope drives. At this stage, the extraction method (retreating or advancing) is
established for the ore body. Figure 2 is a schematic representation of the block model showing
the underground operating developments. The arrows show a retreating mining method for the
ore extraction sequence on a typical level.

4. Assumptions and notations

It is assumed that the Selective Mining Units (SMUs) for open pit mining is equivalent to the
stope sizes for underground mining. In the MILP framework, the SMUs are represented by
mining blocks in general, or mining-cuts in speci!c relation to open pit mining and mining-stope
for underground mining. The location of each SMU is represented by the coordinates of the
centroid. It is assumed that a crown pillar is required for the exploitation of the ore body by
underground mining. The size of the crown pillar is estimated to be one vertical length of a stope
or bench; thus, one bench or level in the block model will represent the crown pillar. The
determination of crown pillar thickness is not part of the focus of this research but the position-
ing. For underground mining, ore extraction is achieved by open stoping and includes either

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the open pit and underground mining transitions problem.
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retreating or advancement methods. The notations for sets, indices, parameters and decision
variables are as follows:

4.1. Sets

J ! 1; . . . ; Jf g set of all open pit mining-cuts in the model.
Js ! 1; . . . ; Jsf g set of all open pit mining-cuts on a level in the model.
P ! 1; . . . ; Pf g set of all underground mining-stopes in the model.
Ps ! 1; . . . ; Psf g set of all underground mining-stopes on a level in the model.
C ! 1; . . . ;Cf g set of all levels (crown pillars) in the model.
SF ! 1; . . . ; SFf g set of all underground capital developments in the model.
D ! 1; . . . ;Df g set of all underground operational developments in the model.
Ds ! 1; . . . ;Dsf g set of all underground operational developments on a level in the model.
Oj S" # for each open pit mining-cut (j), there is a set Oj"S# $ J, de!ning the

immediate predecessor mining-cut (j) that must be extracted prior to extract-
ing mining-cut (j); where S is the total number of mining-cuts in the setOj S" #.

Up S" # for each underground mining-stope (p), there is a set Up"S# $ P, de!ning the
immediate predecessor mining-stope (p) that must be extracted prior to
extracting mining-stope (p); where S is the total number of mining-stopes
in the set Up S" #.

Cj S" # for each level, there is a set Cj"S# $ J, de!ning the number of mining-cuts on
that level that is available for open pit extraction, or left as unmined level, or
crown pillar (c); where S is the total number of mining-cuts in the set Cj S" #.

Cp S" # for each level, there is a set Cp"S# $ P, de!ning the number of mining-stopes
(p) on that level that is available for underground extraction, or left as
unmined level, or crown pillar (c); where S is the total number of mining-
stopes in the set Cp S" #.

Dd S" # for each level, there is a set Dd"S# $ Ds, de!ning the number of underground
operational developments on that level that must be advanced before a
mining-stope (p) is extracted; where S is the total number of operational
developments on a level in the set Dd S" #.

Dsf S" # for each level, there is a set Dsf "S# $ SF, de!ning the number of underground
capital development that must be advanced before operational developments

Figure 2. Isometric view of the block model and development layout of an underground level.
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on that level can be started; where S is the total number of capital develop-
ments in set Dsf S" #.

4.2. Indices

A general parameter f can take a maximum of four indices in the format of f op;tp;d . Where:

t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g index for scheduling periods.
j 2 1; . . . ; Jf g index for open pit mining-cuts in the model.
p 2 1; . . . ; Pf g index for underground mining-stopes in the model.
sf 2 1; . . . ; SFf g index for underground capital development in the model.
d 2 1; . . . ;Df g index for underground operational developments in the model.
c 2 1; . . . ;Cf g index for crown pillars in the model
op index for open pit mining option
ug index for underground mining option
opug index for combined open pit and underground mining option

4.3. Parameters

vop;tj the open pit (op) discounted revenue generated by selling the !nal product
within mining-cut j in period t minus the discounted extra cost of extracting
mining-cut j as ore and processing it.

vug;tp the underground (ug) discounted revenue generated by selling the !nal
product within mining-stope p in period t minus the discounted extra cost
of extracting mining-stope p as ore and processing it.

qop;tj the open pit (op) discounted cost of mining all the material in mining-cut j in
period t as waste.

qug;tp the underground (ug) discounted cost of mining all the material in mining-
stope p in period t as waste.

qug;tsf the underground (ug) discounted capital development cost.

qug;td the underground (ug) discounted operational development cost.
gj average grade of element in ore portion of mining-cut j.
gp average grade of element in ore portion of mining-stope p.
oj ore tonnage in mining-cut j (mineralised material).
op ore tonnage in mining-stope p (mineralised material).
wj waste tonnage in mining-cut j (non-mineralised material).
wp waste tonnage in mining-stope p (non-mineralised material).
dcd capital development length cd.
dod operational development length od.
gop;tlb lower bound on acceptable average grade of element for open pit mining (op)

in period t.
gug;tlb lower bound on acceptable average grade of element for underground mining

(ug) in period t.
gop;tub upper bound on acceptable average grade of element for open pit mining (op)

in period t.
gug;tub upper bound on acceptable average grade of element for underground mining

(ug) in period t.
Top;t
pr;lb lower bound on ore processing capacity requirement from open pitmining in

period t.
Tug;t
pr;lb lower bound on ore processing capacity requirement from underground

mining in period t.
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Top;t
pr;ub upper bound on ore processing capacity requirement from open pit mining in

period t.
Tug;t
pr;ub upper bound on ore processing capacity requirement from underground

mining in period t.
Top;t
m;lb lower bound on available open pit mining capacity in period t.

Tug;t
m;lb lower bound on available underground mining capacity in period t.

Top;t
m;ub upper bound on available open pit mining capacity in period t.

Tug;t
m;ub upper bound on available underground mining capacity in period t.

Topug;t
pr;lb lower bound on ore processing capacity requirement from both open pit and

underground mining in period t.
Topug;t
pr;ub upper bound on ore processing capacity requirement from both open pit and

underground mining in period t.
Tug;t
sf ;lb lower bound on capital development (shaft) for underground mining in

period t.
Tug;t
sf ;ub upper bound on capital development (shaft) for underground mining in

period t.
Tug;t
d;lb lower bound on operational development for underground mining in period t.

Tug;t
d;ub upper bound on operational development for underground mining in period t.

r processing recovery; the proportion of mineral commodity recovered.
spt selling price of mineral commodity in present value terms.
sct selling cost of mineral commodity in present value terms.
pct extra cost in present value terms per tonne of ore for mining and processing

in period t.
cmt

l cost per bench or level l in present value terms of mining a tonne of rock
material by open pit mining in period t.

cmt cost in present value terms of mining a tonne of rock material by under-
ground mining in period t.

ccdt cost in present value terms of constructing a unit length of capital development
during underground mining in period t.

codt cost in present value terms of constructing a unit length of operational
development during underground mining in period t.

4.4. Decision variables

xop;tj 2 0; 1f g continuous variable, representing the portion of mining-cut j to be extracted
as ore and processed in period t through open pit mining.

xug;tp 2 0; 1f g continuous variable, representing the portion of mining-stope p to be
extracted as ore and processed in period t from underground mining.

dug;tsf 2 0; 1f g continuous variable, representing the portion of capital development sf to be
advanced in period t for underground mining.

dug;td 2 0; 1f g continuous variable, representing the portion of operational development d to
be advanced in period t for underground mining.

yop;tj 2 0; 1f g continuous variable, representing the portion of mining-cut j to be mined in
period t through open pit mining; fraction of y characterises both ore and
waste included in the mining-cut.

yug;tp 2 0; 1f g continuous variable, representing the portion of mining-stope p to be mined
in period t through underground mining; fraction of y characterises both ore
and waste included in the mining-stope.

ytc 2 0; 1f g binary integer variable; equal to one if a level c is left as crown pillar in period
t, otherwise zero.
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ytj 2 0; 1f g binary integer variable; equal to one if a mining-cut j or all mining-cuts Js on a
level are extracted through open pit mining in period t, otherwise zero.

ytp 2 0; 1f g binary integer variable; equal to one if a mining-stope p or all mining-stopes
Ps on a level are extracted through underground mining in period t, otherwise
zero.

ytd 2 0; 1f g binary integer variable; equal to one if operational development dug;td on a level
is advanced in period t, otherwise zero.

btj 2 0; 1f g binary integer variable controlling the precedence of extraction of mining-cut
for open pit mining. btj is equal to one if extraction of mining-cut j has started
by or in period t, otherwise it is zero.

btp 2 0; 1f g binary integer variable controlling the precedence of extraction of mining-
stope for undergroundmining. btp is equal to one if extraction of mining-stope
p has started by or in period t, otherwise it is zero.

btsf 2 0; 1f g binary integer variable controlling the precedence of capital developments for
underground mining. btsf is equal to one if capital development sf has started
by or in period t, otherwise it is zero.

btd 2 0; 1f g binary integer variable controlling the precedence of operational develop-
ments for underground mining. btd is equal to one if operational development
d has started by or in period t, otherwise it is zero.

5. The integrated MILP model

An integrated MILP model is formulated to determine the time and sequence of extraction of ore
and waste blocks over the mine life for open pit and/or underground mining. The proposed MILP
model evaluates the orebody and determines the best mining option that produces an optimal
extraction sequence to maximise the Net Present Value (NPV) of the mining project. The mining
options could either be open pit mining or underground mining or a combination of both open pit
and underground mining. The model further determines the capital and operational development
schedules required to extract the ore body by underground mining. The NPV of the extraction
strategy is maximised in the presence of technical, geotechnical, geological, and economic con-
straints to enforce the mining sequence, grade blending requirements, capital and operational
developments, and mining and processing capacities.

The objective function of the MILP model maximises the NPV of the mining project for both
open pit and underground mining. The quantity of ore processed is controlled by the continuous
decision variables xop;tj and xug;tp for open pit and underground mining, respectively. Similarly, the
quantity of rock material extracted by open pit and underground mining are also controlled by
the continuous decision variables yop;tj and yug;tp respectively. The continuous variables ensure
fractional extraction and processing of the mining-cut or mining-stope in di"erent periods of the
mine life.

The constraints of the proposed MILP model control the mining, processing, plant head grade,
geotechnical slope, crown pillar, capital development (decline, shaft), operational development
(level, ore drives, crosscuts), and precedence relations for open pit mining, underground mining
and developments. Acceptable upper and lower targets have been de!ned for the mining, proces-
sing, developments, and grade inequality constraints.

The mining capacity is a function of the ore reserve (mineralised material) and the designed
processing capacity which is also based on the available mining #eet acquisition for the operation.
The processing capacity constraints de!ne the ore production schedule in each period and further
ensures the run-of-mine (ROM) material satis!es the quantity speci!cation for the processing
plant. Based on the head grade of the plant, limiting grade requirements for ore blending from each
mining option are de!ned within a lower and upper grade targets for the operation.
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5.1. Modelling the economic block values and stope development costs

The economic block values are de!ned based on the SMUs, thus, mining-cuts for open pit mining
and mining-stopes for underground mining. The value of a block is a function of the recovered
quantity of mineral present in the block (processing recovery), the discounted revenue from selling
the commodity, and the discounted mining, processing and selling costs depending on the mining
option. Basically, each SMU has discounted economic block values; EBVop;t

j for when it is extracted
by open pit mining, and EBVug;t

p for when it is extracted by underground mining. These are de!ned
by Equations (1) and (2).

The discounted revenues generated by selling the !nal product within the block being extracted
in period t by open pit mining, vop;tj and underground mining, vug;tp are, respectively, given in
Equations (3) and (4). Similarly, the discounted costs of mining all the material within the block
being extracted in period t by open pit mining, qop;tj and underground mining, qug;tp are, respectively,
given in Equations (5) and (6). Equations (7) and (8) de!ne, respectively, the additional discounted
capital and operational development costs incurred for the underground mining operations.

EBVop;t
j ! vop;tj % qop;t

j (1)

EBVug;t
p ! vug;tp % qug;tp (2)

vop;tj !
XJ

j!1

oj & gj & r ' sp% sc" # %
XJ

j!1

oj & pc (3)

vug;tp !
XP

p!1

op & gp & r & sp% sc" # %
XP

p!1

op & pc (4)

qop;tj ! oj ( wj
! "

& cmt
l (5)

qug;tp ! op ( wp
! "

& cmt (6)

qug;tsf ! dcd & ccdt (7)

qug;td ! dod & codt (8)

5.2. Objective function

The objective function of the MILP model shown in Equation (9) maximises the NPV of the mining
project for combined open pit and underground mining options. During optimisation, if OP only is
selected, the part of the objective function associated with the unselected UGmining option, capital
developments and operational developments becomes zero.

Max
XT

t!1

PJ

j!1
vop;tj & xop;tj % qop;tj & yop;tj

# $
(
PP

p!1
vug;tp & xug;tp % qug;tp & yug;tp
! "

%
PSF

sf!1
qug;tsf & dug;tsf

# $
%
PD

d!1
qug;td & dug;td

! "

0

BBB@

1

CCCA

2

6664

3

7775 (9)
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5.3. Constraints

The constraints of the MILP model are given in Equations (10)–(50). The constraints have been
presented in seven categories namely: (a) OP mining constraints; (b) UG mining constraints; (c)
interaction of OP mining with UG mining constraints; (d) crown pillar constraints; (e) capital
development constraints; f) operational development constraints; and (g) non-negativity con-
straints. These constraints work together simultaneously to implement the conceptual mining
options strategy.

5.3.1. Open pit mining constraints

T
op;t
m;lb )

XJ

j!1

oj (wj
! "

& yop;tj

h i
) T

op;t
m;ub "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g (10)

T
op;t
pr;lb )

XJ

j!1

oj ' xop;tj

# $
) T

op;t
pr;ub "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g (11)

gop;t
lb )

PJ

j!1
gj & oj & xop;tj

# $

PJ

j!1
oj & xop;tj

# $

2

6664

3

7775 ) gop;t
ub "t 2 t; . . . ;Tf g (12)

xop;tj % yop;t
j ) 0 "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g; j 2 f1; . . . ; Jg (13)

btj %
XT

t!1

yop;t
s ) 0 s 2 Oj S" #;"j 2 f1; . . . ; Jg; (14)

XT

t!1

yop;t
j % btj ) 0 "j 2 f1; . . . ; Jg (15)

btj % bt(1
j ) 0 "t 2 1; . . . ;T % 1f g; j 2 f1; . . . ; Jg (16)

XT

t!1

yop;t
j ) 1 "j 2 f1; . . . ; Jg (17)

XJs

js!1
btj &

1
Js

 !

% yt
j ) 0 "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g; j 2 1; . . . ; Jf g (18)

yt
j % yt

j%1 ) 0 "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g; j 2 1; . . . ; Jf g; (19)

The OP mining constraints (10)–(19) control the extraction dynamics of the open pit production
schedule. Equation (10) is the mining capacity constraint for the open pit mining operation. The
open pit mining is controlled by the continuous decision variable yop;tj . This inequality ensures the
total tonnage of rock material mined in each period is within the acceptable lower and upper limits
of the total available equipment capacity for the open-pit mining operation.
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Equation (11) is the processing capacity constraint that controls the quantity of mill feed from
the open pit mining option. The processing constraint is controlled by the continuous decision
variable xop;tj . This inequality ensures that uniform ore is fed to the processing plant throughout the
mine life within acceptable lower and upper targets of ore being delivered from the OP mining
option in each period.

Equation (12) represents the grade blending constraint for open pit mining. This inequality
ensures that quality ore is delivered to the processing plant in each period. The ore grade schedule in
each period ensures the run-of-mine (ROM) material satis!es the ore quality speci!cation of the
processing plant. Based on the cut-o" grades or head grade of the plant, limiting grade requirements
for appropriate ore blending from each mining option are de!ned within a lower and upper grade
targets for the mining operation.

Equation (13) de!nes the relationship between the ore and mining-cut tonnages controlling the
open pit mining and processing decisions. Thus, the continuous variable xop;tj is always smaller than
or equal to the continuous variable yop;tj . Equations (14)–(16) control the vertical precedence
relationship of mining-cut extraction and the appropriate geotechnical mining slope for the open
pit mining option. For open pit mining-cut y extraction, nine overlying mining-cuts, s 2 Oj S" #
should be extracted before the underlying mining-cut is removed.

Equation (17) ensures that a block is extracted once in the life of the open pit mine. Equation (18)
ensures that, a level belongs to an open pit mining option when one or more blocks on that level is
extracted by open pit mining while Equation (19) ensures that when a level is considered for open pit
mining, the immediate level below it is available to be considered for open pit mining option.

5.3.2. Underground mining constraints

T
ug;t
m;lb )

XP

p!1

op (wp
! "

& yug;tp
% &

) T
ug;t
m;ub "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g (20)

T
ug;t
pr;lb )

XP

p!1

op & xug;tp
! "

) T
ug;t
pr;ub "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g (21)

gug;t
lb )

PP

p!1
gp & op & xug;tp
! "

PP

p!1
op & xug;tp
! "

2

6664

3

7775 ) gug;t
ub "t 2 t; . . . ;Tf g (22)

xug;tp % yug;tp ) 0 "t 2 t; . . . ;Tf g; p 2 f1; . . . ; Pg (23)

btp %
XT

t!1

yug;t
s ) 0 s 2 Up S" #;"p 2 f1; . . . ; Pg (24)

XT

t!1

yug;tp % btp ) 0 "p 2 f1; . . . ; Pg (25)

btp % bt(1
p ) 0 "t 2 1; . . . ;T % 1f g; p 2 f1; . . . ; Pg (26)
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XT

t!1

xug;tp ) 1 "p 2 f1; . . . ; Pg (27)

XPs

ps!1
btp &

1
Ps

 !

% yt
p ) 0 "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g; p 2 1; . . . ; Pf g (28)

Equations (20)–(28) are deployed to control the underground mining operations. Equation (20) is
the mining capacity constraint for the underground mining operation. The underground mining is
controlled by the continuous decision variable yug;tp . This inequality ensures the total tonnage of
rock material mined in each period is within the acceptable lower and upper limits of the total
available equipment capacity for the underground mining operation. Equation (21) is the proces-
sing capacity constraint that controls the quantity of mill feed from the underground mining
option. Equation (21) ensures the contribution of ore production from the underground mine to
the overall OPUG processing capacity does not exceed a pre-de!ned limit.

Equation (22) represents the grade blending constraint for underground mining. The ore grade
schedule in each period ensures the run-of-mine (ROM) material satis!es the ore quality speci!ca-
tion of the processing plant. Based on the cut-o" grades or head grade of the plant, limiting grade
requirements for appropriate ore blending from each mining option are de!ned within a lower and
upper grade targets for the mining operation.

Equation (23) de!nes the relationship between the ore and mining-stope tonnages controlling
the underground mining and processing decisions. Thus, the continuous variable xug;tp is always
smaller than or equal to the continuous variable yug;tp : Equations (24)–(26) control the lateral
precedence relationship of mining-stope extraction on each level for open stoping underground
mining option. For underground mining, ore extraction sequence is implemented in a retreating
manner towards the main entrance of the mine for each underground level (Figure 2).

Equation (27) de!nes the reserve constraint for underground mining. This inequality ensures
that each stope xug;tp on a level ytp is extracted once in the life of the underground mine. Equation (28)
ensures that a level belongs to underground mining option when one or more blocks on that level is
extracted by underground mining.

5.3.3. Open pit and underground mining interactions constraints

btj ( btp ) 1 "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g; j 2 1; . . . ; Jf g; p 2 1; . . . ; Pf g (29)

T
opug;t
pr;lb )

XJ

j!1

oj & xop;tj

# $
(
XP

p!1

op & xug;tp
! "

" #

) T
opug;t
pr;ub "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g (30)

yt
j ( yt

c ( yt
p ) 1 "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g; j 2 1; . . . ; Jf g; p 2 1; . . . ; Pf g; c 2 1; . . . ;Cf g (31)

Equations (29)–(31) manage the interaction between the open pit and underground mining
operations. Equation (29) represents the interaction of open pit mining-cuts with underground
mining-stopes. The inequality ensures that each mining block is extracted by only one mining
option or left as unmined block in the crown pillar. Equation (30) is the combined processing
capacity constraint that controls the overall mill feed being delivered from both the open pit mining
option and the underground mining option. This inequality represents the contribution of ore
production from both open pit and underground mining options to the processing plant. Equation
(31) ensures that, a level or bench is either considered for open pit mining, or underground mining,
or left as crown pillar, or unmined level. Equation (31) further ensures that, one level or bench
cannot simultaneously represent the open-pit mine, underground mine and crown pillar.
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5.3.4. Crown pillar constraints

yt
c % yt

j%1 ) 0 "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g; j 2 1; . . . ; Jf g; c 2 1; . . . ;Cf g (32)

yt
c%1 % yt

p ) 0 "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g; p 2 1; . . . ; Pf g; c 2 1; . . . ;Cf g (33)

yt
c % yt(1

c ) 0 "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g; c 2 1; . . . ;Cf g (34)

XC

c!1

yt
c ! 1 "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g (35)

Equations (32)–(35) control the positioning of the required crown pillar and its relationship to the
location of the open pit and underground mining operations. Equation (32) ensures that the crown
pillar is located at the bottom of the open pit mine while Equation (33) ensures the crown pillar is
always located above the level being considered for underground mining. Equation (34) ensures
that a level acting as the crown pillar stays the same throughout the life of the mining operation
while Equation (35) ensures that one level always acts as the unmined crown pillar.

5.3.5. Capital development constraints

T
ug;t
sf ;lb )

XSF

sf!1
dcd & dug;tsf

# $
) T

ug;t
sf ;ub "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g (36)

btsf %
XT

t!1
d
ug;t
sf ;s ) 0 s 2 Dsf S" #;"sf 2 f1; . . . ; SFg (37)

XT

t!1
d
ug;t
sf % btsf ) 0 "sf 2 f1; . . . ; SFg (38)

btsf % bt(1
sf ) 0 "t 2 1; . . . ;T % 1f g; sf 2 f1; . . . ; SFg (39)

d
ug;t
d;s %

XT

t!1
d
ug;t
sf ) 0 s 2 Dd S" #;"sf 2 f1; . . . ; SFg; d 2 f1; :::;Dg (40)

XT

t!1
d
ug;t
sf ) 1 "sf 2 f1; . . . ; SFg (41)

The capital development constraints ensure that the required capital development is considered
when underground mining is the preferred extraction option. Equation (36) de!nes the capital
development capacity constraints for underground mining. This inequality ensures that the total
length of capital developments required in each period is within the acceptable lower and upper
limits of the total available equipment capacity for developing the underground mine. Equations
(37)–(40) control the precedence relationships between the sections of capital development leading
to each level and the operational developments on each level.

Equations (37)–(39) ensure that sets of capital developments representing a section above a level
must be completed before the capital development btsf of that level commences. Equation (40)
ensures that the development of the operational level d

ug;t
d;s linking the capital development could
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only commence after completion of a set of required capital developments
PT

t!1
d
ug;t
sf above and on

that level. Equation (41) ensures that each section of the capital development (shaft or decline) is
extracted ones in the life of the underground mine.

5.3.6. Operational development constraints

T
ug;t
d;lb )

XD

d!1
dod & dug;td

! "
) T

ug;t
d;ub "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g (42)

btd %
XT

t!1
d
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d;s ) 0 s 2 Dd S" #;"d 2 f1; . . . ;Dg (43)

XT

t!1
d
ug;t
d % btd ) 0 "d 2 f1; . . . ;Dg (44)

btd % bt(1
d ) 0 "t 2 1; . . . ;T % 1f g; d 2 f1; . . . ;Dg (45)

xug;tp %
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t!1
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d;s ) 0 s 2 Dd S" #;"d 2 f1; . . . ;Dg; p 2 f1;:::; Pg (46)

XDs

d!1
btd;s &

1
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 !

% yt
d ) 0 s 2 Dd S" #;"t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g; d 2 1; . . . ;Df g (47)

yt
c ( yt

d ) 1 "t 2 1; . . . ;Tf g; d 2 1; . . . ;Df g; c 2 1; . . . ;Cf g (48)

XT

t!1
d
ug;t
d ) 1 "d 2 f1; . . . ;Dg (49)

These set of constraints from Equations (42)–(49) de!ne the operational development requirements
including the type and length of each operational development (level, ore drive, crosscuts) and
lateral precedence relations with the block extraction sequence. Equation (42) de!nes the opera-
tional development capacity constraint for underground mining, ensuring that the total length of
operational development (level, ore drive, crosscuts) required in each period is within the accep-
table lower and upper limits of the total available equipment capacity for developing the under-
ground mine.

Equations (43)–(45) control the lateral precedence relationships of the underground operational
developments required for exploiting the ore body. Equation (46) ensures that in any period, there

is a set of operational developments
PT

t!1
d
ug;t
d;s that must be completed before exploiting a stope xug;tp .

In the case of Equation (47), an underground level is activated when operational development has
commenced or completed for that level while Equation (48) ensures that a level acting as the crown
pillar would not be available for operational development and vice versa. Equation (49) ensures that
the operational development (level, ore drive, crosscuts) at a section of the mine is advanced ones in
the life of the underground mine.
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5.3.7. Non-negativity constraints
Equation (50) ensures that the decision variables for open pit and underground mining, open pit
and underground processing, crown pillar, open pit mining benches, and underground mining
levels are non-negative. The inequality further de!nes that the binary variables controlling the
geotechnical and extraction sequence in the open pit and underground mining operations are non-
negative and integers.

xop;tj ; yop;tj ; xug;tp ; yug;tp ; d
ug;t
sf ; d

ug;t
d * 0 and btj ; b

t
p; b

t
sf ; b

t
d; yt

j ; y
t
p; y

t
c; y

t
d * 0 and integers (50)

6. Computational implementation of the MILP model

The formulated MILP model was implemented with an experimental case study. MATLAB 2018a
[42] environment was used to de!ne the modelled framework and IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimisation
Studio [43] was integrated into MATLAB to solve theMILP at a gap tolerance of 5%. The model was
tested on an Intel(R) Core™ i7-7700HQ CPU Dell computer @ 2.80 GHz, with 32 GB RAM. The
MILP formulation is implemented for an independent OP mining option by setting the ore
processing capacity of UG mining to zero, and for an independent UG mining option by setting
the ore processing capacity of OPmining to zero. The NPVs and extraction strategies obtained from
the independent OP and UG mining options are compared to the results from the OPUG mining
option.

6.1. Case study – gold deposit

The mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model was implemented and tested on a gold
deposit. The gold deposit is represented by a geologic block model, which is a 3D array of cubical
blocks containing 6,656-unit blocks of sizes 30 m x 30 m x 20 m. These unit blocks represent the
Selective Mining Units (SMUs) for OP and UG mining. The ore body in the block model is
irregularly shaped with a total mineral resource of 19.2 Mt at an average Au grade of 4.391 g/t;
minimum grade of 0.011 g/t and maximum grade of 14.783 g/t. Figure 3 is a layout of the gold
deposit showing mineralised blocks.

The gold deposit shows high mineralisation at the top and bottom sections of the ore body while
lower grade ores occur in the middle portions of the ore body. The outcrop nature of the deposit
suggests that it could be exploited with open pit mining for earlier !nancial bene!t. However, the
incremental cost of open pit mining with depth and the higher grades occurring at the bottom
sections of the deposit may support underground mining as a better option at a certain depth
during the mineral exploitation process. Therefore, the essence of evaluating this deposit with the
proposed MILP framework. Table 1 is a statistical description of the gold deposit.

6.1.1. Economic and mining data
The yearly processing capacities are determined based on the proposed plant capacities for the mine
while the yearly mining capacities are deduced from the ore and waste proportions of the deposit.
An incremental bench cost of $ 2.0 per 10 m was used as the open pit mining variable cost as the pit
extends downwards. The economic, mining and processing data used for evaluating the gold
deposit as summarised in Table 2 were estimated using data from CostMine [44] and prefeasibility
reports of two similar gold mining companies in Canada [45]. All economic values are reported in
Canadian dollars.

6.1.2. Results and discussions
Evaluation of the gold deposit with the integrated Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP)
model indicates that a combined sequential and simultaneous open pit and underground
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(OPUG) mining operation is the preferred mining option with the highest Net Present Value
(NPV) of $ 2.43 billion. The integrated MILP model was modi!ed to evaluate the ore body for
an independent open pit (OP) mining option and an independent underground (UG) mining
option with a required crown pillar, capital and operational developments. The open pit mining
option was evaluated by setting the production requirements for underground mining opera-
tion to zero and vice versa. The NPV of the OPUG mining option is about 11% better than an
independent OP mining option and about 13% better than an independent UG mining option.
The summarised results are shown in Table 3. The gold deposit is therefore best exploited with
a combined open pit and underground (OPUG) mining option for a mine life of 9 years with
Level 4 acting as the unmined crown pillar.

A combined open pit and underground (OPUG) mining option gave the highest NPV of $
2.43 billion with a resource depletion of 86% compared to an independent open pit mining option
or underground mining option. With a total ore production of 16.5 Mt from the combined OPUG
mining option, the OPmining operation contributed 7.56 Mt of ore while the UGmining operation
contributed 8.91 Mt of ore. The remaining ore of about 2.68 Mt (14.0%) is left as unmined in the

Figure 3. Layout of the gold deposit showing mineralised blocks.

Table 1. Statistical description of the gold deposit.

No. Description Value

1 Total mineralised material (Mt) 19.15
2 Minimum value of Au (g/t) 0.011
3 Maximum value of Au (g/t) 14.783
4 Average value of Au (g/t) 4.391
5 Variance (g/t)2 16.539
6 Standard deviation (g/t) 4.067
7 Number of levels/benches 8
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crown pillar. During the implementation of the OPUG mining option, the crown pillar may be
assessed for recovery which will contribute a further increase in the total revenue and mine life of
the project.

A sectional view through the rock formation showing the OP outline, location of the required
crown pillar, the UG stopes and the mineralised zone extending beyond the open pit limit is shown
in Figure 4. The numbers shown on each block in Figure 4 indicate the year of extraction for the
combined OPUG mine. The crown pillar is located on Level 4, thus, the !rst 3 levels (or benches)
are extracted by open pit mining while Levels 5 to 8 are extracted by underground mining.

Table 2. Economic, mining and processing data for evaluating the gold deposit.

No. Parameter Values

1 Open pit mining cost ($/t) 8.0
2 Underground mining cost ($/t) 300.0
3 Processing cost ($/t) 15.0
4 Selling cost ($/oz) 50.0
5 Selling price of gold ($/oz) 1500.0
6 Discount rate (%) 10.0
7 Processing recovery (%) 95.0
8 Max open pit (OP) processing capacity (Mt/year) 2.0
9 Min open pit (OP) processing capacity (Mt/year) 0.0
10 Max open pit (OP) mining capacity (Mt/year) 10.0
11 Min open pit (OP) mining capacity (Mt/year) 0.0
12 Max underground (UG) processing capacity (Mt/year) 1.5
13 Min underground (UG) processing capacity (Mt/year) 0.0
14 Max open pit & underground (OP-UG) processing capacity (Mt/year) 2.0
15 Min open pit & underground (OP-UG) processing capacity (Mt/year) 0.0
16 Max underground (UG) mining capacity (Mt/year) 10.0
17 Min underground (UG) mining capacity (Mt/year) 0.0
18 Incremental bench cost ($/10 m) 2.0
19 Operational development cost ($/m) 7000
20 Capital development cost ($/m) 15,000
21 Max operating development (m/year) 10,000
22 Max capital development (m/year) 60

Table 3. Results from the integrated MILP model for the gold deposit.

Mining option
Net present
value ($ M)

NPV of OPUG
compared (%)

Processed ore
tonnage (Mt)

Resource
depletion (%)

Open pit mining 2,151 !11.4 14.8 77.5
Underground mining 2,114 !12.9 17.0 88.5
Combined open pit and underground mining 2,428 - 16.5 86.0

Figure 4. A sectional view through the rock formation showing the mine blocks, OP outline, crown pillar, UG stopes,
developments and mineralised zone extending beyond the pit bottom for the case study.
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The ore and rock extraction schedules for the combined open pit and underground mining
(OPUG) option with a crown pillar are shown in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. The focus of the
production schedule is to generate a uniform feed for the processing plant. The ore is extracted by
an independent open pit mining option in the initial 3 years of the mine life before underground ore
production begins in the 4th year. The ore production for the open pit mine decreases from the
4th year through to the 7th year while underground ore production maintains the required plant
capacity for the remaining mine life. After year 7, the ore production completely comes from an
independent underground mining operation. In summary, the ore extraction pro!le for the
combined OPUG mining option is generally sequential over the mine life and simultaneous
between years 4 and 7. Due to the near-surface mineralisation of the gold deposit, the ore extraction
schedule in the earlier years of the mine life meets the full plant requirement of 2.0 Mt.

The rock extraction schedule (Figure 6) for open pit mining ranges between 2.1 Mt in year 1
and increases to 5.3 Mt in year 3. In year 4, the open pit rock extraction schedule decreases
signi!cantly as underground mining starts at the rate of 1.5 Mt per year until the end of mine life.
Open pit rock extraction is completed in year 7. The peak open pit rock extraction tonnage of 5.3
Mt in year 3 is as a result of the requirements to produce 2 Mt of ore to meet the plant
requirements in the midst of declining ore tonnes. Thus, the need for more waste stripping to
uncover the ore.

The average grade of ore processed in each period for the combined open pit and underground
mining option with a crown pillar is shown in Figure 7. The yearly average grade of gold ore
processed by the underground mining operation is generally higher compared to the open pit
mining operation. From Figure 7, it is convincing that the grade blending constraints of the MILP
model prioritises higher grades over lower grades in exploiting the mineral deposit. Thus, the open

Figure 5. Yearly ore production schedule for the OPUG mining option.
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pit mining operation targeted the outcropped high-grade ore while the underground mining
operation targeted the deep-seated high-grade ore.

To highlight the nature of the underground mining operation and obtain further information on
the proposed underground mining method, the levels contributing to the mineral extraction
process are shown in Figure 8. With the crown pillar located on Level 4, ore extraction by the
undergroundmining operation started on Levels 7 and 8 (Figure 4) from the 4th year through to the
7th year of the mine life when ore production on Level 6 starts. Ore production on Level 5 occurs in
the !nal 2 years of the mining project. With this knowledge on the mining sequence (Figure 8) and
the geotechnical properties of the rock formation, any suitable underhand mining method of ore
extraction could be further evaluated and selected as the appropriate underground mining method
to exploit the deep seated part of the deposit. The capital and operational development schedules for
the underground mine is shown in Figure 9. With a total available operational development
capacity of 10,000 m per year, level advancement starts immediately after completion of the capital
development in the 4th year.

6.2. Limitations of the model

A notable limitation of the MILP optimisation framework is the assumption of similar selective
mining units (SMUs) for both OP and UG mining operations. The SMU of a typical OP mine has
wider lateral dimensions (X and Y directions) than its vertical dimension (Z direction). However,
for UG mining, the lateral dimensions of stope sizes are usually smaller compared to the vertical.
The assumption of similar SMUs for both OP and UG mining may impact the practicality of the
selected mining option. At a gap tolerance of 5%, the solution time for the MILP implementation on
the gold deposit with problem size of 20,832 variables (12,998 continuous variables and 7,834 binary

Figure 6. Yearly rock production schedule for the OPUG mining option.
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variables) is 14.2 h. Future steps of this model development will focus on implementing varying
SMUs for OP and UG mining options and improving the computational e$ciency of the model to
solve large scale problems in a reasonable time.

7. Conclusions and further research work

In this paper, an integrated Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model for evaluating the
extraction of a mineral deposit has been developed, implemented, and tested on a gold deposit. The
proposed MILP model evaluates a deposit and determines the optimal ore extraction strategy using
one of these mining options: (a) independent OP mining, (b) independent UG mining with crown
pillar, (c) simultaneous OPUG mining with crown pillar, (d) sequential OPUG mining with crown
pillar, and (e) combinations of (c) and (d). The location of the 3D crown pillar together with the
capital and operational development length schedules are decided by the optimisation process. The
MILP model is applicable to all types of deposits and for any preferred direction of mineral
extraction sequence. The capital development can either be a shaft, decline or both and during
optimisation, depending on the optimal mining option, the capital development can either com-
mence from the surface, bottom of the open pit mine or both.

To implement the MILP model, the block model was organised by !rst selecting a preferred ore
extraction method on a level (advancing or retreating) and siting the possible location of the
underground capital and operational developments based on the philosophy and geotechnical under-
standing of the mine. As in practice, the MILP model requires that an incremental cost for open pit
mining is de!ned per depth (m) for block extraction. Thus, the cost of open pit mining increases with

Figure 7. Average grade of ore processed in each year for OPUG mining option.
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depth until underground mining is preferred to open pit mining. This concept allows the optimiser to
decide when to stop the open pit mining operation, introduce a crown pillar and start the under-
ground mining operation in the presence of both capital and operational developments. The under-
ground capital development could commence from the bottom of the open pit or from the surface of
the mine, and could be either a decline or a shaft, depending on the economics of the mining project.

The results from the case study showed a combined sequential and simultaneous open pit and
underground (OPUG)mining with crown pillar was selected as the optimal extraction option to exploit
the deposit. The NPV generated was $ 2.43 billion over a 9-year mine life at a gap tolerance of 5%. The
NPV of the OPUG mining option was about 11% better than an independent OP mining option and
about 13% better than an independent UG mining option. The ore and rock extraction schedules for
the open pit and underground mining operations together with both capital and operational develop-
ment schedules were determined for the gold project. The output of the model further provides more
insight into the selection of the appropriate underground mining method as opposed to the traditional
approach of mainly relying on the geotechnical properties of the rock formation.

Further research to improve the current model will focus on integrating geotechnical constraints,
stope interactions between levels and di"erent selective mining units (SMUs) for open pit (OP) and
underground (UG) mining options. The current mixed integer linear programming (MILP) frame-
work will also be extended to include stochastic parameters like grade and geotechnical variables.
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Figure 8. Ore tonnage per level extracted in each year for the underground mining operation in the OPUG mining option.
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ABSTRACT: The strategic decisions to exploit a mineral deposit extending from the 
surface to great depth are essential to the financial and sustainability benefits of any mining 
project. Mining option strategies for resource extraction include: (a) independent open pit 
mining; (b) independent underground mining with crown pillar; (c) simultaneous open pit 
and underground mining with crown pillar; (d) sequential open pit and underground mining 
with crown pillar; and e) combinations of (c) and (d). This research investigates the extraction 
strategy that maximizes the Net Present Value (NPV) of a resource using a Mixed Integer 
Linear Programming (MILP) optimization framework. The MILP model determines the best 
extraction strategy for a given ore body and further determines the mining and processing 
schedule, positioning of the required crown pillar, and the schedule for underground capital 
and operational developments. The model is implemented for a synthetic copper case study.

1 INTRODUCTION

Decisions made at the prefeasibility stage of a mining project are essential to the 
commencement and sustainability of the project. Important decisions including the selection 
of a suitable mining option(s) for exploiting the deposit improves the confidence of mine 
management and investors when their correctness and accuracy are done right from the onset 
of the mining project. The decision on the choice of mining option(s) becomes complicated 
when the deposit is deep-seated and exhibits significant outcrops. The potential of such a 
deposit to be exploited by open pit (OP) or underground (UG) mining or both (OPUG) 
could lead to several variations of mining options. To generate early revenue, the portion of 
the deposit closer to the surface is often exploited by open pit mining option while the deeper 
portions are exploited with underground mining option. In OP mining, the incremental strip-
ping ratio and overall mining cost with depth makes UG mining profitable beyond a certain 
depth. This depth has been referred to by several authors as the transition depth or point 
(Bakhtavar et al., 2009, Dagdelen and Traore, 2014, De Carli and de Lemos, 2015, King 
et!al., 2016, MacNeil and Dimitrakopoulos, 2017, Opoku and Musingwini, 2013, Ordin and 
Vasil’ev, 2014, Roberts et al., 2013, Ben-Awuah et al., 2016, Ben-Awuah et al., 2015).

The choice of the most economic mining option(s) can be implemented through an 
optimization approach. The optimization process becomes complicated when the transition 
point acts as the unmined crown pillar together with the integration of both capital and 
operational developments. This leads to several variations of the optimal mining option(s): 
(a) independent OP mining; (b) independent UG mining with crown pillar; (c) simultaneous 
OPUG mining with crown pillar; (d) sequential OPUG mining with crown pillar; and 
e)! combinations of (c) and (d). The decision to adopt any mining option strategy will 
primarily depend on the project economics and the geology of the mining area. Traditionally, 
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the outcrop portion of the deposit is optimized for OP mining and during the OP mining 
operation, the deep-seated portion below the bottom of the open pit is evaluated for UG 
mining. This approach leads to missed financial and sustainability opportunities because it 
often leads to sub-optimal solutions.

A mathematical programming framework for determining the extraction strategy for any 
deposit that has the potential to be exploited with several variations of mining options in the 
presence of a suitable crown pillar, capital development (shaft/decline) and operational devel-
opments (level, ore drives and crosscuts) has been developed. Integrating three-dimensional 
(3D) crown pillar positioning into the optimization process allows the OP and UG mining 
options the fair opportunity to economically compete for selection.

This paper presents a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) framework for solving the 
open pit and underground mining transition problems. The model determines a suitable opti-
mized mining option and strategy for extracting a deposit that is potentially amenable to either 
or both open pit and underground mining option. A synthetic copper dataset is used as a case 
study to implement the model for evaluation. Sensitivity analysis is further conducted to assess 
the influence of selected technical and economic parameters to changes in the mining options.

The next section of this research paper covers a summarized literature review on open 
pit to underground mining transition with highlights on research gaps. Section!3 discusses 
the assumptions and notations used in the proposed MILP model. Section!4 introduces and 
explains the proposed integrated MILP model for the open pit to underground mining transi-
tion complex. Section!5 documents the implementation of the MILP model for a synthetic 
copper deposit while Section!6 outlines the research conclusions and recommendations.

2 SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW

Strategic open pit and underground mining interface optimization models have been developed 
based on determining the transition depth between open pit and underground mining. 
These existing models focus on investigating how an underground mining operation can be 
exploited after the open pit mine life and/or finding the transition depth. Acknowledging 
notable challenges and shortfalls, several researchers have employed techniques, algorithms 
and/or models to determine the transition depth (Bakhtavar et al., 2009, Dagdelen and 
Traore, 2014, De Carli and de Lemos, 2015, King et al., 2016, Opoku and Musingwini, 2013, 
Ordin and Vasil’ev, 2014, Roberts et al., 2013, MacNeil and Dimitrakopoulos, 2017) and the 
ore block extraction strategy (Ben-Awuah et al., 2016, De Carli and de Lemos, 2015, King 
et!al., 2016, MacNeil and Dimitrakopoulos, 2017, Whittle et al., 2018).

Optimizing the location of a crown pillar is a key factor in the optimal resource extraction 
evaluation process for deposits amenable by both open pit and underground mining. Finding 
the most suitable location of the crown pillar in a combined OPUG mining operations is one 
of the most interesting problems for mining engineers today (Bakhtavar et al., 2012). The 
transition from open pit to underground (OPUG) mining involves a complicated geomechanical 
process. Recent formulations of the OPUG mining transition complexes produces near opti-
mal solutions at minimal level of confidence, and do not integrate the positioning of a 3D 
crown pillar, capital and operational developments into the optimization process.

Kurppa and Erkkilä (1967) assessed the simultaneous extraction between open pit and 
underground (OPUG) mining during the operations of the Pyhasalmi mine. They indicated 
that, simultaneous mining was possible due to the geometry of the orebody being worked. 
Luxford (1997) argued that, cost usually drives the decision to make the transition because 
as the open pit waste stripping cost keeps increasing with depth, there comes a time when 
the underground mining cost will be less than the open pit mining cost. Ben-Awuah et al. 
(2016) investigated the strategy of mining options for an orebody using a mathematical pro-
gramming model. The research evaluated the financial impacts of applying different mining 
options separately or concurrently to extract a given orebody. The formulation maximizes the 
NPV of the reserve when extracted with: (1) open pit mining, (2) underground mining, and 
(3) concurrent open pit and underground mining (Ben-Awuah et al., 2015). The positioning 
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of a crown pillar together with capital and operational development requirements were not 
incorporated into this model.

King et al. (2016) incorporated crown and sill pillar placement into their OPUG transition 
studies to separate the open pit from the underground mine. In their model, the location 
of the crown pillar was simulated, and preselected to divide the deposit into OP and UG 
mining zones before running an optimization for the OP mining zone and planning for the 
UG mining zone. MacNeil and Dimitrakopoulos (2017) investigated the transition decision 
at an operating open pit mine within the context of a mining complex comprising five 
producing pits, four stockpiles and one processing plant. In their research, MacNeil and 
Dimitrakopoulos (2017) priori identified the crown pillar envelope for a gold deposit and 
evaluated four crown pillar locations within this envelope leading to four distinct candidate 
transition depths. Decomposing the OPUG optimization process into scenarios has the 
tendency to compromise the global optimal solution.

A mathematical model that solves the transition problem was developed by Whittle et al. 
(2018) after modifying the normal pit optimization model based on the maximum graph closure 
algorithm (Lerchs and Grossman, 1965). The modifications allow the algorithm to account for 
the underground mining value of a block, and the requirement for a specified 2D crown pil-
lar location above the underground mine. The algorithm of Whittle et al. (2018) is based on 
what they called the “opportunity cost approach”, thus, if a given block is mined by open pit 
method, its open pit value is gained while its value that would have been obtained by extracting 
it using underground mining methods is lost. According to Whittle et al. (2018), the optimization 
approach does not control the mining sequence with time and produces a near optimal value 
for the mining project. Future works were therefore recommended to improve on their model.

In this research study, we have developed, implemented, and tested a MILP optimization 
framework for evaluating the extraction strategy for a deposit. The MILP model maximizes 
the Net Present Value (NPV) of the resource and determines the best extraction strategy for 
a given ore body amenable to different mining options. The model further determines the 
mining and processing schedule, the location of the required crown pillar, and the schedule 
for underground capital and operating developments (shaft/decline, levels, ore drives and 
crosscuts) for the optimal extraction option.

3 ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS

It is assumed that the size of the Selected Mining Units (SMUs) for open pit mining is 
equivalent to the stope sizes for underground mining. In the MILP framework, the SMUs are 
represented by mining blocks in general, or mining-cuts in specific relation to open pit mining 
or mining-stopes for underground mining. The location of each mining block or mining-cut or 
mining-stope is represented by the coordinates of the centroid. It is assumed that a crown pillar 
is required for the exploitation of the orebody by underground mining. The size of the crown 
pillar is estimated to be one vertical length of a stope or bench; thus, one bench or level in the 
block model will represent the crown pillar. For underground mining, ore extraction is achieved 
by a retreating method. Some of the notation of indices and parameters are as follows:

3.1 Indices

A general parameter f can take four indices in the format of fk lff a t
,
, . Where:

j { }J  index for open pit mining-cuts in the model.
p { }P  index for underground mining-stopes in the model.

3.2 Parameters

vj
op t,   the open pit (op) discounted revenue generated by selling the final product within 

mining-cut j in period t minus the discounted extra cost of extracting mining-cut j as 
ore and processing it.
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vp
ug t,   the underground (ug) discounted revenue generated by selling the final product within 

mining-stope p in period t minus the discounted extra cost of extracting mining-stope 
p as ore and processing it.

qj
op t,   the open pit (op) discounted cost of mining all the material in mining-cut j in period t 

as waste.
qp

ug t,   the underground (ug) discounted cost of mining all the material in mining-stope p in 
period t as waste.

gj   average grade of element in ore portion of mining-cut j.
gpg   average grade of element in ore portion of mining-stope p.
oj   ore tonnage in mining-cut j.
opo   ore tonnage in mining-stope p.
r   processing recovery; the proportion of mineral commodity recovered.
sp   selling price of mineral commodity in present value terms.
sc   selling cost of mineral commodity in present value terms.
pc   extra cost in present value terms per tonne of ore for mining and processing in period t.
cml

t   cost per bench or level l in present value terms of mining a tonne of rock material by 
open pit mining in period t.

cmt   cost in present value terms of mining a tonne of rock material by underground mining 
in period t.

4 THE INTEGRATED MILP MODEL

An integrated MILP model is formulated to determine the time and sequence of extraction 
of ore and waste blocks over the mine life for open pit and/or underground mining. The 
proposed MILP model interrogates the orebody and determines the best mining option that 
produces an optimal extraction sequence to maximize the Net Present Value (NPV) of the 
mining project. The mining options could either be open pit mining or underground mining 
or a combination of both open pit and underground mining. The model further determines 
the capital and operational development schedules required to extract the orebody by under-
ground mining. The NPV of the extraction strategy is maximized in the presence of techni-
cal, geotechnical, geological, and economic constraints to enforce the mining sequence, grade 
blending requirements, capital and operational developments, and mining and processing 
capacities.

4.1 Modeling the economic block value

The economic block values are defined based on the SMUs, thus, mining-cuts for open pit 
mining and mining-stopes for underground mining. The value of  the block is a function 
of  the recovered quantity of  mineral present in the block (processing recovery), the dis-
counted revenue from selling the commodity, and the discounted mining, processing and 
selling costs.

The discounted revenues generated by selling the final product within block k being 
extracted in period t by open pit mining vj

op t,  and underground mining vp
ug t,  are respectively 

given in Equations (1) and (2). Similarly, the discounted costs of mining all the material 
within block k being extracted in period t by open pit mining qj

op t,  and underground mining 
qp

ug t,  are respectively given in Equations (3) and (4).
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4.2 Objective function

The objective function of the MILP model maximizes the NPV of the mining project for 
combined open pit and underground mining options. During optimization, if OP only or UG 
only is selected, the objective function of the unselected mining option becomes zero. The 
objective function of the MILP model maximizes the NPV of the mining project for both open 
pit and underground mining. The quantity of ore processed is controlled by the continuous 
decision variables for open pit and underground mining respectively. Similarly, the quantity of 
rock material extracted by open pit and underground mining are also controlled by the continu-
ous decision variables respectively. The continuous variables ensure fractional extraction and 
processing of the mining-cut or mining-stope in different periods of the mine life.

4.3 Constraints

The components of the constraints are grouped as follows: a) OP mining constraints; b)!UG 
mining constraints; c) interaction of OP mining with UG mining constraints; d) crown pillar 
constraints; e) capital development constraints; f) operational development constraints; 
and g) non-negativity constraints. Acceptable upper and lower targets are defined for the 
mining, processing, developments, and plant head grade requirements. The mining capacity 
is a function of the ore reserve and the designed processing capacity which is also based on 
the available mining fleet acquisition for the operation. The processing capacity constraints 
define the ore production schedule in each period and further ensures the run-of-mine (ROM) 
material satisfies the quantity specification of the processing plant.

4.3.1 OP mining constraints
The OP mining constraints are deployed to control the open pit mining operations. The set 
of constraints include mining and processing capacities, grade blending, ore and mining-cut 
tonnages, available reserve, and vertical block precedence relations.

4.3.2 UG mining constraints
The UG mining constraints control the underground mining operation. These constraints 
include the mining and processing capacities, grade blending, ore and mining-stope tonnages, 
available reserve, and lateral block precedence relations.

4.3.3 Interaction of OP mining with UG mining constraints
The interaction of OP mining with UG mining constraints ensure that each mining block is 
extracted by only one mining option or left as unmined block in the crown pillar. The con-
straints further include a combined processing capacity that represents the contribution of 
ore production from both OP and UG mining operations.

4.3.4 Crown pillar constraints
The crown pillar constraints control the positioning of the required crown pillar. These con-
straints define the relationship of the location of the open pit and underground mining opera-
tions. The constraints ensure that the crown pillar is located at the bottom of the open pit mine, 
is always located above the underground mining, and stays unmined throughout the mine life.

4.3.5 Capital development constraints
These constraints ensure that the required capital development is considered when 
underground mining is the preferred extraction option. These set of constraints define the 
capital development requirements for the underground mining which involve the total length of 
capital development (shaft) and the relationship with the required operational developments.
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4.3.6 Operational development constraints
These constraints ensure that the required operational developments are considered when 
underground mining is the preferred option for extracting the ore body. These set of con-
straints define the operational development requirements including the type and length of 
each operational development (level, ore drive, crosscuts) and lateral precedence relations 
with the block extraction sequence.

5 COMPUTATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MILP MODEL

5.1 Preparation of the model

The formulated MILP model was implemented with an experimental case study. MATLAB 
2018a (Mathworks, 2018) environment was used to define the modelled framework and IBM 
ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio (ILOG, 2015) was integrated into MATLAB to solve 
the MILP at a gap tolerance of 5%. The model was tested on an Intel(R) Core™ i7-7700HQ 
CPU Dell computer @ 2.80GHz, with 32 GB RAM.

In open pit mining, the ore is exploited from the top to the bottom with a 45o slope to 
ensure the geotechnics of the mine is controlled. A cross-section of the block model showing 
the precedence of block extraction for the open pit mine is shown in Figure!1. In Figure!1, to 
extract block 1, blocks 2, 3 and 4 needs to be extracted. However, to extract block 4, blocks 7, 
8 and 9 must be priori extracted while to extract block 9, blocks 14, 15 and 16 must be priori 
extracted. It therefore follows that to mine block 1, all the shaded regions with blocks 1 to 16 
must be afore-mined.

However, in underground mining, the block model of the deposit is prepared by citing the 
location of the main capital development (shaft) and defining the location of the operational 
developments (levels, ore drives and crosscuts) on each level. The level development links the 
shaft or decline to the ore drives through the centroid of each block. The crosscut develop-
ments extend from this ore drive to the ends of the minefield through each block, acting as 
stope drives. At this stage, the extraction method (retreating or advancing) is established for 
the ore body. Figure!2 is a schematic representation of the block model showing the under-
ground operating developments. The arrows show a retreating mining method for the ore 
extraction sequence on a typical level.

5.2 Case study—synthetic copper deposit

The Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model was implemented and tested on a 
synthetic copper deposit. The copper dataset is represented by a geologic block model which 
is a 3D array of cubical blocks containing 605-unit blocks. These unit blocks represent the 

Figure!1. A cross-section of the block extraction precedence for OP mining in the MILP model.
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Selective Mining Units (SMUs) for OP and UG mining. The ore body in the block model is 
irregularly shaped with a total mineral resource of 116.10 Mt at an average Cu grade of 1.05%, 
minimum grade of 0.72% and maximum grade of 3.0%. Figure!3 shows the layout of the syn-
thetic copper deposit showing mineralized blocks. Table!1 and Table!2 respectively show the 
statistical description and distribution of the quality and quantity of metal in the deposit. The 
quality of the copper deposit is shown by a few blocks occurring at the top portions of the 
ore body with higher metal contents. The bottom portions of the deposit show a similar min-
eralization while low quality ore blocks occur in the middle sections. The copper distribution 
in the deposit suggests it could be exploited with open pit mining for earlier financial benefit. 
However, the incremental cost of open pit mining with depth may cause underground mining 
to compete as the better option at a certain depth during the mineral exploitation process. 
Therefore, the essence of evaluating this deposit with the proposed MILP framework.

5.2.1 Economic and mining data
The yearly processing capacities are determined based on the proposed plant capacities for 
the mine while the yearly mining capacities are deduced from the ore and waste proportions 
of the deposit. An incremental bench cost of $4.0 per 15 m bench was used as the open pit 
mining variable cost as the pit extends downwards. The economic, mining and processing 
data used for evaluating the copper deposit as summarized in Table!3 were estimated using 
data obtained from CostMine (2016) and pre-feasibility reports of two mining companies in 
Canada (Centerra Gold Inc. and Premier Gold Mines Limited, 2016).

Figure!2. Isometric view of the block model and development layout of an underground level.

Figure!3. Layout of the synthetic copper deposit showing mineralized blocks.
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5.2.2 Results and discussions
Evaluation of the copper deposit with the integrated Mixed Integer Linear Programming 
(MILP) model indicates that a combined sequential and simultaneous open pit and under-
ground (OPUG) mining operation is the preferred mining option with the highest Net Present 
Value (NPV) of $265.89 billion. The integrated MILP model was modified to evaluate the 
ore body for an independent open pit (OP) mining option and an independent underground 

Table!3. Economic, mining and processing data for evaluating the copper deposit.

No. Parameter Value

 1 Open pit mining cost ($/t) 8.0
 2 Underground mining cost ($/t) 300.0
 3 Processing cost ($/t) 15.0
 4 Selling cost ($/lb) 1.5
 5 Selling price of copper ($/lb) 3.5
 6 Discount rate (%) 10.0
 7 Processing recovery (%) 95.0
 8 Max open pit (OP) processing capacity (Mt/year) 8.0
 9 Min open pit (OP) processing capacity (Mt/year) 0.0
10 Max open pit (OP) mining capacity (Mt/year) 20.0
11 Min open pit (OP) mining capacity (Mt/year) 0.0
12 Max underground (UG) processing capacity (Mt/year) 3.0
13 Min underground (UG) processing capacity (Mt/year) 0.0
14 Max open pit & underground (OPUG) processing capacity (Mt/year) 8.0
15 Min open pit & underground (OPUG) processing capacity (Mt/year) 0.0
16 Max underground (UG) mining capacity (Mt/year) 3.0
17 Min underground (UG) mining capacity (Mt/year) 0.0
18 Incremental bench cost ($/15 m) 4.0
19 Operating development cost ($/m) 7000
20 Capital development cost ($/m) 15,000
21 Max operating development (m/year) 5000
22 Max capital development (m/year) 30

Table!1. Statistical description of the synthetic copper deposit.

No. Description Value

1 Total mineralized material (Mt) 116.10
2 Minimum value of Cu (%)   0.719
3 Maximum value of Cu (%)   3.000
4 Average value of Cu (%)   1.051
5 Variance (%2)   0.394
6 Standard deviation (%)   0.628
7 Number of levels/benches   5

Table!2. Distribution of the metal quality and quantity in the 
deposit.

Level 
no.

Total metal content 
(% ! million)

Total ore tonnage 
(t ! million) Value

1 19.10 12.15  9
2 40.22 52.65 39
3  4.05  5.40  4
4 15.74 20.25 15
5 42.84 25.65 19
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(UG) mining option with the required crown pillar, capital and operational developments. 
The NPV of the OPUG mining option is about 14.4% better than an independent OP min-
ing option and about 24.1% better than an independent UG mining option. The evaluated 
results are shown in Table!4. The copper deposit is therefore best exploited with a combined 
open pit and underground (OPUG) mining option for a mine life of 19 years with Level 3 
acting as the unmined crown pillar.

With a total ore production of 100.05 Mt from the combined OPUG mining option with 
crown pillar, the OP mining operation contributes 64.80 Mt of ore while the UG mining 
operation contributes 35.25 Mt of ore. The remaining 15.95 Mt of the available mineral 
resource is either left in the crown pillar (5.40 Mt) or left as unmined low-grade stopes (10.55 
Mt). In a more practical underground mine, where the crown pillar is recovered (“robbed”) 
during the operational life of mine, the 5.40 Mt of ore deposit will be mined to further 
improve the total net present value (NPV) of the project if  the ore quality is economical.

A sectional view through the ore body showing the open pit limit, location of the required 
crown pillar, an unmined low-grade stope and the mineralized zone extending beyond the 
bottom of the open pit limit is shown in Figure!4. The crown pillar is located on Level 3; 
thus, the first 2 levels (or benches) are extracted by open pit mining while Levels 4 and 5 are 
extracted by underground mining.

The ore and rock extraction schedules for the combined open pit and underground min-
ing (OPUG) option with a crown pillar are shown in Figure!5 and Figure!6 respectively. The 
ore is extracted by an independent open pit mining option in the first 2 years of the mine life 
before underground ore production begins simultaneously from the 3rd year through to the 
12th year. The ore production schedule switches completely to an independent underground 
mining option in the remaining 2 years of the mine life. In summary, the ore extraction pro-
file for the combined OPUG mining option is a blend of sequential and simultaneous open 
pit and underground mining options for a mine life of 14 years. Due to the outcrop of the ore 

Table!4. Results from the integrated MILP model for the case study.

Mining option
Net present 
value ($b)

NPV of OPUG 
compared (%)

Processed ore 
tonnage (Mt)

Resource 
depletion (%)

Open pit mining 227.73 "14.4 116.00 100.0
Underground mining 201.72 "24.1 103.95  89.6
Combined open pit and 

underground mining
265.89 " 100.05  86.3

Figure! 4. A sectional view through the block model showing the open pit limit, crown pillar and 
underground mining regions for the case study.
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Figure!5. Yearly ore production schedule for the OPUG mining option.

Figure!6. Yearly rock production schedule for the OPUG mining option.

body, the ore extraction schedule in the first year of the mine life satisfies the full capacity of 
the plant requirement of 8.0 Mt.
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average grade of processed ore for the underground mining operation is generally higher 
compared to the open pit mining operation. This shows that underground mining priori-
tizes the extraction of high-grade ores to cover the high cost of mining by generating higher 
revenues. It is convincing that the grade blending constraints of the MILP model priori-
tizes higher grades over lower grades in exploiting the mineral deposit by any of the mining 
options. Thus, the open pit mining operation targeted the outcropped high-grade ore while 
the underground mining operation targeted the deep-seated high-grade ore.

To highlight the nature of the underground mining operation and obtain further informa-
tion on the required exploitation method, the levels contributing to the mineral extraction 
schedule are shown in Figure!8. With the crown pillar located on Level 3, ore extraction 
by the underground mining operation started on the last level, Level 5, from the 3rd year 
through to the 7th year of the mine life before continuing with ore production from Level 4 to 
the end of mine life. With this knowledge on the mining sequence from each level (Figure!8) 
and the geotechnics of the rock formation, any suitable underhand method of ore extraction 
could be further evaluated and selected as the appropriate underground exploitation method 
to develop this deposit. The operational development schedule for the underground mine 
is shown in Figure!9. With a total operational development capacity of 10,000 m per year, 
advancement starts immediately after completion of the capital development (shaft) in the 
3rd year but ends in the 6th year before commencing again from year 8 to 12.

Figure!7. Average grade of ore processed in each year for OPUG mining option.

Figure!8. Ore tonnage per level extracted in each year for the underground mining operation in the 
OPUG mining option.
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5.2.3 Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity of the results to gold price, underground processing capacity and under-
ground capital development (shaft) is evaluated with the MILP model. This sensitivity analy-
sis was conducted to examine the selected technical or economic parameters that influence 
the choice of mining option(s) for the deposit. The sensitivity plot is shown in Figure!10. 
In!Figure!10, the MILP model is very sensitive to the market price of copper followed by the 
quantity of ore processed from the UG mining operation and the completion rate of capital 
development.

For this case study, about 9% decrease in the copper price (from $3.18 to $2.89 per lb) 
will change the optimal mining option from combined OPUG mining to an independent OP 
mining option for a reduced NPV of $227.73. Similarly, when the underground processing 
capacity decreases by about 73% (0.81 Mt), the combined OPUG mining will change to an 
independent OP mining option. This copper deposit is however less sensitive to the comple-
tion rate of underground capital development (shaft) as it did not cause a change in mining 
option within the changes tested.

Figure! 9. Operational development schedule for the underground mining operation in the OPUG 
mining option.

Figure!10. Sensitivity assessment of selected technical and economic parameters used in the MILP 
model.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

An integrated Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model for evaluating the extrac-
tion of a mineral deposit has been developed, implemented, and tested on a synthetic cop-
per dataset. The proposed MILP model interrogates a deposit and determines the optimal 
extraction strategy for a combination or one of the mining options: (a) independent open pit 
mining, (b) independent underground mining with crown pillar, (c) simultaneous open pit 
and underground mining with crown pillar, (d) sequential open pit and underground mining 
with crown pillar, and (e) combinations of simultaneous and sequential open pit and UG 
mining with crown pillar. The location of the 3D crown pillar together with the required 
capital and operational development schedules are decided by the optimization process. The 
MILP model is applicable to all types of deposits and for any preferred direction of min-
eral extraction sequence. The capital development can either be a shaft, decline or both and 
during optimization, depending on the optimal mining option, the capital development can 
either commence from the surface, bottom of the open pit mine or both.

To implement the MILP model, the block model was organized by first selecting a pre-
ferred ore extraction method on a level (advancing or retreating) and siting the possible loca-
tion of the underground capital and operational developments based on the philosophy and 
geotechnical understanding of the mine. As in practice, the MILP model requires that an 
incremental cost for open pit mining is defined per depth (m) for block extraction. Thus, the 
cost of open pit mining increases with depth until underground mining becomes preferable 
to open pit mining. This concept allows the optimizer to decide when to stop the open pit 
mining operation, introduce a crown pillar and start the underground mining operation in 
the presence of both capital and operational developments.

The results from the case study showed a combined sequential and simultaneous open 
pit and underground mining option (OPUG) with crown pillar was selected as the optimal 
mining option to exploit the deposit. The ore and rock extraction schedules for the open 
pit and underground mining operations together with the operational and capital develop-
ment schedules were determined for the synthetic copper project. The output of  the model 
in mapping-out the ore extraction per level in each period further provides more insight 
into the mining sequence for selection of  the appropriate underground mining method. 
A sensitivity analysis conducted on selected technical and operational parameters indi-
cate that the determination of  the optimal mining option using the MILP model is very 
sensitive to the selling price of  copper, followed by the quantity of  ore processed by the 
underground mining operation and the completion rate of  the underground capital devel-
opment (shaft).

The authors recommend that stockpile management and geotechnical information be 
incorporated into the MILP model to ensure the outputs of the model is exhaustive and 
realistic. Similarly, it is necessary to extend the model from its current deterministic approach 
to a stochastic framework to address the impact of grade uncertainty in the choice of mining 
option and project evaluation.
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Abstract: It is important that the strategic mine plan makes optimum use of available resources
and provides continuous quality ore to drive sustainable mining and profitability. This requires the
development of a well-integrated strategy of mining options for surface and/or underground mining
and their interactions. Understanding the current tools and methodologies used in the mining
industry for surface and underground mining options and transitions planning are essential to
dealing with complex and deep-seated deposits that are amenable to both open pit and underground
mining. In this study, extensive literature review and a gap analysis matrix are used to identify
the limitations and opportunities for further research in surface-underground mining options and
transitions optimization for comprehensive resource development planning.

Keywords: strategic mining options optimization; mathematical programming models; transition
depth; open pit-underground mining; resource development planning

1. Introduction

Surface mining is known to be relatively highly productive, very economic, and safer
for workers compared to underground mining for most suitable deposits. However, recent
evolution in environmental regulations and societal expectations may result in the devel-
opment of small, high-grade deposits by shallow open pits (OP) or in the establishment of
high-grade underground (UG) mines in place of extensive OP operations [1]. Optimizing
the extraction of a mineral deposit in the presence of both surface mining methods and
UG mining methods result in the most economic decision generated by identifying the
best mining option for the deposit. In resource development planning, optimizing resource
exploitation depends largely on the mining option used in the extraction. The term mining
options optimization has been used by researchers and professionals to refer to the initia-
tives or choices undertaken in the extractive industry to expand, change, defer, abandon,
or adopt strategies for a mining method(s) and sometimes investment opportunities; based
on changing economics, technology, or market conditions [2–10]. For mineral deposits with
orebodies that extend from near surface to several depths, such orebodies are amenable to
different variations of either open pit mining, underground mining, or both.

Some studies have been conducted to solve the surface–underground mining options
and transitions optimization (SUMOTO) problem. These studies have focused on determin-
ing the transition depth and the resulting production schedules for the OP and UG mining
operations using simplified optimization frameworks. These models do not extensively
address the multi-objective optimization nature of the SUMOTO problem, and do not
formulate the problem with a complete description of the practical mining environment.
Specifically, the existing models do not incorporate essential developmental infrastructure
such as primary and secondary mine accesses, ventilation requirement, and geotechnical
support and reinforcement in the optimization framework. Results from these models
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often lead to localized optimal solutions or biased solutions that are usually impractical to
implement in the mining environment [2,3,11–24].

Existing optimization algorithms used in attempting the mining options problem
include the Lerchs–Grossman (LG) algorithm, Seymour algorithm, floating cone tech-
nique, network flows, dynamic programming, neural network, theory of graphs, and
mathematical formulations [25]. Some authors have studied the surface–underground
mining options and transitions optimization problem with available commercial software
packages including Surpac Vision, Datamine’s NPV Scheduler, Whittle Four-X, Geovia
MineSched, integrated 3D CAD systems of Datamine, Vulcan, MineScape, MineSight, Isatis,
XPAC, Mineable Reserve Optimizer (MRO), Blasor pit optimization tool, COMET cut-off
grade and schedule optimizer, and Datamine Studio 3 [7,9,17,26,27]. The techniques used
by these authors are not generic but mostly scenario based and often lead to localized
optimization solutions.

Although Bakhtavar, Shahriar, and Oraee [3] employed a heuristic algorithm to com-
pare economic block values computed for both open pit and underground mining on a
depth flow basis to solve the SUMOTO problem, results from the heuristic algorithm do not
offer a measure of optimality as it is the case in mathematical programming optimization.
Notable authors that used mathematical programming to solve the mining transition prob-
lem limit their model to the determination of transition depth and block extraction sequence
for the open pit and underground mining operations [2,4,8,9,11–15,17–19,24,25,28,29]. Sim-
ilarly, other authors have developed stochastic mathematical programming models to solve
the surface–underground mining options and transitions optimization problem. They
focused on determination of the transition depth in 2D environment, and do not incor-
porate other essential underground mining constraints such as primary and secondary
development, ventilation shaft development, and geotechnical requirements for the devel-
opment openings and stopes in the optimization framework [7,20,30,31]. This is because
the optimization of underground mines is computationally complex [32] and integrating it
with open pit mining makes it more challenging [33].

The positioning of the required crown pillar thickness in the SUMOTO problem is key
to the operations of such mines. Some authors pre-selected the depth of the crown pillar
(transition depth) before evaluating portions above the crown pillar for open pit mining
and portions below the crown pillar for underground mining [4,18,25,27,28]. This may lead
to suboptimal solutions and will require evaluating multiple crown pillar locations in a
scenario-based approach. A few authors have attempted to incorporate the positioning
of the crown pillar in the optimization process [14,24,30,31,34,35]. Their models were
good improvements over previous works but were missing some constraints such as the
ventilation requirement and rock strength properties required for practical implementation.
The transition from OP to UG mining is a complicated geomechanical process which
requires the consideration of rock mass properties [36,37].

Bakhtavar [12] reviewed the combined open pit with underground mining methods
for the past decade and noticed that the transition problem has been implemented in either
simultaneous or non-simultaneous modes. He asserts that non-simultaneous mode of
combined mining is more acceptable because large-scale underground caving methods with
high productivity and low costs can be used. However, in simultaneous mode, horizontal
and vertical slices underhand cut and fill with cemented backfill is more feasible to be used
with OP mining. Afum, Ben-Awuah, and Askari-Nasab [35] implemented a mathematical
programming model that allows the optimization approach to decide whether the mineral
deposit should be exploited with either simultaneous, non-simultaneous, sequential, or
any of these combinations thereof.

Most existing models in general do not include the requirements of essential under-
ground mining infrastructure such main access to the underground mine (shaft or decline
or adit development), ventilation development, operational development (levels, ore and
waste drives, crosscuts), and necessary vertical development (ore passes, raises). Equally,
these existing models do not incorporate rock strength properties in the SUMOTO problem.
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Although these essential infrastructure and geotechnical characteristics of the rock forma-
tion are significant to underground mining operations, their added complexities make it
difficult to be included in the SUMOTO models. According to Bullock [38], mine planning
is an iterative process that requires looking at many options and determining which, in the
long run, provides the optimum results. Using such iterative process could lead to some
inferior or sub-optimal solution(s) that do not constitute the global optimal solution.

In summary, this paper reviews relevant literature on algorithms and models for
the SUMOTO, identifies gaps and opportunities that can be explored for further research
and implementation in the mining industry, and further introduces the significance of
employing mathematical programming for planning resources amenable to both options.
Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the surface–underground mining options and
transitions planning problem for deposits amenable to both mining options.

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the surface–underground mining options and transitions
planning problem. (A) illustrates evaluation of an orebody to generate maximum net present value
(NPV) depending on how each mining block is extracted; either through open pit mining, open
stope extraction, or both. (B,C) demonstrate the extraction of a mineral resource by open pit (OP),
underground (UG), or both open pit and underground (OPUG) mining for optimum resource
development planning. ((A)—Ben-Awuah, Otto, Tarrant, and Yashar [4]; (B)—Afum, Ben-Awuah,
and Askari-Nasab [34]).

1.1. Classification of Mining Methods (Mining Options)
Mining is defined as the process of exploiting a valuable mineral resource naturally

occurring in the earth crust [39,40]. The extraction of mineral resources from the earth
crust is classified broadly into two; surface mining and UG mining. In surface mining,
all the extraction operations are exposed to the atmosphere while in UG mining, all
the operations are conducted in the bosom of the earth crust. The main objective of
a mineral project development is the maximization of investment returns; the “golden
rule” of mining or the investor’s “law of conservation” [41]. Therefore, adopting the best
mining option that maximizes the project’s value is a requirement to the establishment of a
successful mine. Planning a surface mine is often simpler compared to an underground
mine because there are broad similarities between different variations of surface mining as
opposed to the variations of underground mining. Thus, planning an underground mine
is necessarily complicated by the availability of many different types and variations of
mining systems [37]. These surface and underground mining variations are also generally
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referred to as classes of mining methods. The classification of surface mining methods and
underground mining methods are respectively illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.

 

Figure 2. Classification of surface mining methods.

 

Figure 3. Classification of underground mining methods.

Surface mining methods are broadly classified into mechanical and aqueous extrac-
tion methods (Figure 2). Mechanical surface mining methods include open pit mining,
quarrying, strip mining, and auger mining, while aqueous surface mining methods include
placer mining and solution mining. Placer mining includes dredging and hydraulic mining
while solution mining includes surface techniques such as in-situ leaching and evaporite
processing. Based on the rock formation strength, UG mining methods are broadly classi-
fied into naturally supported methods, artificially supported methods, and unsupported
methods (Figure 3). Naturally supported mining methods include room and pillar, sub-
level stoping, open stoping, vertical crater retreat (VCR), and vein mining. Artificially
supported mining methods include stull stoping, square set, cut and fill, shrinkage, and
resuing while unsupported methods include longwall, sublevel caving, block caving, and
top slicing. According to Nelson [1], some of the factors that must be considered when
choosing between surface or underground mining methods include:
1. Extent, shape, and depth of the deposit;
2. Geological formation and geomechanical conditions;
3. Productivities and equipment capacities;
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4. Availability of skilled labor;
5. Capital and operating costs requirements;
6. Ore processing recoveries and revenues;
7. Safety and injuries;
8. Environmental impacts, during and after mining;
9. Reclamation and restoration requirements and costs;
10. Societal and cultural requirements.

1.2. Mineral Projects Evaluation
When a mineral deposit is discovered, several evaluations are conducted towards the

project’s viability. The evaluation methods used are broadly grouped into two: positive
evaluation methods and normative evaluation methods [42]. Positive evaluation methods
assess the quantity and quality of the mineral project while normative evaluation methods
assess the social and ethical values of the mineral project. Positive evaluation methods deal
with investigations related to the geology of the formation, technology required to develop
the deposit, investment decisions such as net present value (NPV), internal rate of return
(IRR), and options valuations, and financial evaluation to show how funds will be raised
and repaid in future. This research focuses on positive evaluation methods for mineral
projects with the exception of how funds are raised and repaid for the project.

A mineral property could be described as being at early-stage or advanced-stage
exploration, development, defunct, dormant, or production stage [43]. Three types of
studies are undertaken according to the stage of life of the mineral project under evaluation.
These studies are scoping study, prefeasibility study, and feasibility study [44,45]. Scoping
study is a preliminary assessment of the technical and economic viability of a mineral
property while a prefeasibility study is a comprehensive study of the viability of the mineral
project subject to operational constraints at which the preferred UG mining method or
OP mining arrangement is established, including an effective mineral processing method.
Feasibility study, on the other hand, is a comprehensive study on the design and cost of the
selected mining option for developing the mineral project. Usually, the confidence level
associated with a prefeasibility study is lower than a feasibility study while the confidence
level for a scoping study is also lower than a prefeasibility study.

The outcome of a prefeasibility study on a mineral property is a mineral reserve that
is profitable. Thus, the mineral resource is technically and economically evaluated and
if it is profitable, it becomes a mineral reserve otherwise it remains a mineral resource
until prevailing factors (commonly referred to as modifying factors) become favorable [44].
The details of the evaluation studies for a mineral project depends mainly on the stage of
life of the mine and the prevailing regulatory requirements of the region. These detailed
evaluation considerations may include geological and geostatistical modeling, geotechni-
cal investigation, mining optimization studies, cost-benefit analysis, equipment selection,
rock transportation studies, rock stability and slope requirement assessment, crown pillar
location investigation, blasting and fragmentation studies, environmental baseline studies,
environmental management and impact studies, and mine closure and reclamation studies.
During prefeasibility studies, typical technical and economic considerations include geolog-
ical, geostatistical, and mining optimization investigations. These investigations primarily
define the spatial grade distribution of the deposit, and uncovers the size, shape, depth
(extent), and orientation of the deposit, and further validate the profitability associated
with the mining strategy.

Identifying the preferred mining option (whether OP or UG or both) during prefeasi-
bility studies on a mineral property involves strategic optimization analysis. This analysis
ensures much value is attained during the implementation of the resource development
plan. When the mineral resource is closer to the earth surface (sometimes with significant
outcrop), OP mining evaluation studies are outrightly conducted. When the mineral re-
source is deeply buried in the earth crust (with no significant outcrop or presence near
the earth surface), UG mining evaluation studies are conducted. However, when the
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mineral deposit is significantly closer to the earth surface and, also, deeply buried in the
earth crust, the deposit becomes amenable to both OP and UG mining. In such cases, the
portion of the orebody near the earth surface is evaluated to be exploited by OP mining
method to produce early revenue, while the deeper portion is either outrightly evaluated
for UG mining or the evaluation is deferred for later years in the future [7]. In general,
OP mining methods are characterized by relatively low mining and operating costs, high
stripping ratio, and extended time in accessing the mineral ore [4,46] while UG mining
is characterized by high mining and operating costs, high-grade ore, and earlier times in
retrieving the ore [31,47–50].

In most cases, for mineral deposits amenable to OPUG mining, the UG mining evalua-
tion is not undertaken during prefeasibility studies but conducted in later years when the
OP mine stripping ratio increases towards the critical limit. The effect of this traditional
evaluation approach is an increased overall mining cost and a potential loss of financial
benefits [51,52]. Similarly, where UG mining commences at the onset of the mineral project,
and later converts or transitions to OP mining, significant financial loss can occur if the
global mining strategy was not defined for the entire mineral deposit during prefeasibility
studies. Historically, some mining companies that transitioned from OP to UG or vice
versa include Telfer, Golden Grove, and Sunrise Dam in Australia [53]; Grasberg mine in
Indonesia [54]; Akwaaba and Paboase mines of Kinross Chirano Gold Mine in Ghana [55].
In addition, Lac Des Iles mine located in Canada and Newmont Ahafo mine in Ghana both
operate OPUG mining operations.

The extraction evaluation of such mineral resources amenable to OPUG mining is
referred to in this research as mining options optimization [2,6,10,15]. The importance of
rigorously assessing the economics for a mineral deposit extraction, before deciding on
the mining option to adopt is therefore essential to mineral resource planning. This may
ensure important decisions of canceling a major OP pushback and transitioning to UG
mining or vice versa is known at the onset of the mining project [3,52].

2. Evaluation Techniques for Mining Options and Transitions Planning

The outcome of an evaluation study for a mineral deposit amenable to OPUG mining
includes the optimal mining option, strategic extraction plan, and a transition depth or
location. The variations of the mining option are independent OP mining, independent
UG mining, concurrent OP and UG mining, OP mining followed by UG mining, and UG
mining followed by OP mining. The strategic extraction plan includes the sequences of
rock extraction and the determination of life of mine and transition depth. The transi-
tion depth defines the location or position of the crown pillar. The extraction strategy
when OPUG mining is preferred could either be sequential mining or parallel mining or
both [47]. Respectively, other researchers used the terms simultaneous or non-simultaneous
or combined OPUG mining to refer to these same mining options [30].

Sequential mining is when the mineral deposit is continuously extracted by an in-
dependent OP mining method(s) until the pit limit is completely mined out before being
followed by UG mining method(s), while parallel mining is when the mineral deposit
is simultaneously or concurrently extracted by OP and UG mining in the same period
or time. Transitioning is the main challenge for OPUG mining projects due to the com-
plexity and implications of where and when to position the crown pillar (or identify the
transition depth) [7] in the presence of various mining constraints. Over the years, five
fundamental approaches have been used to determine the transition point or location of the
crown pillar [24,47,56,57]. These techniques are (1) biggest economic pit, (2) incremental
undiscounted cash flow, (3) automated scenario, (4) stripping ratio, and (5) opportunity
cost analyses.

For the biggest economic pit approach, the mineral resource is primarily evaluated
for OP mining. When the OP mining limit is obtained, the portion of the mineral resource
falling outside the OP outline is evaluated for UG mining. The biggest economic pit is the
simplest and most commonly used traditional approach for evaluating a mineral resource
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amenable to OPUG mining options. For the biggest economic pit, the pit usually terminates
when the marginal cost of waste stripping outweighs the marginal revenue obtained from
processing additional amounts of ore.

In the case of the incremental undiscounted cash flow approach, the marginal OP
profit from the mineral project per depth is evaluated and compared to the marginal UG
profit. Due to increasing cost of stripping waste per depth, there is a point where the
marginal OP profit is lower than the marginal UG profit. This depth is the transition point
which then acts as the crown pillar during transition. This transition depth is typically
shallower compared to the largest economic pit [47]. This method assumes that UG mining
profits do not depend on the depth of operation, therefore, there will be a point where the
marginal profits from UG mining operation will exceed that from OP mining operation.

The automated scenario analysis approach accounts for discounting unlike the incre-
mental undiscounted cash flow approach. It is based on the premise that, per an equivalent
unit of throughput, UG mines are characterized by high cut-off grades and therefore have
higher cash flow compared to OP mines for the same throughput. The approach is imple-
mented by compiling schedules for OP and UG mining and comparing the computed NPV
for each potential transition point. Thus, a set of transition points are evaluated and the
OPUG mining arrangements that offers the highest NPV is selected for further analysis
and design [47]. This method is time consuming and complex.

The stripping ratio analysis features the use of allowable stripping ratio (ASR) planned
by mine management for the OP mine and overall stripping ratio (OSR) computed per
depth for the OP mine to determine the transition depth [56,57]. The stripping ratio is
expressed by this relation with emphasis on exploitation cost of 1 tonne of ore in UG mining
and in OP mining, as well as, removal cost of waste in relation to 1 tonne of ore extracted
by OP mining. As OP mining deepens, the stripping ratio usually increases, increasing the
overall mining cost. An OSR is calculated and used to determine the breakeven point of
the OP mine relative to its depth. The OP mine transitions to UG mine when OSR is equal
to the ASR established by management of the mining project.

The opportunity cost technique is an extension of the LG algorithm that optimizes the
OP ultimal pit while considering the value of the next best alternative UG mining option.
This approach also employs the strength of the undiscounted cashflow technique and
assumes that rock materal in the transition zone will be mined by UG method if not mined
by OP method [24]. The methodology ensures that a minimum opportunity cost is achieved
for the selected optimal mining option at the expense of the unselected mining option.

An evaluation technique that seeks to leverage the advantages of all these five funda-
mental approaches were recently introduced by Afum and Ben-Awuah [33]. This approach
is referred to as the competitive economic evaluation (CEE) technique. The CEE process
evaluates each block of the mineral deposit and economically decides: (a) blocks suitable
for OP mining, (b) blocks suitable for UG mining, (c) unmined blocks, and (d) unmined
crown pillar simultaneously. The CEE optimization strategy is an unbiased approach that
provides fair opportunity to each mining block for selection by a mining option.

2.1. Notable Research on Mining Options and Transitions Planning Optimization
Historically, a cash flow and NPV based algorithm was introduced in 1982 to examine

the open pit-underground (OP-UG) transition interface [21]. Subsequently, in 1992, Nilsson
reviewed the previous 1982 algorithm and produced a new algorithm that considers
the transition depth as a critical input for evaluating deposits amenable to OP and UG
extraction [22]. An algorithm for determining the depth of transition was thereafter
introduced by Camus [58]. This algorithm was presented based on the economic block
values for OP and UG extraction methods. The technique involves the implementation
of the OP extraction algorithm taking into consideration an alternate cost due to UG
exploitation. In 1997, a model was developed by Shinobe [10] that enables the mine
operator to determine the optimum time of conversion based on discounted cash flow
(DCF) techniques, and cost estimation equations according to O’Hara and Suboleski [59].
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The model assumed that the underground resources were confined, and their extraction is
technically feasible. Whittle Programming Pty developed an applied approach referred to
as quantified operational scenarios for interfacing OP-UG mining methods in the OP to
UG transition problem [60].

In 2001 and 2003, an evaluation technique based on allowable stripping ratio with
a mathematical form for the objective function was introduced by Chen, Li, Luo, and
Guo [57] and Chen, Guo, and Li [56]. Volumes of ore and waste within the final pit limit
were assumed to be a function of depth for determining the transition point. A heuristic
algorithm based on economic block values of a two-dimensional block model that compares
the total value when using OP mining for extracting a particular level to UG mining of
the same level was developed for the mining options problem [15]. The algorithm was
based on the fact that typical ore deposits showing significant outcrops can be potentially
exploited by OP mining followed by UG mining. Thus, mining is completed at the initial
levels by OP extraction methods while transitioning to UG mining as the operation deepens
from the middle levels.

Until 2009, only a few available algorithms could solve the optimal transition depth
problem with some limitations. Bakhtavar, Shahriar, and Oraee [2] developed a model
for solving the transition depth problem by modifying Nilsson’s algorithm. The model
generated two different mining schedules for OPUG mining. Each mining method is
employed to extract mining blocks on the same level in series. The incremental NPVs of
the extraction for each level blocks are compared and if the incremental NPV of the OP
mine is larger than that of the UG mine, the algorithm transcends by adding the next series
of level blocks to the previously optimized mining schedule; and the incremental NPV of
the OPUG mine is compared again. Evaluation results from the first level to the last level is
monitored to identify the optimal transition depth (level) for the establishment of a crown
pillar. The remaining portions of ore below the crown pillar were evaluated and extracted
utilizing UG stoping method(s).

Another heuristic model based on the economic block values of OPUG extraction
was developed by Bakhtavar, Shahriar, and Mirhassani [14]. This new model was an
improvement over the previous model by factoring in the NPV achieved through the
mining process. Thus, for any level of the block model, the computed NPV from OP
mining operation is compared to the NPV derived from UG mining operation for the
same level. Although the model solves the transition problem using some technical and
economic parameters, it does not consider mining and processing capacities (equipment
requirements), and uncertainties in the geological and geotechnical characteristics of the
orebody. Uncertainties of ore grades were considered in subsequent mathematical pro-
gramming frameworks for the transition problem [20,30]. However, the implementation
of these existing models has always assumed the mining options and transitions plan-
ning scheme to be a stepwise process and hence implements their solution strategy as
OP mining followed by UG mining either in parallel (simultaneous) modes or sequential
(non-simultaneous) modes [4,18,20,24,30]. The challenge to this assumption also forms the
basis of this research. Table 1 shows a matrix comparison of notable research on the OP-UG
mining options optimization problem in the last decade.
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Table 1. Notable research on the open pits (OP)-underground (UG) mining options optimization problem for the past decade.

Name of Author(s)
Whittle

et al.

MacNeil &

Dimi-

trakopoulos

King et al.
Ben-Awuah

et al.

De Carli & de

Lemos

Ordin &

Vasil’ev

Dagdelen &

Traore
Roberts et al.

Opoku &

Musingwini

Bakhtavar

et al.

Year 2018 2017 2016 2016 2015 2014 2014 2013 2013 2012

Research Focus

Transition
depth &

production
schedule

Transition
Depth-

Instances

Transition
Depth-

Instances

Assessment of
Transition
Problem

Transition
Depth-

Instances

Transition
Depth-

Dynamic

Transition
Depth

Assessment of
Transition
Problem

Transition
Depth-

Dynamic

Transition
Depth

Approach Used

Model/Algorithm

Modification
of maximum

graph
closure
method

Stochastic
Integer
Model

Mixed
Integer

Linear Pro-
gramming

(MILP)

Mixed Integer
Linear

Programming
(MILP)

Dynamic
Programming-

lag, trend,
nonlinear

MILP-
OptiMine®

used to
optimize the

transition
problem

MILP-OP &
UG

(0-1) Integer
Programming

Software
Application Evaluator

Studio 3 &
NPV

Scheduler

OptiMine,
Whittle,

Studio 5D
and EPS

Blasor for OP
optimization;
COMET for

OP schedule;
Evaluator for

UG
optimization

Whittle for OP
optimization;
XPAC for OP

schedule;
Datamine’s

MRO for UG
optimization
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Table 1. Cont.

Name of Author(s)
Whittle

et al.

MacNeil &

Dimi-

trakopoulos

King et al.
Ben-Awuah

et al.

De Carli & de

Lemos

Ordin &

Vasil’ev

Dagdelen &

Traore
Roberts et al.

Opoku &

Musingwini

Bakhtavar

et al.

Outputs/Performance/
Transition Indicators

NPV Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

IRR Yes Yes

Mining
Recovery Yes

Avg. ROM
Grade Yes Yes

Metal Price
to Cost Ratio Yes

Production
Rate Yes Yes Yes

Stripping
Ratio Yes Yes Yes

Mine Life Yes Yes Yes Yes

Revenue Yes

Mining Cost Yes

Production
Schedule OP & UG OP, UG &

OPUG
Standalone for

OP & UG
Standalone

for OP & UG

Commodity Gold Confidential Gold-silver-
copper Gold

Coal mining–
kimberlite

pipe
Gold Iron

Gold-4
different
deposits

Hypothetical

Notable Remarks
Mining

sequence not
considered

NPV
compared to
determinis-

tic
model

Optimality
gap not

improved

Deterministic
not good
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As seen in Table 1, previous research on the mining options and transitions problems
mainly focuses on the determination of transition depth before optimizing the production
schedule for the mining arrangement. Formulating a model that allows the optimizer to
select the most suitable extraction strategy, including independent OP, independent UG,
simultaneous OPUG, sequential OPUG, or combinations of simultaneous and sequential
OPUG, to exploit any deposit under consideration will be a major addition to the mining
industry. It is important to note that in general previous research employed NPV and
feasible production schedule as major performance indicators for the developed models
and algorithms.

2.2. Factors Influencing Mining Options and Transitions Planning
The factors influencing mining options and transitions planning are also referred to as

transition indicators. These transition indicators mostly depend on the shape and size of
the mineral deposit and quantity of high-grade ore present in the selective mining units.
These indicators usually vary for different orebodies and commodities, and the philosophy
of mine management. The indicators can be broadly grouped into geologic, operational,
geotechnical, economic, and mine management strategy on global business economic
outlook [7,61]. These transition indicators are key to the identification and development of
the set of constraints required for optimizing the OP-UG mining options and transitions
planning problem [4,9,25].

Some of the indicators to consider in OP-UG transition optimization are mining recov-
ery, commodity price, mineral grade, cost of extracting ore and stripping waste, mining
and processing capacities, and UG dilution [62]. Subsequent research highlighted some
additional important parameters that must be considered during transition planning [19].
These include workforce requirement, shape and size of the orebody, and geotechnical
properties of the rock formation. Economic parameters such as discounting rate of expected
cash flows and OPUG mining costs, and primary factors including the competence of mine
management, characteristics of the geology of the orebody, stripping ratio, productivity
rate, and capital cost requirements for the UG mining option will affect the decision for
OP-UG transition as well [9,63].

The OP-UG mining options and transitions planning problem becomes complex
when critical indicators such as crown pillar positioning and other essential underground
mining constraints including primary and secondary access development, ventilation
development, and geotechnical requirements for the development openings and stopes
are integrated into the optimization framework. These essential UG mining developments
were previously not considered in the optimization process because of computational
complexities and the difficulty of integrating them with open pit mining operations [32].
The importance of incorporating crown pillar positioning, geotechnical support activity
sequencing, underground infrastructure development, and mine management strategy
in OP-UG mining options optimization studies are essential to attaining realistic mine
plans [9,30].

When investigating OP-UG mining options, it is important to model all constraints
and factors that have direct and remote impact on the economic and technical feasibility
of the project. The strategic production plan is generally subject to several constraints
that enforce the extraction sequence, blending requirements, and mining and processing
capacity requirements for practical implementation.

2.3. Crown Pillar and Rock Strength Considerations in Mining Options and Transitions Planning
A crown pillar is the horizontal part of a rock formation between the first upper stope

of an underground mine and an open pit excavation. A crown pillar is often provided to
prevent the inflow of water from the OP floor to the UG workings, while reducing surface
subsidence and caving. Finding the most suitable location of the crown pillar in a combined
mining method of OPUG operations is one of the most interesting problems for mining
engineers today, especially when crown pillar must collapse [14]. It is however worthy to
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note that crown pillar usage in the OPUG mine is not universal as sometimes it is desirable
for the crown pillar to collapse during the life of mine [24].

The positioning of the required crown pillar in the surface–underground mining
options and transitions planning problem is key to the operations of such mines. Some
researchers pre-selected the depth of the crown pillar (transition depth) before evaluating
portions above the crown pillar for OP mining and portions below the crown pillar for
underground mining [4,18,25,27,28]. This may lead to suboptimal solutions and will require
evaluating multiple crown pillar locations in a scenario-based approach. A few authors
have attempted to incorporate the positioning of the crown pillar in the optimization
process [24,33,34]. Their models were good improvements over previous works but were
missing some constraints such as the ventilation requirement and rock strength properties
required for practical implementation. The transition from open pit to underground mining
is a complicated geomechanical process which requires the consideration of rock mass
properties [35,36].

In OP to UG transition, the challenge of deformation, displacement, and rock for-
mation stability need to be meticulously investigated. These will ensure their effect on
production, worker and equipment safety, and the working environment of the UG opera-
tion are highly secured [64]. When the crown pillar thickness is large, considerable quantity
of mineral deposit is lost but when the pillar is undersized and thin, the probability of pillar
failure and instability of the mine is eminent [65]. According to Ma, Zhao, Zhang, Guo,
Wei, Wu, and Zhang [35], ground movement and deformation study of OP mines such as
geometrical, geomechanical, and analytical analyses are important in the transition study.

Optimizing the crown pillar dimensions and positioning is particularly significant in
UG mining operations. Estimation of the optimum crown pillar thickness is a complicated
study which involves the experience of the engineer and the use of numerical and empirical
techniques [65]. Several parameters influence crown pillar stability. These parameters
are broadly grouped into mining and geological [5]. The mining parameters include the
crown pillar geometry; stope surroundings; supporting methods employed (including
backfilling); sequence of mining operations and stress redistribution resulting from material
extraction. The geological parameters include the strength and deformation characteristics,
and inclination of the hanging wall, footwall, and orebody in general; geometry of the
mineral deposits; virgin stress conditions and properties of the contact regions between the
ore and country rock.

Crown pillar placement invariably defines the interface of the OP to UG transition.
Appropriately defining a suitable location of the crown pillar is fundamental to the min-
ing options optimization problem. Leaving an appropriate crown pillar thickness will
minimize the destructive interference between the OP and UG mining operations, while
maximizing ore recovery. The assumption of a uniform crown pillar of known height below
the optimized pit bottom is common [14]. Subsequently, an ad-hoc branch-and-bound
technique to exhaustively search the appropriate locations for crown and sill pillar place-
ments before computing the relaxed linear programming (LP) model for the OPUG mining
problem was developed by King, Goycoolea, and Newman [18]. A rounding heuristic was
used to transform the relaxed LP solution into integer programming (IP) solution using
satisfactory values of the objective function. The IP solution was used to terminate the
several potential crown and sill pillar placements and hence decrease the computational
time required. The researchers further concluded that, only 40 out of the over 3500 crown
and sill pillar placement options had a relaxed LP objective function value greater than the
best-known IP objective function value.

In a recent research, MacNeil and Dimitrakopoulos [20] pre-determined four possible
crown pillar positions while evaluating a gold deposit for OPUG mining. Their approach
resulted in four distinct transition points acting as potential candidates for a crown pillar.
The size of the crown pillar however remained the same for each candidate, as the location is
varied. This assumption does not support the geotechnical variability of the rock formation.
According to King, Goycoolea, and Newman [18], the crown pillar is usually positioned by
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industrial experts based on: (1) the optimal OP mining limit, or (2) the largest undiscounted
profit resulting from the extraction technique for each 3-D discretization of the orebody
and country rock. This is conducted after a detailed geotechnical assessment of the rock
formation in the immediate vicinity of the crown pillar.

The stability and placement of the crown pillar or transition interface significantly
affects the NPV of a mining project. Numerical simulation and machine learning are
among the most effective techniques for studying the crown pillar stability [66–68]. The
Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua (FLAC) software based on numerical modeling
and a hybrid support vector regression (v-SVR) analysis based on supervised machine
learning algorithm are used to examine deformation characteristics of surrounding rocks
in complex conditions of OP to UG mining transition. These analyses can provide ap-
proximation of rock strength properties to be incorporated in the transitions planning
optimization problem.

2.4. Existing Evaluation Tools for Mining Options and Transitions Planning Crown
Most of the existing optimization models and algorithms for evaluating OP-UG mining

options and transitions planning have been incorporated into software packages for easy
implementation. These are mostly based on the fundamental evaluation techniques dis-
cussed in Section 2.3. Modeling techniques for optimization problems have been discussed
in Appendix A. Some of the models and algorithms are Lerchs–Grossman algorithm, Sey-
mour algorithm, floating cone technique, dynamic programming, neural network, theory
of graphs, and network flow algorithm. These models and algorithms are used in software
packages including NPV Scheduler, Whittle Four-X, MineSched, Vulcan, MineScape, and
MineSight [25,26].

GEOVIA Whittle® software which is based on the Lerchs–Grossman algorithm [69] is
commonly used to optimize the OP limit prior to assessing the remaining mineral resource
outside the pit boundary for underground extraction [7]. Similarly, Blasor pit optimization
software which is developed based on a combinatorial mathematical programming model
is also used to identify the independent OP mining outline before UG extraction evaluation
for remaining mineral resources [9]. Mathematical programming frameworks based on IP,
mixed integer linear programming (MILP), and dynamic programming models have been
formulated and implemented with commercial optimization solvers for the transitions
planning problem [4,17,20,30].

After obtaining the OP outline and thereafter knowing the extent of the UG mining
limits, production schedules are generated for each mining option. Software packages
based on heuristics and mathematical programming models including GEOVIA Whittle,
OptiMine®, and COMET® have been used to produce strategic production schedules for
the OP portion of the mine [4,7,17]. Similarly, software packages including Snowden’s
Evaluator, XPAC®, and OptiMine® have been used to produce the strategic production
schedule for the UG portion of the mine [4,7,9,17,18,30].

2.5. Limitations of Current Models and Algorithms for OP-UG Mining Options and
Transitions Planning

Primary challenges to the mining options optimization problem include the optimiza-
tion approach used, the exhaustive consideration of contributing variables to the models
and algorithms, and geotechnical considerations in defining the transition interface and
its contribution to the mining operation. Progressively integrating geotechnical models in
strategic mine plans at the prefeasibility stage similar to how geologic models are incor-
porated will improve the reliability of the mine plan [70,71]. However, the information
required to produce a detailed geotechnical model at the prefeasibility stage is limited and
therefore difficult to model. Some of the limitations with current models and algorithms
for OP-UG mining options optimization include one or more of the following:
1. Consideration of rock support and reinforcement in the optimization process;
2. Consideration of essential infrastructural development in the optimization process;
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3. Consideration of stochastic variables;
4. Comprehensiveness and efficiency of models;
5. Optimality assessment.

2.5.1. Consideration of Rock Support and Reinforcement in the Optimization Process
Rock support and reinforcement are essential to the stability of openings during the

development of an underground mine. The term support generally refers to the various
types of geotechnical rock support used to protect underground workers and may include
steel mesh, shotcrete, fibrecrete, and a variety of types of steel straps. Reinforcement on
other hand refers to the various types of rock reinforcement to help prevent rock movement
and may include a variety of types of rockbolts, cablebolts, rebar, and dowel. Cablebolting
in stope development can particularly be very costly and may introduce considerable time
delays. Most cablebolts need 30 days for the Portland cement grout to properly set for the
cablebolts to be fully functional.

Several authors have acknowledged the importance of incorporating geotechnical
constraints to the OP-UG transition problem [9,14,15,20,25,47,72]. To verify the impact
of geotechnical constraints on the optimal solution, Roberts, Elkington, van Olden, and
Maulen [9] recommended that, such constraints need to be incorporated in subsequent
studies. Moving beyond determining transition depth and incorporating geotechnical pa-
rameters in locating and sizing the transition zone will have direct impact on the feasibility
and sustainability of the OP-UG mining project.

These existing models do not integrate the geomechanical classification of the rock
formation in the surface–underground mining option and transition problem. Although
the geotechnical characteristics of the rock formation are significant to underground min-
ing operations, their added complexities make it difficult to be included in the surface–
underground mining option and transition optimization models. According to Bullock [37],
mine planning is an iterative process that requires looking at many options and determin-
ing which, in the long run, provide the optimum results. Using such iterative process could
lead to some inferior solution(s) or sub optimal solution(s) that do not constitute the global
optimal solution.

Rock support and reinforcement in the development openings and stopes will increase
the operational costs and time (delay the mine life), and further affect the quantity and
sequence of rock material extracted from the stopes to the processing plants. To incorporate
the rock formation’s strength into the formulation, rock mass classification systems [73,74]
such as the Geological Strength Index (GSI), Rock Structure Rating (RSR), Rock Mass
Rating (RMR), and Q system are determined to characterize the rock formation, and then
Kriging applied to populate the block model. According to Abbas and Konietzky [73],
these classification systems could be grouped as qualitative or descriptive (e.g., GSI)
and quantitative (e.g., Q system, RMR, and RSR) with RMR being more applicable to
tunnels and mines. According to Kaiser and Cai [74], data obtained from the geology and
geomechanics of the rock formation are fundamental to mine planning and development
designs. This is because the behavior of the rock formation varies in the mine and therefore
rock mass domaining based on stress data, and geology and geometric data becomes
essential. Knowledge of the strength of the rock mass and its behavior are important for
the engineering design of all kinds of support for underground excavations [75,76].

2.5.2. Consideration of Essential Infrastructural Development in the Optimization Process
The typical UG mine is interspersed with important infrastructure development that

ensures the facilitations of the UG mining operations. These infrastructures include but
not limited to primary access development, secondary access development, ventilation
development, ore pass development, sumps, maintenance and refuge chambers, and fuel
station bays. Primary access developments are usually the main development that links
the entire UG mine to the surface and could be vertical or inclined shaft(s), decline(s) or
adit(s), or tunnel(s). The shaft(s) are often equipped with facilities to transport humans
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(workers) and materials for the UG operations. Secondary access development includes the
construction of lateral openings such as levels, ore and waste drives, or crosscuts, to link
the UG operational activities to the primary access(es) while ventilation development often
incorporates a series of bored raises and lateral drive development, and the construction of
ventilation controls. Ventilation controls are a range of objects such as regulators, doors,
and walls which need considerable time and money to create. Ore pass development
entails the construction of vertical or near vertical openings to link the various UG levels to
the main ore hoisting station. Similarly, sumps, maintenance and refuge chambers, and
fuel station bays are constructed to enable the removal of water being used for the UG
operations and the provision of several essential services to operating equipment UG rather
than being transported to the surface for such services.

2.5.3. Consideration of Stochastic Variables
In recent studies, the industrial practice has been that the production for OP mine and

UG mine are independently scheduled and merged into one for the OPUG mine. According
to King, Goycoolea, and Newman [18], this approach creates a myopic solution. However,
the discussions of the approach were limited to open stoping and extraction sequence. No
stochastic variables such as grade and price uncertainty, were included in their model.
King, Goycoolea, and Newman [18] further acknowledged that, their methodology in
handling the transition problem require further work to handle the applicability, accuracy,
and reduction of the optimality gap. Grade uncertainty has been identified to have a
significant impact on the determination of the transition point [16].

Although MacNeil and Dimitrakopoulos [20] incorporated grade uncertainty in their
work, they further identified some important notable geological uncertainties such as the rock
formation, metal content, and relevant rock properties and their impact on the strategic long
term planning of a mining project. MacNeil and Dimitrakopoulos [20] further recommended
that, financial uncertainty should be incorporated into future studies to improve on their
solution method. Ben-Awuah, Otto, Tarrant, and Yashar [4] did not consider uncertainty in
their model formulation and further recommended that pre-production capital expenditure
(CAPEX) and geological uncertainties should be added to the mining options evaluation. By
considering stochastic variables in a risk-based mining options optimization framework, mine
plans that can stand the test of time can be generated.

2.5.4. Comprehensiveness and Efficiency of Models
Comprehensiveness and efficiency of the models relates to the ability of the opti-

mization framework to exhaustively formulate various scenarios of the OP-UG mining
options problem and deliver practical results in a reasonable time frame. Such models are
exhaustive and are applicable in a wide range of mining systems. Stacey and Terbrugge [77]
indicated that a complete model for handling the transition problem remained a challenge
they further reckoned that the transition study for a mine should start at the onset of the
mine life and not be deferred to latter years since the planning and implementation could
sometimes take up to 20 years for completion. Shinobe [10] developed a software based on
a mathematical programming model for this challenge but assumed that the existence of
underground reserves have been confined and that their extraction is technically feasible.
He later recommended that the results of the program should be viewed only as a prelimi-
nary level indication of the economics of underground conversion. No final decision to
proceed with the conversion should be taken, solely based on the program’s output.

Majority of the current work on the transition problem lack some constraints and
solution to a more general problem. This includes consideration of the design capacities
and depth as primary indicators for transition in the joint evaluation problem [25]. The
approach however was limited in scope in relation to a more generic framework. NPV
curves and transition depth for OP to UG mining for the Botuobinskaya pipe deposit were
generated to solve the transition problem. From their results, the total NPV of the OPUG
mining operation was higher than the standalone NPVs of OP and UG mines for the same
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mining depth. In subsequent research, re-handling cost proved to be insignificant when
incorporated into the transition model [18]. Additionally, it was observed that there exist
undesirable fluctuations in the OPUG production schedules that must be smoothened to
achieve a more practical solution. In their work, MacNeil and Dimitrakopoulos [20] incor-
porated the constraints for mining, processing, metal content, and precedence relationships
in their model. According to the constraints affecting the transition problem identified in
the works of Opoku and Musingwini [7], those constraints considered are not exhaustive
since UG mining capital expenditures were not considered in the model application.

2.5.5. Optimality Assessment
Optimality assessment is a real challenge to current heuristic and meta-heuristic mod-

els and algorithms for OP-UG mining options optimization. The underlying optimization
approach fundamentally affects the optimality of the resource evaluation. Unless additional
steps are put in place to define an upper bound, the extent of optimality of the solution from
these models is unknown. Some of the current models can solve the transition problem,
usually producing near optimal solutions [14,47]. These existing models and algorithms
assume open pit mining operations must surely be an option in the evaluation process
and usually precedes the underground mining. Similarly, few models assess the resource
with the assumption that underground mining could precede open pit mining. However, a
resource assessment that is devoid of the traditional arrangement of the mining options but
allows the optimization process to decide the choice and sequence of the mining option(s)
is key to achieving global optimal solution. Bakhtavar, Shahriar, and Oraee [2] noted
that, few methods (algorithms) have some disadvantages and deficiencies in finding the
optimal transition depth. According to Askari-Nasab et al. [78], heuristic algorithms may
not produce optimal solutions. This could lead to loss of huge financial benefits resulting
from implementing sub-optimal mine plans.

Finch [47] also highlighted that, the effort of producing OPUG mining schedules for
the possible candidates of transition interface for all the various mining and processing
capacities could be time consuming and costly. The process commonly leads to the genera-
tion of sub-optimal solutions since the problem is not thoroughly investigated. According
to Richard and Stefan [79], designs optimized for deterministic cases are often sub-optimal
when uncertainties are recognized and their effects understood. By applying mathematical
programming models with current high computing resources [31], optimal or near opti-
mal solutions with known optimality gap can be obtained for the OP-UG mining options
optimization problem in a practical time frame and at an acceptable computational cost.

3. Summary and Conclusions

The problem of optimizing resource exploitation depends largely on the mining
option used in the extraction. Some mineral deposits extend from the near surface to
several meters in depth. Such deposits can be amenable to both surface mining and/or
underground mining, and this leads to the surface–underground mining options and
transitions optimization. Relevant literature review on the SUMOTO problem has been
conducted and documented. Research works in this area have primarily focused on
different variations of determining the transition depth between open pit and underground
mines, and the subsequent optimization of the strategic schedule for each mining option.
Heuristics and exact solution methods have both been used in the past to attempt the
SUMOTO problem. An algorithm or model that comprehensively and simultaneously
determines an optimized open pit mine, transition interface and an underground mine
for any orebody by both surface and underground mining methods in a single run will
significantly add value to the mining industry. A matrix showing the various approaches
adopted by researchers in tackling the OP-UG transition problem in the last decade has
been developed (Table 1).

Shortfalls on previous research for mining options optimization have been discussed
and opportunities for further studies identified. Notable limitations of current models
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and algorithms for the SUMOTO problem include: (1) consideration of rock support and
reinforcement in the optimization process; (2) consideration of essential infrastructural
development in the optimization process; (3) consideration of stochastic variables; (4)
comprehensiveness and efficiency of models; and (5) optimality assessment of model
solution. These identified limitations may often lead to sub-optimal global solution to
the SUMOTO problem thereby affecting the viability of the mining project. It is therefore
essential to develop a rigorous optimization framework that attempts to address some of
these deficiencies.

Although the main sources of uncertainties in mining options studies have been found
to include financial, technical, and geological, research on strategic mining options have
handled these uncertainties independently. Incorporation of geological uncertainties in
current strategic mining options studies have been applied in different forms, including,
grade and tonnage uncertainties, probability indices, and the use of algorithms to further
define these uncertainties. The incorporation of financial uncertainties together with
geological uncertainties is limited in current research on mining options studies. As
uncertainties cannot be eliminated in the mining options problem, the best strategy is
to quantify uncertainty, reduce uncertainty and manage the associated risk during the
production scheduling process.

In the last decade, different variations of mathematical programming models have
been used by researchers to solve challenges associated with the surface–underground
mining options problem. The main variations are either deterministic (linear programming
and integer and mixed-integer programming) or stochastic (dynamic programming and
stochastic programming) or combination of both.

4. Recommendations

The authors conclude by proposing further research into the formulation of an inte-
grated stochastic programming model for the mining options and transitions optimization
problem for all deposits including base and critical minerals. Figure 4 is a representation of
the recommended research considerations to solve the complexities associated with the
strategic surface–underground mining options and transitions optimization problem.

To add significant value to the mining industry, the proposed research approach in
Figure 4 will result in a stochastic mining options and transitions optimization model that
has the capacity to generate strategic mining options including: OP mining, UG mining,
simultaneous OPUG mining, OP mining followed by UG mining, and UG mining followed
by OP mining. The proposed model should be applicable at the prefeasibility stage of
mining project to guide mine planners and investors in making important decisions. Some
of the performance indicators of the model should include net present value, internal rate
of return, discounted cashflow, price to cost ratio, blending ratio, production smoothness,
stripping ratio, mine life, mining recovery, and average run-of-mine (ROM) grade. The
proposed model should have the features and capacity to:
(a) Take in simulated block models as inputs in a risk-based or stochastic framework that

considers grade, price, and cost uncertainty;
(b) Evaluate strategic mining options with exhaustive constraints for large-scale mining

projects through efficient numerical modeling and computational techniques. In
addition to standard mining and technical constraints, other notable constraints
include controls for safety, geotechnical, geological, and hydrogeological conditions
of the mining area;

(c) Integrate waste management constraints and synergies wherein waste material and
tailings from open pit mining can be used for underground backfilling; as well as
characterizing mineralized waste material as future resource;

(d) Leverage resource governance and synergies whereby open pit low grade ore can
be blended with underground high-grade ore to improve processing recovery and
extend mine life;

(e) Determine the size and capacity of the mining project using real value options approach.
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of the proposed research approach for strategic OP-UG mining options optimization.
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Appendix A. Modeling Techniques for Optimization Problems

The literature review conducted on the surface–underground mining options and
transitions optimization (SUMOTO) problems indicate that mining options and transitions
optimization planning are modeled and solved using different evaluation techniques. Un-
derstanding the various classifications of optimization models and their advantages are
essential to the development of an optimization framework capable of handling the notable
limitations and gaps associated with the current models and algorithms for SUMOTO prob-
lems. These optimization models may be grouped into four broad types according to how
well they are able to define a given problem: (1) operational exercise models, (2) gaming
models, (3) simulation models, and (4) analytical or mathematical programming models.
Simulation and analytical models are widely used for mining optimization problems due
to their practicality, robustness, and efficiency [80,81]. Table A1 shows classification of
certainty and uncertainty models.
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Table A1. Classification of certainty and uncertainty models [23].

Class Strategy Evaluation Strategy Generation

Certainty

Deterministic simulation
Econometric models
Systems of simultaneous
equations
Input-output models

Linear programming
Network models
Integer and mixed integer
programming
Nonlinear programming
Control theory

Uncertainty

Monte Carlo simulation
Econometric models
Stochastic processes
Queueing theory
Reliability theory

Decision theory
Dynamic programming
Inventory theory
Stochastic programming
Stochastic control theory

Appendix A.1. Operational Exercise Models
Operational exercise is a modeling method that relates variables to the actual en-

vironment where the study decision will be applied [23]. This method has the highest
degree of realism when compared to other techniques of modeling. It is usually prohibitive,
expensive to implement, and associated with extreme challenge when alternatives must be
assessed. This then leads to sub-optimization of the final solution. A human decision-maker
forms part of the modeling processes of operational exercises.

Appendix A.2. Gaming Models
Gaming is a modeling approach constructed to represent more simple or abstract

entities in the real world [23]. This method gives the mine planner the opportunity to
try several variations of the decisions to make. A human decision-maker is part of the
modeling processes for gaming models.

Appendix A.3. Simulation Models
Simulation models provide several ways to assess the performances of alternatives

outlined by the planner. They do not allow much interferences from human interactions
during the computational analyses stage of implementation [23]. Simulation models could
sometimes be compared to gaming models. However, they involve the application of
logical arithmetic performed in a particular sequence usually by computer programs. If
the problem is exclusively defined in an analytical form, much flexibility and realistic
results are attained. This is essential if uncertainties are critical components of the decisions
being made. A human decision-maker is external or not part of the modeling processes of
simulation and analytical models.

Appendix A.4. Analytical or Mathematical Programming Models
The fourth model category is analytical models. These models represent the problem

completely in mathematical forms, usually by means of a criterion or objective subject
to series of constraints that impact on the decision being made [23]. The mathematical
formulation helps to determine the optimal solution in the presence of the set of constraints.
Although mathematical models highly simplify the problem, they are less expensive and
easy to develop.

Mathematical programming is a significant method when decision variables must
be quantified for planning. The problem is defined with mathematical expressions in
a well-defined structure to find an optimal solution based on performance evaluation
criteria including cost, profit, and time. The optimal solution is obtained from a feasible
region of alternative results. The expressions are parameters (input data) and variables
which represent the optimization results or outcome. When multiple criteria decisions
are required for any complex problem, a multi-objective mathematical programming
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model involving more than one objective function is deployed simultaneously. The main
advantages of mathematical programming models (MPMs) are: (a) comparatively simple
with high approximations of complicated problems, and (b) ability to search the feasible
solution spaces among competing variables and alternatives [82]. Common MP techniques
are stochastic programming, deterministic programming, dynamic programming, LP,
nonlinear programming, IP, and MILP.

Appendix A.4.1. Stochastic Programming
Stochastic programming is a special case of programming in which some of the

constraints or parameters depend on random variables. This type of programming is used
to solve problems that involve uncertainty and allow stochastic variables to be accounted
for [82].

Appendix A.4.2. Deterministic Programming
Deterministic programming is a form of MP that is rigorous and solves problems in

finite time. The optimization model is deterministic when the parameters considered in
the model are known constants [23]. The method is useful when global solution is required
and is extremely difficult to find a feasible solution.

Appendix A.4.3. Dynamic Programming
Dynamic programming is a form of mathematical programming used to solve multistage

complicated problems [82]. A large-scale problem is simplified by breaking it down into
simpler sub-problems in a nested recursive manner as opposed to deterministic programming.

Appendix A.4.4. Linear Programming
This is a distinct case of convex programming where the model objective and the

equality and inequality constraints are expressed as linear functions. The feasible solution
set is usually a polytope or polyhedron with connected sets of polygonal faces and convex.
The optimal solution could be a single vertex, edge or face, or even sometimes the entire
feasible region when dealing with high dimension problems. Typical LP solutions could
arrive as infeasible or unbounded [83].

Appendix A.4.5. Nonlinear Programming
Nonlinear programming is a special case of programming which could be convex

or non-convex with nonlinear objective functions or nonlinear constraints or [83]. Some
assumptions are often made on the shape and function behavior when solving nonlinear
programming problems [23]. Nonparametric and simulation-based optimization tech-
niques have been used to explicitly solve models with nonlinear constraints. However,
computational feasibility have been a major disadvantage in the development and imple-
mentation of MPMs [82].

Appendix A.4.6. Integer Programming
Integer programming (IP) is a special type of LP where some or of all the decision

variables are constrained to take on integers and therefore not continuous. If all the
variables are discrete or integers or binaries, the model is referred to as pure integer
programming. Essentially, IP problems are hard problems because they are difficult to
solve and therefore referred to as combinatorial analysis than LP [23].

Appendix A.4.7. Mixed Integer Linear Programming
This is a special form of IP in which some decision variables are constrained to take

on integers and others continuous. Continuous variables indicate that the variables could
take on fractions as part of the solution regime. Due to the strength of MILP formulations,
it is proposed as the model for solving the SUMOTO problem in this research. The MILP
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formulation structure is well defined with objective function, and a set of constraints to
achieve the mining decisions that are usually made up of continuous variables and integers.
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